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Abstract 
Dealing with geometrical information has been an important aspect of the knowledge required for 
construction of a structure. In particular, data generation techniques appropriate for complex 
geometries are crucial for the design and construction of spatial structures. This may be referred to 
as ‘Configuration Processing’ and has been the centre of attention for some researchers in the past 
few decades. A main focus of this thesis is the ‘regularity’ in structural forms and the present 
research shows that the ‘metric properties’ of structural forms, suggested by the Author, are 
fundamental for the study of regularity. Metric properties refer to the geometrical information 
necessary for design, and in particular, construction of lattice spatial structures. To elaborate, the 
research addresses the following questions: 
 What are the metric properties for a lattice structure and how can these be evaluated? 
 What is the definition of regularity for lattice structures and how can this be quantified? 
 How could the regularity of a lattice structure be improved? 
The Author is an architect and structural engineer who has been involved in the design and 
construction of lattice spatial structures for 20 years. The experience of the actual construction over 
the years has shown that there are advantages in keeping the number of different types of structural 
components small. In another front, the study of regularity of forms for lattice structures may 
involve the ‘visual aspects’, ‘arrangements of elements’ or ‘structural components’. The first two 
aspects are subjective matters and the latter one, that is the focus of the present work, is an objective 
matter. The present research shows that the metric properties of structural forms are fundamental 
for the study of component regularity. There are considerable benefits in terms of the construction 
of structures which have a high degree of regular components. The benefits include savings in time 
and cost of construction, as well as a reduction in probability of having a wrong arrangement during 
assembly. In this sense, the present work could be considered as a research of fundamental 
importance which provides a basis for the knowledge in this field. Most of the examples in the 
Thesis are single layer lattice structures with straight elements and further research on other types of 
lattice structures is recommended. 
This thesis consists of six chapters, the first of which entitled ‘Introduction’ provides background 
information about the research and discusses the research aims. Chapter 2 on the ‘Literature 
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Review’ concerns the few available publications relevant to the research. The third chapter entitled 
‘Metric Properties’ defines a number of geometrical parameters which are being used to generate 
the geometrical information. Also, the mathematics involved for the necessary calculations are 
discussed. This chapter is a major contribution of the thesis and to the available knowledge in terms 
of introduction a set of well-defined geometrical parameters for design and construction of lattice 
spatial structures. Chapter 4 is dedicated to discussion of different aspects of ‘Regularity’ of lattice 
structures. To begin with, the idea of regularity is elaborated upon and then the concept of 
‘regularity indicators’ are discussed. These indicators help to quantify regularity of components. 
Here again, this chapter presents a novel idea in the field of lattice spatial structures. Another major 
contribution of this thesis to the general knowledge is Chapter 5 entitled ‘Sphere Packing’. This is a 
particular technique for configuration processing developed by the Author to improve the member 
length regularity of lattice structures. An example of the application of the technique for 
configuration processing of spherical domes is also discussed in details. Moreover, a comparison on 
the variation of the member lengths of different dome configurations is discussed which shows that 
around 50% of the members of a dome created by sphere packing technique are with the same 
length. This proportion of equal length members is considerably higher than that of the other dome 
configurations (10%-33%). Finally, Chapter 6 provides the conclusions and some important 
suggestions for the continuation of the research. In addition to the main body of this thesis, copy of 
the relevant publications by the Author are provided as Annexes in the following three categories: 
i. Geometrical data generation for lattice spatial structures is the core of the Annexes A to E, 
then, 
ii. Annexes F and G are focusing on the education of spatial structures, and finally, 
iii. Historical background of spatial structures is discussed in the Annexes H and I. 
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 Introduction 
Background information about the present research, as well as the aims and objectives will be 
discussed in this chapter. This research concerns the study and creation of geometrical information 
necessary for design and, in particular, construction of lattice structures. Also, study of regularity of 
configurations would benefit from this information. The research is conducted based on the 
Author’s personal experience throughout his professional career in the past two decades of being 
involved in the design and construction of a number of spatial structures. The practical manner that 
the industry overcomes the geometrical challenges is mostly case by case, that is, finding an 
appropriate solution for a particular case in a project. Thereafter, dealing with a different challenge 
in another project. Moreover, considering the time and cost involved in this process, quality of the 
solutions in most cases are not ideal, but acceptable based on the available resources. Therefore, the 
industry would appreciate the publication of well-established documentation to define the useful 
geometrical information for spatial structures. Moreover, such publication provides valuable 
resources for education of architects and structural engineers, preventing the next generation of 
experts of reinventing the wheel. In another front, education of spatial structures is a field of interest 
for the Author and he published a couple of papers in this field which will be introduced in 
Section 1.6. Another important field of interest for him is the historical background of spatial 
structures. This includes the activity of researchers, as well as the research centres in the past few 
decades. He also has a couple of publications in this area. In fact, a copy of the Author’s 
publications related to this thesis are provided in the Annexes A to I. The publications could be 
considered in the following three different categories: 
i. Geometrical data generation for lattice spatial structures is the core of the Annexes A to 
E, then, 
ii. Annexes F and G are focusing on the education of spatial structures, and finally, 
iii. Historical background of spatial structures is discussed in the Annexes H and I. 
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1.1 Background 
A person dealing with the design of a structure, or more usually and preferably a team dealing with 
this task, should give careful considerations to a number of aspects in the process of design. These 
aspects involve areas such as 
 Functional requirements of the project, 
 Particulars of the available site, 
 Choice of the geometry of the structure, 
 Choice of the method of construction and materials, 
 Particulars of the ground (type of soil), 
 Choice of approach for structural analysis, 
 Determination of external loads and their appropriate combinations, 
 Maintenance and durability considerations, 
 Environmental and energy efficiency considerations, 
 Legal issues that may be involved, 
 and so on. 
An essential aspect for initial considerations is the geometrical shape of the structure. This aspect, 
in turn, involves many other details. In particular, thinking of a lattice spatial structure, the 
following details should be considered: 
 General form of the structure, 
 Arrangement of structural components, and pattern of the configuration, 
 Density of the patterns in the structure and typical length of members, 
 and so on. 
Dealing with geometrical information has been an important aspect of the required knowledge for 
construction of structures. In particular, data generation techniques appropriate for complex 
geometry is crucial for the design and construction of spatial structures. This may be referred to as 
‘Configuration Processing’ and has been the centre of attention for some researchers in the past few 
decades. Configuration processing starts from the initial stages of the preliminary design, also 
known as ‘conceptual design’, of a spatial structure and continues throughout the manufacturing 
and assembly of the structural components. Additionally, precise geometrical data is fundamental 
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for health monitoring and maintenance purposes. To elaborate, Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) 
implies the integration of several different systems to acquire knowledge of the integrity of in-
service structures on a continuous basis. This is for the engineers to obtain information on how 
structures behave in service (Xu & Xia, 2011). 
The ArchiVision Company was established by the Author in 1999 and has been responsible for 
design and construction of a number of spatial structures. Particularly, some 130 lattice spatial 
structures were constructed by the company in more than 30 different cities in Iran. This was prior 
to the time that the Author moved to the UK to pursue research at the Spatial Structures Research 
Centre of the University of Surrey. Fig 1.1 for instance, provides three different views of a pad for 
helicopters’ landing, under construction on top of a highrise building. This structure, also known as 
a helipad, was constructed in the city of Mashahad, Iran, using prefabricated steel tubular elements. 
Five other similar double layer flat grids with a radial arrangement for helipads also were designed 
and constructed in Tehran and Kish Island by the Company. 
Another example of the structures constructed is shown in Fig 1.2, which is a bus canopy in the city 
of Shiraz, Iran. The figure shows a 3D simulation of the canopy, as well as two views of the 
structure under construction. In this case, a hybrid prefabricated steel structure consisting of tubular 
elements and hollow box sections were used in the form of a double layer barrel vault. The canopy 
structure was supported by V-shape columns underneath the structure, in addition to cable supports 
from the above. Corrugated coloured metal sheets were also used as cladding material. 
Again in the city of Shiraz, two sky-domes with prefabricated tubular steel structures are shown 
in Fig 1.3. The figure provides a view of one of the domes under construction, in addition to a view 
of the dome after completion. The domes were covered by double glazing panels using spider 
connectors. A particular technique for configuration processing of these domes was used to reduce 
the variation of the member lengths of the elements. Details about the technique were presented in 
the 2012 Annual Symposium of the International Association for Shell and Spatial Structures 
(IASS) in Seoul, Korea (Mottaghi Rad, et al., 2012). A copy of this paper is provided in Annex A. 
Another skydome constructed in Mashhad, Iran, is represented in Fig 1.4. Here again, the dome is 
covered by double glazing panels with spider connectors. However, the structure is a hybrid system 
consisting of curved I section steel beams together with tubular steel bracings. The skydome covers 
the central atrium of a shopping mall. 
The final examples are two structures, namely, a geodesic sphere and a tensegrity tower, 
constructed for the exhibition of the Third Iranian National Conference on Spatial Structures held at 
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the University of Tehran, Iran. A galvanised tubular steel structure was used for the geodesic sphere 
with over 3 meters diameter. Also, the tensegrity tower with a height of over 10 meters, was 
designed similar to the Needle Tower of Kenneth Snelson in Washington and constructed using 
stainless steel tubular elements and stainless steel cables. Since the regularity of structural forms has 
been a point of interest for the Author, he also studied some techniques for improvements of 
regularity of tensegrity configurations. The outcome of the study was published in a paper entitled 
‘A Uniform Configuration for Tensegrity Roofs’ (Mottagi Rad & Behnejad, 2013), a copy of which 
is provided in Annex B. 
Further to the few examples of the structures constructed by ArchiVision, in what follows, some 
other examples are being described with more details. This is to bring out some of the geometrical 
challenges related to the design and construction of lattice spatial structures. 
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 A helicopter pad (helipad) under construction on top of a highrise building in Mashhad, Iran. 
The helipad was designed and constructed by ArchiVision using prefabricated tubular steel elements in 
a radially arrangement of a double layer flat grid (ArchiVision, 2017). 
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 A double layer barrel vault for a bus canopy in Shiraz, Iran. The canopy has a hybrid 
prefabricated steel structure consisting of tubular and hollow box section elements, which is supported 
by V-shape columns from the underneath and cable supports from above (ArchiVision, 2017). 
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 Double layer tubular steel structure for two skydomes in the city of Shiraz, Iran. The domes 
were covered by double glazing panels with spider connectors (ArchiVision, 2017). A paper was 
published on the configuration processing techniques used in this project. A copy of the paper is 
provided in Annex A. 
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 A skydome to cover the central atrium of a shopping mall in Mashhad, Iran. The dome has a 
hybrid system consisting of curved I section steel beams together with tubular steel bracings covered 
with double glazing panels. The bottom picture shows the directors of ArchiVision in a visit after the 
completion of the skydome (ArchiVision, 2017). 
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 A tensegrity tower, similar to the needle tower of Kenneth Snelson in Washington, and a 
geodesic sphere constructed for the exhibition of the Third Iranian National Conference on Spatial 
Structures, May 2011 in Tehran, Iran (ArchiVision, 2017). 
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1.2 Exhibition Centre in Zanjan 
The first lattice structure to be exemplified is the roof of an exhibition centre in the city of Zanjan, 
Iran (ArchiVision, 2017). A general view of the structure, built in 2008 within 3 months with the 
total area of 3800 m2, is shown in Fig 1.6a. The figure shows the exhibition centre consisting of two 
similar buildings. Also, a longitudinal section of the buildings is shown in Fig 1.6b. Each building 
consists of three main parts, namely, a 900 m2 double layer barrel vault at the middle, as well as two 
500 m2 double layer flat grids at the sides, all having a square on square pattern. 
 
 An exhibition centre having two similar buildings with double layer lattice roof structure in 
Zanjan, Iran. The roof of each building consists of 900 m2 barrel vault at the middle, as well as two 500 
m2 double layer grids at the sides. The construction took three months and completed in 2008 
(ArchiVision, 2017). 
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The roof of the exhibition centre is covered by Polyurethane sandwich panels and the cladding 
panels of the barrel vault are directly placed on the top layer elements. However, those of the 
double layer grids are placed on the top of steel posts with different heights, as shown in Fig 1.7a. 
Also, the structure has tubular steel elements with MERO-type nodes. A schematic sketch of the 
roof system is shown in Fig 1.7b. In a double layer grid like this, it is preferred to end up with less 
variation of the structural components. This is due to the benefits of the prefabrication and assembly 
of a structure with limited types of structural parts. Therefore, the height of the grid will be chosen 
in a way that the length of the web elements is equal to that of the top/bottom layer elements. In this 
particular case, the configuration was designed such that the centre to centre distance of the 
connectors is equal to 3.00 m for the whole grid. Note that this distance is the ‘nominal length’ of 
the elements and the ‘actual length’ of the elements would be calculated considering the dimensions 
of the connectors, Fig 1.7b. All the connectors of this structure had the same diameter, however, 
this is not the case for more complex structures. It is important to clearly differentiate the nominal 
length and the actual length of the elements in a lattice structure. The Author recalls that lack of 
clarity about the actual length of the elements in this project caused unnecessary complications 
during the construction. 
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 The cladding panels of the barrel vaults are directly placed on the top layer elements. 
However, those of the double layer grids are placed on the top of steel posts with different heights. 
Also, the structure has tubular steel elements with MERO-type nodes. The schematic sketch shows the 
nominal length, as well as the actual length of the elements. 
Having fewer variations of the elements is desirable from the construction point of view, however, 
the number of different member lengths is mostly related to the complexity of the configuration. For 
instance, having a square pattern for the top layer of a barrel vault, as well as choosing an 
appropriate depth for the structure will lead to the members with the same length for both, top and 
web elements. However, as far as the length of the elements on the bottom layer is concerned, the 
elements along the cross section of the barrel vault will be shorter than the rest of the elements. In 
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general, some techniques in configuration processing could be used to minimise the length 
variation. One of such techniques initiated by the Author will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
In this exhibition centre, each of the barrel vaults consists of elements with two different lengths. 
The majority (i.e. 88%) of the elements are 3.00 m long, while the length of the rest of the elements 
(i.e 12%) is 2.88 m. It is notable that having members with the same lengths in a configuration does 
not (necessarily) mean that all the other particulars of the members (e.g cross section, thickness, 
colour, etc) are the same. Therefore, the number of types of the members in a configuration could 
be more than the number of types of the member lengths. However, a configuration having fewer 
types of member lengths is more likely to have fewer types of members. 
As far as the variation of the connectors in a structure like this is concerned, the diameter of the 
connectors is one factor which, usually, is decided upon based on the structural analysis. Another 
factor would be the number of elements, as well as their relative position joining each node. To 
elaborate, consider the arrangement in Fig 1.8 representing a top view of a corner of the flat grid 
where the top layer elements are in thicker lines. The nodes in this figure are shown in circles and 
the similar node types are labelled as AT, AB, B and so on. Note that nodes AT on the top layer are 
accommodating four web elements, in addition to another four elements from the top layer. This is 
similar to the arrangement of the elements for node AB on the bottom layer. Therefore, as far as the 
manufacturing of the connectors are concerned, nodes AT and AB are the same. However, the 
connector at node AB should be positioned upside down during the assembly, compared to the 
connector at a node AT. To address such challenges about the node types, a specific way to define 
the number of elements and their relative position at a node of a configuration, referred to as the 
‘node figure’ is going to be described in Chapter 3. 
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 Top view of a corner of the flat grid of the exhibition centre in Zanjan where the top layer 
elements are in thicker lines. The nodes are shown in circles and the similar node types are labelled as 
AT, AB, B and so on. 
1.3 Geodesic Dome in Mashhad 
The second example concerns a single layer geodesic dome with the approximate surface area of 
1000 m2 in the city of Mashhad, Iran, Fig 1.9a. The dome is a part of a spherical surface based on a 
triangulation of three pentagonal faces of a dodecahedron, as shown in Fig 1.9b. Information about 
the configuration processing and construction of the dome, which provides natural light for a 
commercial complex, was discussed in a paper by the Author and his colleagues (Mottaghi Rad, et 
al., 2012). A copy of the paper is provided in Annex C. 
The elements of the structure are tubular steel with hollow spherical nodes. Also, the elements have 
23 different types of lengths. In addition, the cladding of the dome is double glazed panels, 
connected to the nodes with steel spider connectors, Fig 1.9c. The manufacturing and installation of 
the dome was completed within six months in 2009. 
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 A single layer geodesic dome, having a triangular pattern based on a dodecahedron. The 
1000 m2 dome provides natural light for a commercial complex. The elements of the dome are in 23 
different length types and the dome was constructed within six months in 2009 (ArchiVision, 2017). 
One of the practical challenges, in the construction of a dome like this, is the variation of the 
member lengths. This is due to the fact that each element needs to be labelled and then bundled with 
the same elements in the factory. Then, all the elements will be transported to the construction site 
to be assembled based on the project documents. Note that the construction team must pay 
particular attention to the assembly of the structure to prevent wrong arrangement of the elements. 
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Therefore, having a spherical configuration with fewer member lengths would be beneficial. A 
particular family of such configurations suggested by the Author will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
One may imagine that a lattice structure with members of equal lengths, or with a high proportion 
of members of equal lengths, is visually attractive. Also, the study of relations between the variation 
of the member lengths in a configuration and its structural performance might be of an interest. 
However, the desirability of equal length members, in the present work, is seen from a completely 
different point of view. Namely, from the pragmatic point of view of economy of construction. 
1.4 Lobby of a Residential Complex in Kish Island 
The last example relates to a free form construction for the lobby of a residential complex in Kish 
Island, Persian Gulf, Iran (ArchiVision, 2017). The structure is a double layer system in tubular 
steel with MERO-type nodes. The configuration of the structure is given in Fig 1.10, where the top 
layer elements are shown in thicker lines. The approximate surface area of the structure is 1100 m2, 
which was constructed in eight months in 2011. The elements of the structure (circa 1000) have 
more than 500 different length types. 
In addition to the practical challenges of dealing with a large variation of structural components in a 
complex structure like this, there is considerable geometrical information required for the 
construction. As discussed earlier, this includes information about the length of the elements, both 
nominal and actual, and the node figure for the connectors, as well as more in-depth geometrical 
data. For instance, as far as the cladding panels are concerned, there are some practical limitations 
for the installation of the double glazing panels. Therefore, the angle between any two neighbouring 
panel needs to be worked out. Also, the planarity of each non triangular panel needs to be checked. 
Another example of such information would be the angle between any two neighbouring elements, 
to identify any potential clash of the elements, based on their dimensions. Note that in practice, a 
specialised company in the field of design and construction of such structures has the required 
knowledge to generate the necessary geometrical information. However, this would be an in-house 
knowledge which proves the competency of the company. One of the aims of research in this thesis 
is to define the required geometrical information for a lattice structure, referred to as the ‘metric 
parameters’, and to develop necessary techniques to generate such information. This is going to be 
discussed in details in Chapter 3. 
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 A free form construction as the roof of the lobby of a residential complex in Kish Island, 
Persian Gulf, Iran. The structure is a double layer system in tubular steel members with MERO-type 
nodes, having an approximate surface area of 1100 m2. The elements of the structure (circa 1000) are in 
more than 500 different length types and the structure was constructed in 8 months in 2011. 
1.5 A comparison 
Consider the structural elements of a configuration as one on the main structural components of a 
lattice structure. In addition to the required information about the elements, the variation of the 
elements should be considered as a key factor for the construction. To elaborate, consider Table 1.1 
providing a summary for comparing the facts and figures of the latter three exemplified structures. 
The table gives a rough idea about the time and cost of construction in spatial structures being 
affected by two key points, namely, the variation of elements and the configuration complexity. 
Table 1.1 Summary data regarding three exemplified lattice spatial structures 
Project Configuration type Area 
(m2) 
Types of 
member lengths 
Construction 
period (months) 
Proportional cost 
estimate (/m2) 
Exhibition hall Double layer grid and 
barrel vault 
3800 2 3 1 
Geodesic dome Single layer dome 1000 23 6 2.5 
Residential lobby Double layer free 
form 
1100 500 8 4.5 
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The area of the structure of the first example, the exhibition hall, is almost four times larger than 
that of the two other structures. However, the exhibition hall has only 2 types of member lengths, 
while the geodesic dome and the residential lobby have 23 and 500 types of member lengths, 
respectively. 
The construction period of the exhibition hall was 3 months which is considerably shorter than that 
of the other two structures. Considering the difference between the areas of the first two structures, 
the construction of the exhibition hall was more than 7 times faster than the geodesic dome. Based 
on the Authors observation, having more variety of structural components in the dome was one of 
the main reasons for making the construction slower. 
The structure of the residential lobby consisted of 500 types of member lengths, which is much 
more than that of the other two examples. Having a huge variety of member lengths in the lobby, 
made the construction both slow and expensive. Specifically, the manufacturing, labelling, sorting 
and assembly of a structure with such a variety of structural components is highly time consuming. 
The structural system of the exhibition hall and the residential lobby were the same. However, the 
variety of the member lengths of the lobby was much more than that of the hall. This made the cost 
of manufacturing of the structural elements of the lobby higher than that of the hall (around 20% 
more expensive). 
Table 1.1 also provides a cost estimate for the three structures. This gives an indication about the 
cost for the design, manufacturing and construction of the geodesic dome and the lobby, in 
comparison with the cost for the exhibition hall. Note that the cost of structure could increase, 
considerably, for a complex geometry with a large verity of structural components.  
1.6 Configurations with low verity of structural components 
In general, the time and cost of construction is influenced by a number of factors including 
complexity of the configuration, available technology for manufacturing, expertise of the assembly 
team, limitations of the site of construction and weather condition. Out of the mentioned factors, 
this research focuses on the reduction of variation of the member lengths to create more regular 
structures. This is going to be discussed in details in Chapter 4, however, it would be helpful to 
clarify a point about the variation of the structural components. It might be believed that a structure 
with low variety of structural components will look less attractive comparing to a structure with 
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high variety of components. However, it is important to know that low variation of the structural 
components does not imply limitations on possible range and variety of structural configurations. A 
good example that provides useful information in this regard would the Author’s experience in an 
educational programme entitled ‘Design, Assemble and Dismantle (DAD)’,Fig 1.11. The figure 
shows different structures designed by groups of students participating in the Project. The available 
structural components in a particular kit for the DAD Project consists of only three types of 
elements, however, a number of different configurations were constructed by the participants.  
This educational programme was initiated by the Author in 2014 to provide the participants with a 
hands-on experience on design and construction of lattice structures. Several hundred students at the 
University of Surrey in both, undergraduate and postgraduate levels already participated in the 
programme. Moreover, some 100 students in two different universities in Iran and Mexico, also 
participated in an international collaboration in this programme. Information about the DAD 
Project, as well as some discussion about the educational benefits of such programme was 
published in a paper, a copy of which is provided in Annex F. As mentioned earlier in the opening 
of the present chapter, education of spatial structures is a field of interest for the Author and he 
discussed his educational ideas in a paper entitled ‘Teaching Spatial Structures: Who to Teach, 
What to Teach and How to Teach’ (Behnejad, et al., 2015), a copy of which is provided in Annex G 
of this thesis. 
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 A few examples of structures designed by the participants of the DAD Project (Design, 
Assemble and Dismantle). Although there are only three different types of structural elements available 
to the participants, the structural forms are quite diverse. More information about the Project is provided 
in Annex F. 
1.7 Variation of Structural Components 
The Author is an architect and structural engineer who happens to have been involved in the design 
and construction of lattice spatial structures for around 20 years. As mentioned earlier, during this 
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period, he has dealt with some 130 spatial structures. The experience of the actual construction over 
the years has shown that there is considerable benefit in a small number of different types of 
members. The benefit arises from the ease of manufacturing the members, as well as the consequent 
reductions in different types of connectors and cladding panels. 
Taking the key steps of the construction of spatial structures into consideration will help to form a 
better understanding of the problem. In most cases, the structural parts are manufactured in a 
workshop. Fig 1.12a and Fig 1.12b, for instance, show some stages in the manufacturing process of 
joints and elements of a MERO-type structure in a workshop. The structural parts will then be 
labelled and packed, ready for transporting to the site of construction, Fig 1.12c. The next step is 
sorting the structural parts at the site of construction and finally, the assembly of the structure, Fig 
1.12d. 
In all the mentioned steps, human error is likely to affect the quality of the construction. Therefore, 
each step should be checked to minimise the probability of errors. Thus, the more variety of 
structural parts, the stricter the control should be to guarantee the quality of the construction. 
It should be noted that time of construction, specially manufacturing the structural components, is 
highly influenced by the available technology. However, in spite of the modern availability of 
sophisticated computer controlled machinery, a considerable proportion of assembly of a lattice 
spatial structure is still manual and is done by human assembly teams. This human involvement 
would also include sorting the structural parts at site, assembly of the structural elements and 
checking the arrangement of elements. All these activities are made easier by a small number of 
different structural parts. Therefore, it is important to develop appropriate techniques for 
configuration processing to reduce the variation of the structural parts. An example of such 
techniques to reduce the length variations in a configuration was developed by the Author, which is 
going to be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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 Some steps in construction of a lattice spatial structure 
1.8 Formex configuration processing 
The Author was introduced to the concepts of formex algebra during an advanced course on design 
and construction of spatial structures in 2007. This was after several years of him being involved in 
design and construction of such structures. Therefore, the power of this young branch of 
knowledge, namely, formex configuration processing was really appreciated by the Author. Later in 
2007, he participated in another workshop on ‘geodesic domes and freeforms’. Here again, formex 
algebraic approach for polyhedric configuration processing were the main focus, which was highly 
appreciated. On the other hand, having an understanding about the practical challenges of 
construction of spatial structures helped him to realise that the general knowledge about the 
geometry of spatial structures would be an area to grow. This was the main motivation for him to 
work in this field and to expand the geometrical knowledge about spatial structures with the aid of 
formex configuration processing approach. 
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1.9 Aims and objectives 
The following questions are being addressed in the present work: 
 What is the required geometrical information for a lattice structure and how this could be 
obtained? 
 What is the definition of regularity for lattice structures and how this could be quantified? 
 How could the regularity of a lattice structure improve? 
A major goal of the present work is to study different geometric aspects of spatial structures. These 
are the ‘metric properties’ of the configurations which are discussed in Chapter 3. Another 
important goal of the research is to define the regularity of lattice structural forms, as well as 
development of techniques to improve the regularity. 
The objectives of this research project includes the following: 
 To provide background information about the research aims and to clarify the need for 
having well-defined geometrical data. 
 To review published literature related to the research goals. 
 To define the metric properties for a lattice structure. 
 To derive mathematical equations needed for calculation of metric properties. 
 To define the regularity of lattice structures. 
 To explore necessary approaches to quantify the regularity, using regularity indicators. 
 To study the way of improvements for regularity indicators, in particular, member 
length regularity. 
 To provide concluding remarks, as well as suggestions for continuation of the research. 
1.10 Structure of the thesis 
This thesis consists of six chapters. The first chapter entitled ‘Introduction’ provides background 
information about the research and discusses the research aims. The discussion is backed up by 
personal experience of the Author in the field of design and construction of spatial structures. 
Chapter 2 on ‘Literature Review’ concerns the available publications relevant to the research and 
demonstrates that there is considerable shortage of published work on required geometrical 
information for lattice spatial structures. The next chapter entitled ‘Metric Properties’ defines a 
number of geometrical parameters which are being used to generate the geometrical information. 
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Also, the mathematics involved for the necessary calculations are discussed. This chapter is a major 
contribution of the thesis to the available knowledge. Chapter 4 is dedicated to discussion of various 
aspects of ‘Regularity’ of lattice structures. To begin with, the idea of regularity is elaborated upon 
and then the concept of regularity indicators is discussed. These indicators help to quantify 
regularity. Here again, this chapter presents a novel idea in the field of lattice spatial structures and 
provides necessary information on how to quantify regularity. Another major contribution of this 
thesis to the general knowledge is Chapter 5 entitled ‘Sphere Packing’. This is a particular 
technique for configuration processing developed by the Author to improve the member length 
regularity of lattice structures. An example of the application of the technique for configuration 
processing of lattice spherical domes is also discussed in details. Moreover, a comparison on the 
variation of the member lengths of different dome configurations is discussed which shows that 
around 50% of the members of a dome created by sphere packing technique are with the identical 
length. This proportion of equal length members is considerably higher than that of the other dome 
configurations. Finally, Chapter 6 is provides the conclusions and some suggestions for the 
continuation of the research. 
Background information about the research, as well as the aims and objectives were discussed in the 
present chapter. In what follows, the available literature related to the research has been reviewed. 
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 Literature Review 
There has been considerable attention to generate the required geometrical information for design 
and construction of spatial structures. In particular, a number of researchers have been working on 
geometrical data generation during the digital era. Examples of which can be found in the two well-
known quarterly journals in the field of spatial structures, namely the International Journal of Space 
Structures and the Journal of the International Association for Shell and Spatial Structures. 
Moreover, a number of valuable books have been published concerning the ways of generation of 
geometrical information. This includes the following, just to name a few: 
 Analysis, Design and Construction of Double Layer Grids (Makowski, 1981) 
 Analysis, Design and Construction of Braced Domes (Makowski, 1984) 
 Analysis, Design and Construction of Braced Barrel Vaults (Makowski, 1985) 
 Beyond the Cube: The Architecture of Space Frames and Polyhedra (Gabriel, 1997) 
 Structural Morphology and Configuration Processing of Space Structures (Motro, 
2009) 
Additionally, a number of national and international conferences have been organised to discuss the 
new developments in the field of spatial structures. The annual symposia of the International 
Association for Shell and Spatial Structures, as well as the International Conferences on Space 
Structures (every nine years since 1966) are examples of such conferences. Here again, the 
proceedings of the conferences contain a number of high quality publications related to the 
techniques for geometrical data generation. In addition, there are a number of PhD theses conducted 
at the University of Surrey since 1963, a list of which is available in one of the Authors publications 
(Behnejad & Parke, 2014). Also, ‘Formex configuration processing: A young branch of knowledge’ 
(Nooshin, 2017), concerns the history of the topic and refers to the following two books published 
in this area: 
 Shaping of Space Structures: Examples of Applications of Formian in Design of 
Tension-strut Systems (Rebielak, 2005) 
 Geodesic Domes: Their Geometry and How to Use It (Y’Mech, 2011) 
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Considering all the above resources, there are only a few publications concerning the ‘component 
regularity’ and ‘metric properties’ of lattice spatial structures. This is going to be discussed in 
Chapter 4. Nooshin and Samawati (2016) describe the metric property as a ‘fundamental property 
of a configuration relates to the information about the magnitudes associated with various aspects of 
the configuration’. However, more information about the metrics and the precise way of relevant 
calculations would be necessary. This is going to be discussed in Chapter 3 of the present work. 
Moreover, Ali (2013) mentions that there is lack of literature on geometrical requirements for 
construction of freeform structures. Also, the need for having a geometer in the architect’s team 
discussed by him is an interesting point to consider (Ali, 2013). 
Although the metric properties are not discussed in details in literature, there are some outstanding 
publications focusing on some aspects of the subject. An example of which is a contribution entitled 
‘Reticulated Structures on Free-form Surfaces (Soeren, et al., 2004). The paper discusses the 
importance of node axis in generation of the geometrical information. Another good publication 
concerning the geometrical challenges in design and construction of freeform single layer lattice 
structures is related to the Sun Valley, the main boulevard in Shanghai 2010 Expo (Lu & Yang, 
2011). 
One of the first serious discussions on improving the regularity of a braced dome has been 
published on the Journal of the International Association for Shell and Spatial Structures (Nooshin, 
et al., 1997). In this paper, the Traviation process is described which can be used for reducing the 
differences between the lengths of the elements. In Section 8 of the paper, it is claimed that ‘there is 
only a restricted class of configurations, with elements of the same length, that can fit onto a 
spherical surface’. This is a key point in configuration processing of spherical surfaces and the main 
reason of choosing such a surface by the Author in the present work, is such that the new techniques 
can be evolved for fitting equal length elements onto spherical surfaces. 
The problem of having a low degree of regularity in a configuration of a lattice dome makes its 
construction phase more complicated, as described in Chapter 1. Some other literature have 
investigated the techniques of improving the degree of regularity in free structural forms, Basso et 
al. (2010), Lu & Yang (2011) and Miki & Kawaguchi (2010), however, as a whole the research in 
this area is quite limited. 
Basso (2009) provides a ‘Sphere Packing’ algorithm, based on a recursive generation of 
spheres over a given surface in order to build a triangular mesh (Basso, et al., 2009). According to 
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this Author, the problems of the algorithm are connected to the computational speed and the 
necessity of taking care of many particulars during the process. 
Also, Lu (2010) describes an ‘alignment design program’ based on a mesh shape and a 
standard element length (Lu, et al., 2010). The program is used to create a well-proportioned grid on 
a mesh zone. In the process of the alignment, a 3D problem turns to a plane problem, and then an 
initial mesh applies to the plane and after creating the pattern, the grid maps back to the 3D surface. 
The resulting configuration in this process is highly influenced by the initial mesh and having an 
appropriate initial mesh, depends on the expertise of the User. 
Many experts have been interested in ‘Sphere Packing’ inside a volume, since at least the time 
of Aristotle. Moreover, a similar technique, known as ‘Circle Packing’, has been used to create 
regular patterns on a surface. There is a considerable volume of published material discussing the 
‘Circle Packing’ on a spherical surface, Teshima & Ogawa (2000) and Teshima & Matsumoto 
(2012). The classical work in the field of plane problems is the book entitled ‘Regular Figures’’ by 
Fejes Tóth (Fejes Toth, 1964). A number of regular patterns on a plane surface, created by ‘Circle 
Packing’, are presented in the book. Both, Circle Packing and ‘Sphere Packing’ are in the field of 
discrete geometry and the results of Circle Packing can be used in Sphere Packing. Considering the 
published work on sphere packing, the Author’s approach for initiation of sphere packing 
techniques to create regular patterns for lattice structures is a novel idea that is discussed in details 
in Chapter 5. In particular, providing the necessary mathematical equations for the application of 
random sphere packing on raft surfaces would be very useful for creating new patterns on freeform 
structural surfaces with lower variation of member lengths, Section 5.14.  
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 Metric Properties 
Construction of lattice spatial structures in general and single layer structures in particular is highly 
dependent on precise geometrical information. This information includes the magnitudes associated 
with various aspects of the configuration, referred to as the ’metric properties’ (Nooshin & 
Samavati, 2016). The metric properties of a configuration are crucial for both design and 
construction of the structure. These include the coordinates, distances, areas and angles of the 
configuration. The aim of the current section is to define the metric parameters that provides 
accurate geometrical information about a configuration for a lattice spatial structure. To elaborate, 
consider an icosahedron as a single layer lattice structure, shown in black lines in Fig 3.1. Also 
shown in the figure is the standard coordinate system for an icosahedron suggested by Nooshin et 
al. (1997) in red. The structure consists of 12 nodes and 30 bars, with all the nodes and the bars 
being identical, as well as 20 unique equilateral triangular faces. As far as construction of a 
structure based on an icosahedron geometry is concerned, the nodes and bars may be manufactured 
in a factory and assembled at the construction site. Also, the faces may be covered by cladding 
panels. The wire model of an icosahedron was created in Formian using ‘polymation (pol) 
function’, see Nooshin, et al. (1997). The coordinates of the nodes, both ends of the bars and the 
corners of the panels can be given as formices named Nodes, Barcon and Pancon, respectively. 
Note that the term Barcon is standing for bar configuration and the term Pancon is standing for 
panel configuration. Also, note that the accuracy of the coordinates is reduced to four decimal 
places and a summary of these formices are given below: 
Nodes = {[0, 0, 10], [8.9443, 0, 4.4721], …, [7.2361, -5.2573, -4.4721], [0, 0, -10]}  
Barcon = {[0, 0, 10; 8.9443, 0, 4.4721], …, [0, 0, -10; 7.2361, -5.2573, -4.4721]} 
Pancon = {[8.9443, 0, 4.4721; 2.7639, 8.5065, 4.4721; 0, 0, 10], …, [7.2361, -5.2573, -4.4721; -
2.7639, -8.5065, -4.4721; 0, 0, -10]} 
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 An icosahedron together with its suggested standard coordinate system. The origin of the 
coordinate system is at the centre of the icosahedron. The figure reproduced from Nooshin, et al. 
(1997). 
An alternative representation for this geometrical information would be by using a spreadsheet in 
Microsoft Excel, Table 3.2. The table shows some of the coordinates of the bar elements of the 
icosahedron, similar to formex Barcon, in a spreadsheet. The first three columns provide the 
coordinates of the first end of each bar element (point P0) and the latter three columns provide those 
of the other end of the bar elements (point P1). 
Table 3.2 Part of the spreadsheet providing the coordinates of the end of bar elements of an 
icosahedron, that are points P0 and P1, as an alternative way of presenting the geometrical information. 
 
The process of using the abovementioned information to generate the other metric parameters for 
the icosahedron is going to be discussed in the sequel. 
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3.2 Node Axes and Node Planes for an Icosahedron 
Consider the arrangement at one of the nodes (Node P0) of an icosahedron, Fig 3.2. There are five 
bar elements, shown in solid black lines connected to the node in a radially symmetric arrangement 
in relation to the centre of the icosahedron. A convenient basis to define this arrangement would be 
to introduce a local coordinate system at the node. So, let the node be the origin of this coordinate 
system and let the axis starting from the centre of the icosahedron passing through the node, shown 
in red, be the ‘node axis’. The node axis would be perpendicular to the circumsphere of the 
icosahedron. Also, consider a plane perpendicular to the node axis at the node, referred to as the 
‘node plane’. The node plane would be tangent to the circumsphere of the icosahedron. The last 
piece of information for this local coordinate system would be the trace of the Global X axis. The 
term ‘trace’ here is used to imply the projection onto the node plane, parallel to the node axis. Node 
axis, node plane and the trace of the Global X axis create the required local coordinate system at the 
node. The arrangement of the bars at the node can be described using this coordinate system, 
introduced by the Author. Obviously, node P0 can be any of the 12 nodes of the icosahedron of Fig 
3.1. 
 
 A node of an icosahedron (Node P0) together with the standard coordinate system, suggested 
by Nooshin, et al. (1997) shown in red. Also shown are the node axis and the node plane, introduced by 
the Author, as well as the five bar elements connected to the node.  
3.3 Out-of-plane Angle (Opa) for an Icosahedron 
Consider the arrangement shown in Fig 3.3a representing the five bar elements connected to Node 
P0 in solid black lines. Also, the trace of the bar elements on the node plane are shown in doted 
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black lines. The angle between any bar element (e.g bar P0P5) and its trace on the node plane (e.g 
line P0P05) is referred to as the out-of-plane Angle (Opa). Of course, as far as an icosahedron is 
concerned, all of the Opas are the same. To work out the value of Opa, consider the arrangement 
in Fig 3.3b. The figure shows a side view of the node plane, as well as one of the bar elements 
connected to Node P0, that is bar P0 P1, together with its trace on the node plane, that is P0P01. To 
find the angle between P0P1 and P0P01, that is Opa1, one may write: 
Opa1 =  A − 90° (3.1) 
Where A is the angle between the node axis and the bar. 
 
 Out-of-plane angle (Opa) for bar elements of the icosahedron of Fig 3.1 at Node P0. 
Now, let the coordinates of Nodes P0 and P1 be P0(x0, y0, z0) and P1(x1, y1, z1). To work out the 
out-of-plane angle of Bar P0P1 at Node P0, that is Opa1, one can use Eqn 3.2. This is the general 
equation for the angle ‘t’ between two vectors U⃗⃗ = [Ux, Uy, Uz] and V⃗ = [Vx, Vy, Vz], Fig 3.4. 
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 General equation for the angle t between two vectors U⃗⃗  and V⃗ . 
cos t =
U⃗⃗  . V⃗ 
|U⃗⃗ |. |V⃗ | 
=
UxVx + UyVy + UzVz
(U
x
2 + Uy
2 + Uz
2)
1
2⁄ (Vx
2 + Vy
2 + Vz
2)
1
2⁄
 
(3.2) 
Where: 
 U⃗⃗  . V⃗  is the dot product of the two vectors, and  
 |U⃗⃗ | and |V⃗ | are the length of the vectors U⃗⃗  and V⃗ , respectively. 
Therefore, considering Eqns 3.1 and 3.2, one can write: 
OP0⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  = [x0, y0, z0] (3.3) 
P0P1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ = [(x1 − x0 ), (y1 − y0), (z1 − z0 )] (3.4) 
Opa1 = cos−1
OP0⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   .  P0P1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ 
|OP0⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   |. |P0P1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ | 
− 90° 
(3.5) 
Substituting Eqns 3.3 and 3.4 into Eqn 3.5 gives: 
Opa1 = cos−1
x0(x1 − x0) + y0(y1 − y0) + z0(z1 − z0)
(x0
2 + y02 + z02)
1
2⁄ ((x1 − x0)2 + (y1 − y0)2 + (z1 − z0)2)
1
2⁄
− 90° 
(3.6) 
Eqn 3.6, derived by the Author, can be used to determine the value of Opa for the bar elements of 
an icosahedron. Therefore, using the coordinates of the first bar of the icosahedron, as represented 
in formex Barcon (standing for bar configuration) or the spreadsheet of Table 3.2, one can write: 
Opa = cos−1
10 × (4.4721 − 10)
10 × (8.94432 + (4.4721 − 10)2)
1
2⁄
− 90° = 31.7175° 
(3.7) 
In fact, using the coordinates of any bar element of the icosahedron should give the same value for 
the Opa. To elaborate, the Author wrote a formex formulation to be used to calculate the Opas using 
the formex Barcon, Formian Scheme 3.1. Some useful information about the working of the 
Scheme is given as comments, in green colour, in the body of the Scheme. 
 
cos t =
U⃗⃗  . V⃗ 
|U⃗⃗ |. |V⃗ | 
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(*) Scheme 3.1: for obtaining the out-of-plane Angle (Opa) of a structure based on an 
icosahedron (*) 
Opas=Barcon;  (*) 'Opas' is a paraformex for storing out-of-plane angles (*) 
for i=1,1,ord|Barcon do 
begin 
Q11=Barcon[i,1,1];  Q12=Barcon[i,1,2];  Q13=Barcon[i,1,3]; 
 Q21=Barcon[i,2,1];  Q22=Barcon[i,2,2];  Q23=Barcon[i,2,3]; 
 Q31=Q21-Q11;   Q32=Q22-Q12;   Q33=Q23-Q13; 
(*) Q11, Q12 & Q13 contain the coordinates of the first end of bar i, that is, the coordinates of the node 
axis. Q21, Q22 & Q23 contain the coordinates of the other end of bar i. Also, Q31, Q32 & Q33 contain 
the coordinates of a vector starting from the first end to the other end of bar i. (*) 
L1=sqrt|(Q11^2+Q12^2+Q13^2); 
 L12=sqrt|(Q31^2+Q32^2+Q33^2); 
(*) L1 and L12 are the lengths of the node axis and bar I, respectively (*) 
 Opa=acos|((Q11*Q31+Q12*Q32+Q13*Q33)/(L1*L12))-90; 
 Opas[i]=[i; Opa]; 
(*) Opas gives the out-of-plane angle of every bar element of the configuration by the number of the 
bar. The out-of-plane angle is positive if it is below the node plane and is negative otherwise (*)  
end 
give Opas; 
The outcome of Formian Scheme 3.1 is the ‘paraformex’ Opas that provides the number of each bar 
together with its Opa. A paraformex is a ‘formex-like’ arrangement to store data which is not 
related to configuration processing. 
Opas = {[1; 31.7175], [2; 31.7175], …, [29; 31.7175], [30; 31.7175]} 
Here again, it can be seen from the paraformex Opas that each of the out-of-plane angles for the 
icosahedron is equal to 31.7175°. 
Similar to the Formin Scheme, an appropriate macro can be written in an Excel spreadsheet to work 
out the Opas. A macro is a set of actions based on Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) programing 
language that one can run in Excel. The following macro, that is called ‘Sub Opa’, is written by the 
Author to calculate the opas for the icosahedron. Note that Sub refers to a sub procedure, also 
known as subroutine. 
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Sub Opa() 
' 
' Opa Macro 
' 
    Range("G1").Select 
    ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "Opa" 
    Range("G2").Select 
    ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = _ 
        "=DEGREES(ACOS((RC[-6]*(RC[-3]-RC[-6])+RC[-5]*(RC[-2]-RC[-5])+RC[-4]*(RC[-1]-
RC[-4]))/((SQRT(RC[-6]^2+RC[-5]^2+RC[-4]^2))*(SQRT((RC[-3]-RC[-6])^2+(RC[-2]-RC[-
5])^2+(RC[-1]-RC[-4])^2)))))-90" 
    Range("G3").Select 
End Sub 
The execution of ‘Sub Opa’ in an excel spreadsheet including the coordinates of the bar elements of 
an icosahedron, similar to that of Fig 3.1, will calculate the out-of-plane angle for each bar element. 
To represent the opas, a new column to the right side of the coordinates will be created. Here again, 
the opa for each bar element of the icosahedron equals to 31.7175°. This is the same result as the 
outcome of Formian Scheme 3.1. 
Table 3.3 Part of the spreadsheet providing the coordinates of the end of bar elements of an 
icosahedron, as represented in Table 3.2 , in addition to the out-of-plane angles for each bar in the far 
right column. 
 
Now, consider the arrangement in Fig 3.5a. The figure shows an icosahedron together with its 
standard coordinate system, similar to that of Fig 3.1. Also shown in the figure is the radius of the 
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circumsphere of the icosahedron, Rc, as well as the central angle α. The angle α subtended by an 
edge at the centre of the icosahedron, that is, the edge P0P1. This could be any of the 30 edges of the 
icosahedron. Note that α is obtainable from the edge length, and the radius of the circumsphere, Eqn 
3.8 (Nooshin, et al., 1997): 
α =  2sin−1(L/2Rc) (3.8) 
Where: 
 α is the angle subtended by an edge at the centre of the icosahedron, 
 L is the edge length, and 
 Rc is the radius of the circumsphere 
On the other hand, the radius of the circumsphere is obtainable from the edge length (Nooshin, et 
al., 1997), Eqn 3.9: 
Rc =
√10 + 2√5
4
L 
(3.9) 
Substituting Eqn 3.9 into Eqn 3.8 gives: 
α =  2sin−1 (
2
√10 + 2√5
) 
(3.10) 
 
 An icosahedron with an edge length equal to L, together with its standard coordinate system, 
similar to that of Fig 3.1. Also, a side view of one of the edges is shown. 
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Now consider the arrangement shown in Fig 3.5b representing a side view of the edge P0P1 together 
with the centre of the icosahedron, as well as the side view of the node plane at Node P0. Since P0P1 
is one of the edges of the icosahedron, the triangle OP0P1 is an isosceles triangle. Now, let OH be 
perpendicular to the edge P0P1, so OHP0 would be a right angle triangle. Therefore, one can write: 
α
2⁄ + β = 90° (3.11) 
Or 
β = 90° − α 2⁄  (3.12) 
On the other hand, the node plane at Node P0 by definition is perpendicular to the node axis, OP0, 
hence: 
Opa + β = 90° (3.13) 
Substituting Eqn 3.12 into Eqn 3.13 gives: 
Opa =  α 2⁄  (3.14) 
Eqn 3.14, derived by the Author, shows that the out-of-plane angle for the bar elements of an 
icosahedron is equal to half the angle subtended by an edge at the centre of the icosahedron. Note 
that the angle α is independent from the size of the icosahedron, that is, the radius of the 
circumsphere or the edge length. As far as the value of the opa is concerned, Eqn 3.10 can be 
substituted into Eqn 3.14 that gives: 
Opa =  sin−1 (
2
√10 + 2√5
) = 31.7175° 
(3.15) 
Here again, Eqn 3.15 gives the same value for the out-of-plane angle for the bar elements of the 
icosahedron. So far, different approaches for calculating the opas for bar elements of a structure 
based on an icosahedron was discussed. Similar approaches are going to be followed later to work 
out the out-of-plane angle for other configurations. In particular, Eqn 3.5 is going to be generalised 
for the calculation of the opa in freeform configurations. Also, for the first time, the opas for any 
structure based on regular and semi-regular solids, referred to as Platonic solids and Archimedean 
solids, respectively, will be calculated based on Eqn 3.14. 
3.4 In-plane Angle (Ipa) for an Icosahedron 
Consider the arrangement in Fig 3.6a representing one of the nodes of an icosahedron, that is, Node 
P0 together with its node axis and node plane. The figure also shows the five bar elements 
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connected to Node P0 in a solid black line, that is, elements P0P1 to P0P5, as well as the trace of the 
Global X axis on the node plane shown in a dotted red line. This arrangement is similar to that 
of Fig 3.2a. The top view of the node plane is also shown in Fig 3.6b. The figure represents the 
trace of the five elements on the node plane, that is, lines P0P01 to P0P05 in a dotted black line, as 
well as the trace of Global X. The angle between the trace of Global X and the trace of any bar 
element on the node plane is referred to as the ‘In-plane Angle (Ipa)’. The value for Ipa may vary 
from 0° to 360°, starting from the trace of Global X in a clockwise direction. For instance, the angle 
between the trace of Global X and the trace of bar P0P5, that is line P0P05, is labelled as Ipa5. In-
plane angle (Ipa) together with the out-of-plane angle (Opa) would be the required metric properties 
to define the exact position of the bar elements connected to a node. Both Ipa and Opa are defined 
using the local coordinate system at the node consisting of the node plane, node axis and the trace 
of the Global X axis. This local coordinate system is suggested by the Author. 
 
 Arrangement of the five bar elements connected to Node P0 of an icosahedron, together with 
its standard coordinate system, node axis and node plane. Also, the In-plane angle (Ipa) for each bar 
element is shown. 
To work out the value of Ipa, the components of the trace of Global X on the node plane and that of 
the bars are required. Therefore, one may use the equation for the projection of a vector onto a plane 
to find these components. To elaborate, consider the arrangement in Fig 3.7a. The figure shows a 
plane together with its unit normal vector n⃗ , as well as vector V⃗  to be projected onto the plane. Let 
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vector V0⃗⃗⃗⃗  shown in a dotted line represent the projection of vector V⃗  on the plane and let ‘t’ be the 
angle between vector V⃗  and the unit normal vector n⃗ . As far as the length of vector V0⃗⃗⃗⃗  is concerned, 
one can write: 
|V0⃗⃗⃗⃗ | = |V⃗ | sin t (3.16) 
On the other hand, the cross product of vectors V⃗  and n⃗  would be a vector perpendicular to both 
vectors, that is, vector Vxn⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ on the plane, Fig 3.7b. The direction of this cross product vector can be 
identified based on the right hand rule and as far as its length is concerned, one can write: 
|Vxn⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗| = |V⃗ ||n⃗ | sin t = |V⃗ | sin t (3.17) 
Now, consider the arrangement in Fig 3.7c, which is similar to that of Fig 3.7b except that it has 
vector nx(Vxn)⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗, that is, the cross product of vectors n⃗  and Vxn⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗. Note that vector Vxn⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ is on the plane 
and vector n⃗  is the unit normal of the plane, so they are perpendicular, therefore: 
|nx(Vxn)⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗| = |n⃗ ||Vxn⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗| sin 90° = |Vxn⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗| (3.18) 
Substituting Eqn 3.17 into Eqn 3.18, gives: 
|nx(Vxn)⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗| = |V⃗ | sin t (3.19) 
Considering the arrangements in Fig 3.7a and Fig 3.7c, as well as Eqns 3.16 and 3.19, one can say 
that vector nx(Vxn)⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ is equal to the trace of vector V⃗  on the plane, therefore: 
V0⃗⃗⃗⃗ = nx(Vxn)⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ (3.20) 
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 A plane with the unit normal vector n⃗ , together with vector V⃗  to be projected onto the plane. 
The trace of vector V⃗  on the plane, that is vector V0⃗⃗⃗⃗ , equal to vector nx(Vxn)⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗. 
As far as the cross product of vectors  V⃗ = [Vx, Vy, Vz] and n⃗ = [nx, ny, nz] is concerned, one can 
write: 
Vxn⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ = [Vynz − Vzny, Vznx − Vxnz, Vxny − Vynx] (3.21) 
Also, considering Eqn 3.20, vector V0⃗⃗⃗⃗  can be found as follows: 
V0⃗⃗⃗⃗ = [ny(Vxny − Vynx) − nz(Vznx − Vxnz), 
            nz(Vynz − Vzny) − nx(Vxny − Vynx), 
            nx(Vznx − Vxnz) − ny(Vynz − Vzny)] 
(3.22) 
Eqn 3.22 can be used to work out the trace of a vector on a plane, where: 
 V⃗ = [Vx, Vy, Vz]  is the vector to be projected onto the plane, 
 n⃗ = [nx, ny, nz]  is the unit normal vector of the plane, and 
 V0⃗⃗⃗⃗  is the projection of vector V⃗  on the plane 
Now, consider the arrangement in Fig 3.8 representing Node P0 of the icosahedron together with its 
node axis in red and the node plane. Also shown in the figure, the unit vector in the direction of 
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Global X, that is vector i , shown in a solid red line and its trace on the node plane shown in a dotted 
red line. Also, bar element P0P1 is shown in a solid black line together with its trace on the node 
plane, that is line P0P01, shown in a dotted black line. To work out Ipa1, namely, the in-plane angle 
for bar P0P1, the components of vectors i0⃗⃗  and P0P01⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   are required. To begin with, let the coordinates 
of Node P0 be P0(x0, y0, z0) and let the components of the unit vector in the direction of Global X 
be i = [1,0,0]. Note that the node axis starts from the origin of the coordinate system, so one can 
write: 
OP0⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  = [x0, y0, z0] (3.23) 
Also, the node axis is a normal to the node plane and as far as the unit normal vector to the node 
plane, vector n⃗ , is concerned, one can write: 
n⃗ =
OP0⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  
|OP0⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  |
= [
x0
(x0
2 + y02 + z02)
1
2⁄
,
y0
(x0
2 + y02 + z02)
1
2⁄
,
z0
(x0
2 + y02 + z02)
1
2⁄
] 
(3.24) 
To find the trace of Global X on the node plane, that is i0⃗⃗ , one can use Eqn 3.22, therefore: 
i0⃗⃗ = [ny
2 + nz
2, −nxny, −nxnz] (3.25) 
Substituting the components of vector n⃗  into Eqn 3.25, gives: 
i0⃗⃗ = [
y0
2 + z0
2
x02 + y02 + z02
,
−x0y0
x02 + y02 + z02
,
−x0z0
x02 + y02 + z02
] 
(3.26) 
Now, to find the trace of bar P0P1 on the node plane, let the coordinates of Point P1 be P1(x1, y1, z1). 
Therefore, one can write: 
P0P1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ = [x1 − x0, y1 − y0, z1 − z0] (3.27) 
Here again, using Eqn 3.22, gives: 
P0P01⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  = [
(y0
2 + z0
2)(x1 − x0) − x0y0(y1 − y0) − x0z0(z1 − z0)
(x0
2 + y02 + z02)
1
2⁄
, 
                 
(x0
2 + z0
2)(y1 − y0) − x0y0(x1 − x0) − y0z0(z1 − z0)
(x0
2 + y02 + z02)
1
2⁄
, 
                 
(x0
2 + y0
2)(z1 − z0) − x0z0(x1 − x0) − y0z0(y1 − y0)
(x0
2 + y02 + z02)
1
2⁄
] 
(3.28) 
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 Node P0 of the icosahedron together with its node plane, node axis and one of the bar 
elements connected to the node, that is bar P0P1. Also shown is the unit vector along the Global X 
(vector i ) and its trace on the node plane (vector i0⃗⃗ ). The angle between the trace of the bar on the node 
plane, that is P0P01, and the trace of the Global X is referred to as Ipa1. 
To work out the angle between vectors i0⃗⃗  and P0P01⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  , that is Ipa1, one may use Eqn 3.2, therefore: 
Ipa1 = cos−1
i0⃗⃗ . P0P01⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  
|i0⃗⃗ |. |P0P01⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  |
 
(3.29) 
Where: 
 i0⃗⃗ = [
y0
2+z0
2
x02+y02+z02
,
−x0y0
x02+y02+z02
,
−x0z0
x02+y02+z02
] 
 i0⃗⃗ . P0P01⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  =
(y0
2+z0
2)((y0
2+z0
2)(x1−x0)−x0y0(y1−y0)−x0z0(z1−z0))
(x0
2+y02+z02)
3
2⁄
−
 
x0y0((x0
2+z0
2)(y1−y0)−x0y0(x1−x0)−y0z0(z1−z0))
(x0
2+y02+z02)
3
2⁄
−
x0z0((x0
2+y0
2)(z1−z0)−x0z0(x1−x0)−y0z0(y1−y0))
(x0
2+y02+z02)
3
2⁄
, 
 |i0⃗⃗ | =
((y0
2+z0
2)
2
+x0
2y0
2+x0
2z0
2)
1
2⁄
x02+y02+z02
, and 
 |P0P01⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  | =
1
(x0
2+y02+z02)
1
2⁄
(((y0
2 + z0
2)(x1 − x0) − x0y0(y1 − y0) − x0z0(z1 −
z0))
2
+ ((x0
2 + z0
2)(y1 − y0) − x0y0(x1 − x0) − y0z0(z1 − z0))
2
+
((x0
2 + y0
2)(z1 − z0) − x0z0(x1 − x0) − y0z0(y1 − y0))
2
)
1
2⁄  
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Eqn 3.29 shows that Ipa1 is a function of the coordinates of Points P0 and P1. To simplify this 
equation, an alternative approach to work out Ipa1 will be discussed in the sequel. To begin with, let 
vector N⃗⃗ = [Nx, Ny, Nz] be a normal vector to a plane, and let LN represents its length, therefore: 
LN =(Nx
2 + Ny
2 + Nz
2)
1
2⁄  (3.30) 
And, as far as the unit normal vector to the plane is concerned: 
n⃗ =
N⃗⃗ 
LN
 
(3.31) 
Therefore, based on Eqn 3.20 to find the trace of a vector on a plane, one can write: 
V0⃗⃗⃗⃗ =
Nx(VxN)⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  
LN
2  
(3.32) 
Now, let L0 represent the distance of Point P0 from the origin and let the components of vector P0P1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  
be P0P1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ = [a, b, c], therefore: 
L0 = |OP0⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  | = (x0
2 + y
0
2 + z0
2)
1
2⁄  
a = x1 − x0 
b = y1 − y0 
c = z1 − z0 
Considering Eqns 3.26 and 3.28 and letting vectors U⃗⃗  and V⃗  represent the traces of Global X and bar 
P0P1 on the node plane, respectively, one can write: 
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Ux =
y0
2 + z0
2
L0
2  
Uy =
−x0y0
L0
2  
Uz =
−x0z0
L0
2  
Vx =
y0(ay0 − bx0) − z0(cx0 − az0)
L0
2  
Vy = 
z0(bz0 − cy0) − x0(ay0 − bx0)
L0
2  
Vz =
x0(cx0 − az0) − y0(bz0 − cy0)
L0
2  
Therefore, Eqn 3.29 becomes: 
Ipa1 = cos−1
UxVx + UyVy + UzVz
(Ux
2 + Uy
2 + Uz
2)
1
2⁄ (Vx
2 + Vy
2 + Vz
2)
1
2⁄
 
(3.33) 
Note that Eqns 3.29 or 3.33 give a value for Ipa based on the angle between two vectors, that is an 
acute/obtuse angle (between 0° and 180°). However, an in-plane angle by the Author’s definition 
(see Fig 3.6) could be any angle between 0° and 360°. To elaborate, consider the arrangements 
in Fig 3.9 representing a plane with its unit normal vector n⃗ . The figure also shows two vectors U⃗⃗  
and V⃗   together with their cross product, that is vector UxV⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗. It can be seen in Fig 3.9a that the angle 
between vectors U⃗⃗  and V⃗  is less than 180° and the cross product vector is in the opposite direction 
of the unit normal vector. However, that of Fig 3.9b is a reflex angle (larger than 180°) and the 
cross product vector is in the same direction of the unit normal vector. Therefore, considering Eqn 
3.33, one can say that the in-plane angle should be considered as 360° minus the angle between the 
traces of Global X and the bar element on the node plane, if the unit length cross product vector of 
these traces is equal to the unit normal vector of the node plane. In other words: 
If 
UxV⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗
|UxV⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗|
= n⃗ , then Ipa1 = 360° − Ipa1 (3.34) 
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 The angle between two vectors U⃗⃗  and V⃗  on a plane will be considered as an acute/obtuse 
angle when the cross product vector UxV⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ is in the opposite direction of the unit normal vector of the 
plane n⃗ , as shown in (a). Otherwise, the reflex angle will be considered (b). 
Note that there is no need to consider the condition in Eqn 3.34, if the value of Ipa is equal to 0° or 
180°, that occurs when the traces of the bar and the Global X on the node plane are along each 
other. 
In general, Eqns 3.29 or 3.33 together with the statement in Eqn 3.34, all derived by the Author can 
be used to find the in-plane angle (Ipa) for the bar elements connected to any node of the 
icosahedron. For instance, a formex formulation was written by the Author for this purpose, 
Formian Scheme 3.2. Execution of this scheme, gives Ipa for the five bars connected to Vertex 1 of 
the icosahedron, using the coordinates of the bars. Note that the coordinates of the bears connected 
to Vertex 1 are given as formex Barcon. Also, note that working with Platonic/Archimedean 
polyhedral geometries would be very convenient if a standard referencing system is adopted to refer 
to a particular node (vertex), edge or face of the polyhedron. In this thesis, the identity numbers for 
the faces, edges and vertices of a Platonic/Archimedean polyhedron suggested by Nooshin et al. 
(1997) was adopted. Here again, some useful information about the working of the Scheme is given 
as comments, in green, in the body of the scheme. 
 
(*) Scheme 3.2: In-plane Angle for the bar elements connected to 
vertex 1 of an icosahedron (*) 
      
Barcon={[0,0,10; -7.236068, 5.257311,4.47214], [0,0,10; -7.236068,-5.257311,4.47214], 
    [0,0,10; 2.76393,8.506508,4.47214], [0,0,10; 2.76393,-8.506508,4.47214], 
    [0,0,10; 8.94427,0,4.47214]}; 
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(*) Barcon contains the coordinates of the bars connected to vertex 1 (*) 
iX=[1,0,0];    (*) Unit vector along the Global X axis (*) 
VX=iX[1,1,1];   VY=iX[1,1,2];   VZ=iX[1,1,3]; 
(*) Components of the unit vector along Global X (*) 
NX=Barcon[1,1,1];  NY=Barcon[1,1,2];  NZ=Barcon[1,1,3]; 
(*) NX, NY and NZ are the components of the node axis that is normal to the node plane (*) 
LN=sqrt|(NX*NX+NY*NY+NZ*NZ); (*) Length of the normal to the node plane (*) 
NNX=NX/LN;  NNY=NY/LN;  NNZ=NZ/LN;   
(*) NNX, NNY and NNZ are the components of the unit normal vector to the node plane (*) 
(*) i0 is the trace of the unit vector along the Global X on the Node plane and 
      Li0 is the length of i0 (*) 
i0=[(NY*(VX*NY-VY*NX)-NZ*(VZ*NX-VX*NZ))/(LN*LN),  
        (NZ*(VY*NZ-VZ*NY)-NX*(VX*NY-VY*NX))/(LN*LN), 
        (NX*(VZ*NX-VX*NZ)-NY*(VY*NZ-VZ*NY))/(LN*LN)]; 
Li0=sqrt|(i0[1,1,1]^2+i0[1,1,2]^2+i0[1,1,3]^2); 
Ipas=Barcon;    (*) 'Ipas' is for storing In-plane angles (*) 
for i=1,1,ord|Barcon do 
begin 
VX=Barcon[i,2,1]-NX;          VY=Barcon[i,2,2]-NY;          VZ=Barcon[i,2,3]-NZ; 
P0P0i=[(NY*(VX*NY-VY*NX)-NZ*(VZ*NX-VX*NZ))/(LN*LN),  
          (NZ*(VY*NZ-VZ*NY)-NX*(VX*NY-VY*NX))/(LN*LN), 
          (NX*(VZ*NX-VX*NZ)-NY*(VY*NZ-VZ*NY))/(LN*LN)]; 
LP0P0i=sqrt|(P0P0i[1,1,1]^2+P0P0i[1,1,2]^2+P0P0i[1,1,3]^2); 
(*) P0P0i and LP0P0i are the trace of bar P0Pi on the Node plane and its length (*) 
Angle=acos|((i0[1,1,1]*P0P0i[1,1,1]+i0[1,1,2]*P0P0i[1,1,2]+ 
i0[1,1,3]*P0P0i[1,1,3])/(Li0*LP0P0i)); 
(*) Angle calculates the angle between the trace of Global X and that of bar P0Pi (*) 
 
Sign=[i0[1,1,2]*P0P0i[1,1,3]-i0[1,1,3]*P0P0i[1,1,2], i0[1,1,3]*P0P0i[1,1,1]- 
i0[1,1,1]*P0P0i[1,1,3], i0[1,1,1]*P0P0i[1,1,2]-i0[1,1,2]*P0P0i[1,1,1]]; 
 LSign=sqrt|(Sign[1,1,1]^2+Sign[1,1,2]^2+Sign[1,1,3]^2); 
If Angle =0 or Angle =180 then Ipas[i]=[Angle];  
else If NNX=Sign[1,1,1]/LSign and NNY=Sign[1,1,2]/LSign and 
NNZ=Sign[1,1,3]/LSign then Angle =360-Angle; 
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Ipas[i]=[ Angle]; 
(*) Cross product of i0 and P0P0i (unit length) will be used to check the value of 
       Ipa when Ipa is unequal to 0 or 180 (*) 
end  
IpasV1=tas|Ipas;  (*) Sorting (arranging) the Ipas in the ascending order (*) 
Give IpasV1; 
 
The execution of Scheme 3.2 would generate formex IpasV1 that stores the in-plane angle (Ipa) for 
the five bars connected to Vertex 1 of the icosahedron in ascending order: 
IpasV1 = {[0], [72], [144], [216], [288]} 
The Scheme, obviously, can be used to work out the Ipas for other vertices. For instance, formex 
IpasV12 was generated to provide the in-plane angle for the bars connected to Vertex 12: 
IpasV12 = {[36], [108], [180], [252], [324]} 
Similar to the Formian Scheme, an Excel spreadsheet was programed by the Author to calculate the 
Ipas. Table 3.4 gives the Ipa for all and every bars connected to the 12 vertices of the icosahedron. 
The first column in the Table gives the vertex identity number followed by the three columns 
providing the coordinates of the vertex, that is the first end of the bar element, referred to as Point 
P0. The next three columns give the coordinates of the other end of the bar, refer to as Point P, and 
the last column gives the in-plane angle (Ipa) for each bar. 
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Table 3.4 The outcome of an Excel spreadsheet programed by the Author to calculate the In-plane 
angle (Ipa) for the bar elements connected to the 12 vertices of an icosahedron. First end of each bar is 
referred to as Point P0, that is one vertex of the icosahedron and the other end of the bar is referred to as 
Point P. Vertex identity numbers are based on the referencing system suggested by Nooshin et al. 
(1997). 
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A visual representation of the Ipas for the bar elements connected to the 12 vertices of the 
icosahedron is shown in Fig 3.10. The Figure shows the top view of the 12 node planes including 
the traces of the bars connected to each node (vertex) of the icosahedron in a dotted black line. Also 
shown in the Figure is the trace of Global X in a dotted red line.  
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 Top view of the 12 node planes of an icosahedron including the traces of the bars connected 
to each node (vertex) and the trace of Global X. Ipa1, that is the smallest angle between the trace of 
Global X and that of a bar connected to the node is also given. The Angle between the traces of any two 
neighbouring bars is always 72°. 
Considering Table 3.4 and Fig 3.10, it can be noted that the value for Ipa1 for the 12 vertices of the 
icosahedron, that is the smallest value for Ipas in a node, varies from 0° to 62.27°. This is due to the 
position of the trace of Global X on each node plane. However, the angle between the traces of any 
two neighbouring bars on a node plane, that is the difference between the values of any two 
consecutive Ipas for a node, always, equals to 72°. For instance, the difference between Ipa5 and 
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Ipa4 for Vertex 2 (324°-252°=72°), Ipa3 and Ipa2 for Vertex 8 (206.2677°-134.2677°=72°) or Ipa1 
and Ipa5 for Vertex 10 (9.7323°-(360°-297.7323°)=72°). This is due to the fact that the five bars 
connected to any node (vertex) of the icosahedron are in a radially symmetric arrangement in 
accordance to the centre of the icosahedron. Therefore, their traces on the node plane are also in a 
radially symmetric arrangement in accordance to the node axis. To facilitate the discussion, the 
angle between any two neighbouring traces of the bars on a node plane may refer to as the ‘Relative 
In-plane Angle (Ipar). Therefore, one can say that the relative in-plane angle (Ipar) for the bars of an 
icosahedron is equal to 72°. Note that unlike Ipa, Ipar is independent from the position of the trace 
of Global X on the node plane. 
The arrangement of the traces of the bars on a node plane can also be found based on the ‘Vertex 
Figures’. A Vertex Figure is a polygon obtained by connecting the midpoint of the edges of a 
polyhedron that meet at a vertex. As far as an icosahedron is concerned, this polygon is parallel to 
the node plane at the vertex, since the Opa for all bars are identical, Eqn 3.15. Therefore, the 
arrangement of the traces of the bars (edges) on the node plane can be obtained from the lines 
connecting the centre of the vertex figure to its corners. Fig 3.11a shows an icosahedron in a black 
line, together with its standard coordinate system in red. Also shown in the figure the vertex figure 
for Node P0, that is a regular pentagon. As discussed earlier, the vertex figure is parallel to the node 
plane at Node P0, so its trace on the node plane would also be the same regular pentagon, Fig 3.11b. 
The figure shows the top view of the node plane at P0 and the traces of the five bars connected to 
the node, as well as the trace of the vertex figure on the node plane. Here again, one can say that 
Ipar for the bars of an icosahedron is equal to 72°. Note that the arrangement of the traces of the 
bars connected to any node of an icosahedron is the same and independent from the scale of the 
icosahedron. 
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 Vertex figure and the arrangement of the traces of the bars connected to a node of an 
icosahedron. 
3.5 Opa and Ipa for a Dodecahedron 
Consider the arrangements in Fig 3.12 representing a structure based on a dodecahedron that has 20 
nodes, 30 bars and 12 faces. Fig 3.12a shows the dodecahedron in a black line together with its 
standard coordinate system shown in red. Also, Fig 3.12b shows Node P0 of the structure together 
with its node plane in a dashed black line and the node axis in red. The figure also shows the three 
bars connected to Node P0 in solid line, as well as the trace of one of the bars on the node plane in 
dotted line. As discussed earlier for an icosahedron (Section 3.2), a node axis in a dodecahedron 
also starts from the origin passing through the node and the node plane is perpendicular to the node 
axis at the node. As far as the out-of-plane angle (Opa) for a dodecahedron is concerned, one can 
use Formian Scheme 3.1, the macro ‘Sub Opa’ or Eqn 3.14, all initiated by the Author to calculate 
this. For instance, considering Eqn 3.14, one can write: 
Opa = α 2⁄ =  sin
−1 (
2
√18 + 6√5
) = 20.9052° 
(3.35) 
Note that, all the Opas for a dodecahedron are the same and equal to 20.9052°. Also, Fig 3.12c 
represents the arrangement of the trace of the bars and the vertex figure shown in dotted line on the 
node plane. The vertex figure for a dodecahedron is an equilateral triangle and the three bars 
connected to any node are in a radially symmetric arrangement in accordance to the node axis. Here 
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again, Formian Scheme 3.2 or the spreadsheet based on the Eqns 3.29 or 3.33 can be used to find 
the in-plane angles (Ipas) and, subsequently, relative in-plane angles (Ipar). Note that Ipar for a 
dodecahedron is equal to 120°, as shown in the arrangement of the trace of the bars on the node 
plane in Fig 3.12c. 
 
 Out-of-plane angle (Opa), relative in-plane angle (Ipar) and the vertex figure to define the 
position of the bars connected to a node for a structure based on a dodecahedron. 
3.6 Node Figure 
As discussed earlier for both icosahedron and dodecahedron, the arrangement of the bars at a node 
in relation to the node axis and the node plane can be defined by two angles, namely, out-of plane 
angle (Opa) and the relative in-plane angle (Ipar). The Author also suggested a graphical 
representation for this arrangement, referred to as the ‘Node Figure’, Fig 3.13. Node figure can be 
considered as a top view of the node plane representing the position of the traces of the bars 
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connected to the node. Also, the values for Opa and Ipar, as well as the number of the bar are given 
in the node figure. Fig 3.13a shows the node figure for an icosahedron representing the arrangement 
of the five bars connected to a node, together with the values for Opa and Ipar, that are 32° and 72°, 
respectively. Note that here the angles are rounded to two decimal places, however, the precision 
can be increased as required. Also, Fig 3.13b represents the node figure for a dodecahedron 
providing the position of the three bars connected to a node based of the Opa and Ipar, that is 21° 
and 120°, respectively. Note that the node figure can be used for bundling the nodes of a structure. 
The term bundling here refers to the act of categorising the nodes into groups (bundles) based on 
the number and the position of the bars connected to them. 
 
 ‘Node Figures’ for an icosahedron and a dodecahedron. Node figure refers to the Author’s 
suggestion for a graphical representation of the arrangement of the bars connected to a node and 
provides the values for Opa and Ipar. 
3.7 Inter-bar Angle (Inba) 
Consider the icosahedron shown in Fig 3.14. The angle between any two neighbouring bars at a 
node is referred to as the ‘Inter-bar Angle (Inba)’. For instance, the inter-bar angle (Inba) for bars 
P0P1 and P0P2 at Node P0 is shown in the Figure. The Author initiated this angle that is particularly 
useful when the clash of the bars at a node needs to be considered. As far as the value for Inba is 
concerned, one can say that the Inba for any two neighbouring bars in an icosahedron is equal to 
60°. This is due to the fact that all the faces of the icosahedron are the same, namely, equilateral 
triangles and Inba would be equal to the internal angle of an equilateral triangle, which is 60°. Note 
that the value of Inba for the other Platonic polyhedra can be found in the same manner. Table 3.5 
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provides some basic information about the Platonic polyhedra including their Inbas. Apart from the 
exceptional cases, a general approach to find the Inba for any two neighbouring bars in a structure 
would be to apply Eqn 3.2 to find the angle as a function of the coordinates of the bars. To 
elaborate, consider the arrangement in Fig 3.14 and let the coordinates of the nodes P0, P1 and P2 be 
P0(x0, y0, z0), P1(x1, y1, z1) and P2(x2, y2, z2). Considering Eqn 3.2, one can write: 
Inba = cos−1
P0P1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  . P0P2⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 
|P0P1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ |. |P0P2⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ | 
= 
(3.36) 
cos−1
(x1 − x0)(x2 − x0) + (y1 − y0)(y2 − y0) + (z1 − z0)(z2 − z0)
((x1 − x0)2 + (y1 − y0)2 + (z1 − z0)2)
1
2⁄ ((x2 − x0)2 + (y2 − y0)2 + (z2 − z0)2)
1
2⁄
 
 
 Inter-bar Angle (Inba) for bars P0P1 and P0P2 at Node P0 of an icosahedron. Inba is initiated 
by the Author and refers to the angle between two neighbouring bars of a structure. 
Here again, Eqn 3.35 can be used in a Formian scheme or an Excel spreadsheet to calculate the 
value of Inbas for a structure. 
3.8 Inter-panel Angle (Inpa) for an Icosahedron 
Consider the arrangement in Fig 3.15a representing an icosahedron shown in a black line together 
with its standard coordinate system shown in red. Note that in this figure two neighbouring panels 
are shown in thicker line, namely, Panel 1 and Panel 2. Also shown in the figure are the normal of 
the panels in a red line, that is vectors N1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   and N2⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  . The normal of a panel in an icosahedron is a 
vector starting from the centre of the icosahedron passing through the centre of the panel. A side 
view of the two neighbouring panels is also shown in Fig 3.15b. The ‘Inter-panel Angle (Inpa)’ is 
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defined by the Author as the angle between the normal of any two neighbouring panels in a 
structure, that is, the angle between vectors N1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   and N2⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   labelled as Inpa1-2 in Fig 3.15. As far as the 
value for Inpa is concerned, one can use the Eqn 3.2 for the angle between two vectors to write: 
Inpa1 − 2 = cos−1
N1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  . N2⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  
|N1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  |. |N2⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  |
 
(3.37) 
Eqn 3.37 shows that inter-panel angle (Inpa) is a function of the components of the normals of the 
neighbouring panels. Also, an alternative approach to work out Inpa1-2 would be using the dihedral 
angle of the icosahedron, which is the angle between the two neighbouring faces. To elaborate, 
consider the side view in Fig 3.15b and let the angle between Panel 2 and the normal of Panel 1 
(vectors N1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ) be ‘t’ and let the dihedral angle be ‘DA’. Therefore, one can write: 
Inpa1 − 2 + t = 90° (3.38) 
Also, 
(180° − DA) + t = 90° (3.39) 
Hence: 
Inpa1 − 2 = 180° − DA = 180° − cos−1
−√5
3
= 41.8103° 
(3.40) 
 
 Panel 1 and Panel 2 are two neighbouring panels of an icosahedron. The angle between the 
two neighbouring panels, referred to as ‘Inter-panel Angle (Inpa)’ by the Author, can be calculated as 
180° minus the Dihedral Angle, that is the angle between two neighbouring faces. Also, Inpa equals to 
the angle between the normal of the panels, that is vectors N1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   and N2⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  . 
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Note that Inpa for any two neighbouring panels of an icosahedron is equal to 41.8103°. Also, note 
that the Inpa for any Platonic polyhedra can be calculated as 180° minus the dihedral angle of the 
polyhedron. 
3.9 Metric Properties for Platonic Polyhedra 
Metric properties for all regular polyhedra, referred to as Platonic polyhedra can be found based on 
the Eqns given in sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.7 and 3.8. For instance, Formian Schemes 3.1 and 3.2 was 
used by the Author to work out the out-of-plane angle (Opa) and in-plane angle (Ipa), respectively, 
for tetrahedron, cube and octahedron. The schemes discussed first for an icosahedron and were used 
later for a dodecahedron in Section 3.5. Table 3.5 provides some basic information for these 
polyhedra including the type and number of faces, as well as the number of edges and vertices. Note 
that each Platonic polyhedra has an identity code in Formian, that is P1 to P5. Also, each of them 
has only one type of face, which is an equilateral triangle, a square or a regular pentagon, referred to 
as F3, F4 and F5, respectively. Also given in the table some metric properties, namely, Opa, Ipar, 
Inba and Inpa. These properties are all initiated by the Author in this thesis. 
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Table 3.5 Some basic information about Platonic polyhedra including Opa, Ipar, Inba and Inpa, that are 
initiated by the Author. 
Polyhedron* 
F
ac
es
*
*
 
E
d
g
es
 
V
er
ti
ce
s 
Opa Ipar Inba Inpa 
P1: 
Tetrahedron 
F3: 4 6 4 
sin−1
2
√6
 
(54.7356°) 
120° 60° 
180° − cos−1
1
3
 
(109.4712°) 
P2: Cube F4: 6 12 8 
sin−1
1
√3
 
(35.2644°) 
120° 90° 90° 
P3: 
Octahedron 
F3: 8 12 6 
sin−1
√2
2
 
(45°) 
90° 60° 
180° − cos−1
1
3
 
(70.5288°) 
P4: 
Dodecahedron 
F5:12 30 20 
sin−1
2
√18 + 6√5
 
(20.9052°) 
120° 108° 
180° − cos−1
−1
√5
 
(63.4349°) 
P5: 
Icosahedron 
F3: 20 30 12 
sin−1
2
√10 + 2√5
 
(31.7175°) 
72° 60° 
180° − cos−1
−√5
3
 
(41.8103°) 
* P1 to P5 are the identity codes for Platonic polyhedra in Formian. 
** F3 to F5 refer to as the face types, that is equilateral triangle, square and regular pentagon, 
respectively. 
Opa: Out-of-plane angel, which is the angle between a bar and its trace on the node plane. 
Ipar: Relative in-plane angle, which is the angle between the traces of two neighbouring bars on 
a node plane. 
Inba: Inter-bar angle, which is the angle between two neighbouring bars. 
Inpa: Inter-panel angle, which is the angle between two neighbouring panels. 
 
Note that the node figures for an icosahedron and dodecahedron were given in Fig 3.13 and that of 
the other three Platonic polyhedra are given in Fig 3.16. The figure provides the arrangements of the 
bars at the nodes for tetrahedron, cube (hexahedron) and octahedron. Also, giving the values for 
out-of-plane angle (opa) and relative in-plane angle (Ipar). 
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 Node figures for tetrahedron, cube (hexahedron) and octahedron providing the arrangements 
of the bars at a node and the values for out-of-plane angle (opa) and relative in-plane angle (Ipar). 
Note that the relative in-plane angle (Ipar) for a tetrahedron, cube and icosahedron are the same, 
which is 120°. However, Opa for each of these three polyhedra is different from the other two. This 
means that the arrangement of the bars at the nodes of any of these polyhedra is unique for that 
polyhedron. 
In this chapter so far, the Author’s suggestions for metric properties for the regular/Platonic 
polyhedra were discussed and this is going to be extended to discuss those of other configurations 
in the sequel. 
3.10 Planarity of Panels and Centre of a Panel 
It is known that any triangular panel is planar. Also, non-triangular panels in some cases, such as 
the square panels in a cube and the pentagonal panels in a dodecahedron are planar. In general, 
planarity of the panels with more than three sides in non-planar configurations needs to be checked. 
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To elaborate, consider the four sided panel in Fig 3.17 and let the coordinates of the corners of the 
panel be P1(x1, y1, z1), P2(x2, y2, z2), P3(x3, y3, z3) and P4(x4, y4, z4). To check the planarity of this 
panel, one may find the equation for the plane passing through three corners of the panel and then 
check if the fourth corner lies on the same plane. Therefore, considering the general equation for a 
plane, one can write: 
a(X − x0) + b(Y − y0) + c(Z − z0) = 0 (3.41) 
Where: 
 a, b and c are the components of the normal of the plane, and 
 x0, y0 and z0 are the coordinates of a point on the plane. 
Now, let the cross product of vectors P2P1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ = [(x1 − x2), (y1 − y2), (z1 − z2)] and 
P2P3⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ = [(x3 − x2), (y3 − y2), (z3 − z2)] be the normal of the plane, and let the coordinates of Point 
P2 be used as the point on the plane. Therefore, the equation of the plane will become: 
((y1 − y2)(z3 − z2) − (z1 − z2)(y3 − y2))(X − x2) + 
((z1 − z2)(x3 − x2) − (x1 − x2)(z3 − z2))(Y − y2) + 
((x1 − x2)(y3 − y2) − (y1 − y2)(x3 − x2))(Z − z2) = 0 
(3.42) 
If substituting the coordinates of Point P4 into Eqn 3.42 satisfies the equation, the fourth corner of 
the panel lies on the plane and therefore the panel is planar. Although this is a mathematical 
approach to find perfect planar panels, in practice, some tolerances might be accepted for non-
planar panels. This could depend on the cladding material and its details of installation, as well as 
the overall dimensions of the panel. Note that the planarity of the panels having more than four 
sides can also be checked in the same manner. Also, in case that the coordinates of the centre of a 
panel being required, the average of the coordinates of the corners can be used. For instance, the 
coordinates of Point C in Fig 3.17, that is the centre of Panel P1P2P3P4, would be: 
C(
x1 + x2 + x3 + x4
4
,
y1 + y2 + y3 + y4
4
,
z1 + z2 + z3 + z4
4
) 
(3.43) 
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 To check the planarity of a four-sided panel, that is Panel P1P2P3P4, the equation of the plane 
passing through the three corners can be found as a function of their coordinates, Eqn 3.42. If the 
coordinates of the fourth corner satisfies the equation, the panel is planar. 
3.11 Normal of a panel 
In general, the normal of a panel can be found as a function of the coordinates of two of its adjacent 
edges, Eqn 3.42. However, special considerations regarding the direction of the normal in some 
cases is necessary. To elaborate, consider the arrangements in Fig 3.18 representing four different 
disposition for the panels attached to their supporting frame. Each arrangement provides a 
schematic sketch to show a panel disposition where the panel is shown in a thicker black line 
together with two supporting frames, as well as the normal of the panel, vector N⃗⃗ , shown in red. In 
most practical cases of spatial structures, all the panels are either a ‘horizontal panel’ or an ‘inclined 
panel’, as shown in Fig 3.18a and Fig 3.18b, respectively. If this is the case, the normal of the panel 
should have a positive Z component. Note that the inclined panel refers to a disposition where the 
panel is placed over the supporting frame. However, when the panel is hung from the supporting 
frame, the disposition is referred to as a ‘reverse panel’ and the normal has a negative Z 
component, Fig 3.18c. Also, in case of a ‘vertical panel’, as shown in Fig 3.18d, the normal will 
have a zero Z component and the sense of the normal needs to be defined. 
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 Different disposition for the panels attached to their supporting frame. The Z component of 
the normal of the ‘horizontal panel’ and ‘inclined panel’ has a positive value. However, that of the 
‘reverse panel’ and ‘vertical panel’ has a negative and zero value, respectively. 
In a programming context, it would be necessary to have a method for identifying the reverse or 
vertical panels. In what follows, some possible strategies for achieving the purpose is going to be 
discussed. 
One way to define the sense of the normal of a vertical panel would be to introduce a reference 
point, Fig 3.19. The figure shows a vertical panel in a thick black line together with its normal 
vector N⃗⃗  in red. Also shown in the figure vevtor PC⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ , that is, the vector starting from a reference 
point inside the structure passing through the centre of the panel. The sense of the normal vector N⃗⃗  
could be found based on the fact that the dot product of the vectors  PC⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  and N⃗⃗  must have a positive 
value.  
 
 For a vertical panel, the dot product of vectors PC⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  and N⃗⃗  must be a positive value where 
vector PC⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  is the vector starting from a reference point inside the structure passing through the centre of 
the panel and vector N⃗⃗  is the normal of the panel. 
Note that the dot product of two vectors with an acute angle will always have a positive value and 
that of two vectors with an obtuse angle will always have a negative value, Fig 3.20.  
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 The dot product of two vectors will have a positive value or a negative value when the angle 
between the vectors is an acute angle or an obtuse angle, respectively.  
Considering the above discussion, the Author suggested the following operations which could be 
carried out to define the sense of the normal of a vertical panel: 
 The cross product of the two adjacent edges of the panel to be determined using Eqn 
3.42, for instance, vector P2P1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ x P2P3⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ . If the Z component of this vector is zero, then the 
following to be done 
 Point P to be introduced, that is a reference point inside the structure, 
 Components of vector PC⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  to be determined, that is the vector starting from the reference 
point passing through the centre of the panel, that is Point C 
 The dot product of the two vectors  P2P1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ x P2P3⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  and PC⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  to be calculated 
 If the dot product is a positive value, then N⃗⃗ =P2P1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ x P2P3⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ , otherewise, N⃗⃗ = −
P2P1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ x P2P3⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ =P2P3⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ x P2P1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  
The Author also suggested another strategy which can be adopted to define the sense of the normal 
of the panels in a complicated structure consisting of inclined and reverse panels. To elaborate, 
consider Fig 3.21a showing a section of a structure having different panel dispositions. The panels 
are shown in a thick black line together with their normals in red. Also shown in the figure a 
number of reference points inside the structure, referred to as a ‘point cloud’. To determine the 
sense of the normal of a panel, the nearest point from the point cloud to the centre of the panel can 
be chosen as the reference point. Here again, the dot product of the vector starting from the 
reference point passing through the centre of the panel and the normal vector of the panel must have 
a positive value. For instance, Fig 3.21b shows an enlargement of the left part of the arrangement 
in Fig 3.21a. Two neighbouring panels, that is Panel 1 and Panel 2, together with their centres and 
normal vectors are shown in the figure. Also, part of the point cloud and particularly the nearest 
points to the centre of the panels are shown. The sense of the normal vectors must be defined in a 
way to satisfy the following equation: 
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Ni⃗⃗  ⃗.PiCi⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   > 0 (3.44) 
Where: 
 Ni⃗⃗  ⃗ is the normal vector of Panel i 
 PiCi⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   is the vector starting from Point Pi, that is the nearest point of the point cloud to the 
centre of Panel i, passing through the Centre of the panel, that is Point Ci, and 
 Ni⃗⃗  ⃗.PiCi⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   is the doc product of the two vectors 
 
 A section of a structure with different panel dispositions including inclined panels, as well as 
reverse panels. The dot product of the normal vector of a panel and the vector starting from a reference 
point underneath the panel passing through its centre, always, has a positive value, N⃗⃗ .PC⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  > 0. 
Note that the required density of the points in the point cloud, that is the number of points in a unit 
volume, may vary in different cases. A denser point cloud is required for a configuration consisting 
of small panels with a complex disposition. However, a less dense point cloud will give accurate 
results for a simpler configuration with large panels. 
An alternative way to define the sense of the normal of the panels would be to use human 
intelligence. To elaborate, a list of the reverse panels can be made by observation of the panel 
dispositions. Then, the sense of the normal vectors of the panels can be checked such that the Z 
component of any reverse panel has a negative value. This means that either of the cross product 
vectors P2P1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ x P2P3⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  or P2P3⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ x P2P1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  which has the right Z component will be chosen as the normal 
vector of the panel. The right Z component here is a positive value for an inclined/horizontal panel 
and a negative value for a reverse panels. 
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3.12 Node Axes and Node Planes 
The definition for the node axis of a node in an icosahedron was given in Section 3.2. In general, a 
same definition can be used for any configuration, when the centre of the configuration is known. 
However, there are a number of configurations with more than one centre, or even no centre (e.g 
freeforms). In such cases, a practical approach would be to consider the node axis as the average of 
the normal of the panels meeting at the node. Here again, the node plane would be the plane 
perpendicular to the node axis at the node.  
3.13 Out-of-plane Angle (Opa) 
Out-of-plane Angle (Opa) for an icosahedron was discussed in Section 3.3. Also, that of a 
dodecahedron was described in Section 3.4. In fact, Eqn 3.5 can be generalised considering the 
general definition for the node axis and node plane as discussed in the previous section. In general, 
the angle between two vectors would be from 0° to 180°, therefore, -90° ≤ Opa ≤ 90° that means: 
 If Opa = -90°, then the bar is coincident with the node axis 
 If -90° < Opa < 0°, then the bar is above the node plane 
 If Opa = 0°, then the bar lies on the node plane 
 If 0° < Opa < 90°, then the bar is below the node plane 
 If Opa = 90°, then the bar is coincident with the node axis 
Note that in general, Opa for bar A1 at ‘Node A’ could be different from Opa for bar A1 at ‘Node 
1’. Therefore, in a configuration consisting of ‘n’ number of bar elements, there would be ‘2n’ 
number of Opas. An icosahedron, for instance, consists of 30 bar elements and therefore 60 Opas. 
However, as far as the value of Opas for an icosahedron is concerned, all the angles are the same. 
3.14 Summary of Metric Parameters 
The following parameters/terms were introduced in the present chapter which are going to be used 
for the calculations of the metric properties: 
 Node Axis 
 Node Plane 
 Local Coordinate System for Nodes 
 Node Figure 
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 Centre of a Panel 
 Normal of a Panel 
 Out-of-plane Angle (Opa) 
 In-plane Angle (Ipa) 
 Relative In-plane Angle (Ipar) 
 Inter-bar Angle (Inba) 
 Inter-panel Angle (Inpa) 
 Panel Planarity 
Other parameters/terms of this nature can also be added to the above for a lattice spatial structure. 
Also, these parameters are fundamentals for the study of the ‘regularity’, which is going to be 
discussed in the next chapter. 
The Author is using the metric parameters in both, theoretical study of configuration processing, as 
well as evaluation of configurations for practical cases and he is planning to publish the outcome in 
the near future. 
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 Regularity 
Metric properties for lattice structures were discussed in the previous chapter. In the present 
chapter, different aspects of regularity will be discussed. Also, the concept of regularity indicators is 
going to be introduced which is fundamental to quantify regularity. 
4.1 Visual regularity 
Consider Fig 4.1 representing a general view of the Eiffel Tower in Paris, France. The tower was 
designed and constructed as the entrance to the 1889 World’s Fair. One may claim that the Eiffel 
Tower is the most famous lattice statial tower. Whether this is a valid claim or not, the tower looks 
regular to a certain degree from the viewers’ point of view. Now, consider another lattice tower 
shown in Fig 4.2. The figure shows Kobe Port Tower designed by Nikken Sekki Company with 
height of 108m in Kobe, Japan, opened in 1963. Here again, the tower looks like a regular structure. 
One may suggest that the Kobe Port Tower looks more regular than the Eiffel Tower. However, this 
cannot be quantified, since the visual regularity is a subjective matter. This implies that the choice 
depends on the people’s opinion rather than a quantifiable factor. A regular structural form in this 
sense, is a form to be seen regular by viewers. Now, consider the Slide, as another lattice spatial 
tower constructued at the Olympic Park in London, Fig 4.3. The tower is a legacy for the Olympic 
Games in 2012. As it can be seen on the left figure, the core of the tower is similar to the Kobe Port 
Tower and looks quite regular. However, this was affected by the addition of the outer spirals. 
Therefore, the final structure (right figure) does not look that regular. Visual regularity is an 
interesting interdisciplinary research topic to study how viewers decide to describe a structural form 
as regular/irregular. Whatever the psychological reasons behind this are, a good agreement between 
majority of viewers in terms of recognition of regular or irregular structural forms is normally 
observed. In other words, there is no all-embracing definition for the term ‘regularity’ of a structural 
configuration. However, there is normally a reasonable degree of agreement between people 
regarding what is and what is not regular (Nooshin, et al., 2011). 
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 The Eiffel Tower, a 324m wrought iron lattice spatial structure constructed as the entrance to 
the 1889 World’s Fair in Paris, France. 
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 Kobe Port Tower with height of 108m, designed by Nikken Sekki Company and opened in 
1963 in Kobe, Japan. 
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 The Slide tower in Olympic Park, London, designed by Anish Kapoor (sculptor). The 
controversial red tubular steel tower is 115m tall which was engineered by Ove Arup and opened in 
2012. Left: The Slide under construction, (Rex, 2011). Right: The Slide after completion, (Oast House, 
2012). 
4.2 Regular arrangements 
Consider Fig 4.4 representing an internal view of the Intex Plaza exhibition hall which is a double 
layer barrel vault with 72m long and a span of 42m, opened in 1985 in Osaka, Japan. One may 
claim that the structural elements in the Intex Plaza are in a regular arrangement. This would be the 
case for any structure with the same pattern, that is, a square on square double layer barrel vault. 
Now, consider another lattice structure shown in Fig 4.5. The figure shows two different views of 
one of the greenhouses in Chenshan Botanical Garden constructed in 2010 in Sheshan Town, 
Shanghai, China. The structure is a single layer freeform aluminum lattice structure with ternate 
pattern and glass claddings. In this case, the structure does not look very regular, however, some 
degree of regularity can be observed due to the positioning of the structural components. This 
aspect of regularity may be referred to as ‘regular arrangements’ and focuses on the arrangements 
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of structural components. Here again, this is a subjective matter, which could be considered as the 
continuation of research on regular figures by Fejes Toth (Fejes Toth, 1964) in the field of lattice 
structures. Fig 4.6 provides some symmetric arrangements of a figure studied by Fejes Toth. Visual 
impression of regular arrangements has considerable effect on viewer’s opinion about regularity. 
An interesting field of research in this context would be the study of visual regularity based on 
symmetric arrangements of structural components. 
 
 Internal view of Intex Plaza exhibition hall, a double layer barrel vault with 72m long and a 
span of 42m, opened in 1985, Osaka, Japan. 
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 Chenshan Botanical Garden, a single layer freeform aluminum lattice structure with ternate 
pattern and glass cladding constructed in 2010 in Sheshan Town, Shanghai, China. 
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 Study of symmetric arrangements on regularity of forms by Fejes Toth. The figure is 
reproduced from Fig 5, Fig 36 and Fig 37 of his book entitled ‘Regular Figures’ (Fejes Toth, 1964). 
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4.3 Regularity of components 
Consider Fig 4.7 representing six different structures designed and constructed by the participants 
of the DAD Project (Design, Assemble and Dismantle). This is a particular educational scheme 
initiated by the Author at the University of Surrey in 2014. The ultimate aim of the Project is to give 
a hands-on experience to the participants in the field of design and construction of lattice spatial 
structures (Behnejad, 2016). As it can be seen, the visual impression of these six structures are 
different in terms of regularity. However, it should be noted that there are a few different structural 
components available to the participants of the DAD Project. To elaborate, there are only three 
different types of tubular elements, as well as three types of connectors (bolts with different lengths) 
available in a kit. Therefore, all the structures constructed in the DAD Project are very regular in 
terms of variation of the structural components. However, the visual regularity of the structures 
varies, Fig 4.7.  
Regularity of components in structural forms is a main focus of this thesis. The present research 
shows that the metric properties of structural forms are fundamental for the study of component 
regularity. There are considerable benefits in terms of construction of structures with higher level of 
regular components. In other word, a structure having higher proportion of the same components is 
preferred from construction point of view. The benefits include savings in time and cost of 
construction, as well as a reduction in probability of having a wrong arrangement during assembly. 
In this sense, the present work could be considered as a fundamental research which will be used to 
expand the general knowledge. 
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 Some of the structures designed and constructed by the participants of the DAD Project, 
which is an educational scheme initiated by the Author. The types of structural components in a kit 
available to the participants of the DAD Project are limited (Behnejad, 2016). 
4.4 Regularity indicators 
As far as the regularity of components is concerned, the degree of regularity can be investigated by 
looking at the variation of the member lengths, shape of faces, form of vertices, etc. In the present 
section, member length regularity is going to be discussed. This implies to the proportion of the 
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members being of the same length. A high degree of equal length members in a lattice structural 
configuration will have some benefits as described in Chapter 1. 
Some examples of lattice domes are shown in Fig 4.8. For instance, Fig 4.8a shows a view of a 
Schwedler dome on a spherical cap. This is an example of a configuration which is commonly used 
for construction of lattice domes around the globe. This is the case for all the other dome 
configurations presented in Fig 4.8. Consider the bar charts in the middle area of the figure. The top 
chart in the right side of Fig 4.8a, for instance, represents information about the member lengths of 
the dome configuration of Fig 4.8a. The numbers on the horizontal axis represent proportions of the 
ratio of the member length and the average member length. The vertical axis in the chart represents 
the number of members of the same length as a percentage of the total number of the members. This 
chart may refer to as a ‘length profile chart’ or a ‘LEP chart’ (Nooshin, et al., 1997). A LEP chart 
gives a visual representation of the degree of scatter of the member lengths in a configuration. Also, 
values for four items n, b, r and d are given at the right side of each LEP chart in Fig 4.8a to Fig 
4.8d. The definition of the items are as follows: 
 n represents the ‘total number of members’. 
 b represents the ‘number of different member lengths’ which, in a regular 
configuration, should be relatively small. 
 r represents the ‘length ratio’, being the ratio of maximum member length and 
minimum member length. The more regular a configuration, the closer to one the value 
of r will be. 
 d represents the ‘deviation’ being the ratio of standard deviation of member length to 
the average member length. The more regular the configuration, the closer to zero the 
value of d will be. 
The abovementioned parameters may be referred to as ‘regularity indicators’, which help to 
evaluate the member length regularity in a configuration. Also, comparing regularity in different 
configurations can be done using the regularity indicators. However, other indicators, with different 
point of view, can also be defined for evaluation of regularity in configurations. 
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 Some examples of lattice dome configurations together with the regularity indicators related 
to the member lengths. These indicators are ‘n’ representing the total number of members, ‘b’ 
representing the number of different member lengths, ‘r’ represents the length ratio and ‘d’ representing 
the deviation of the member lengths. 
The number of members in each of the configurations of Fig 4.8a to Fig 4.8d varies from 500 in the 
diamatic configuration, Fig 4.8c, to 550 in the lamella dome, Fig 4.8b. The LEP charts in Fig 4.8 
show that the Schwedler configuration has the maximum proportion of members with the same 
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length (over 30%). However, the geodesic configuration has only 12 different member lengths, 
while the other configurations in Fig 4.8 have more scatter member lengths. 
As explained earlier, the regularity indicators facilitate the process of quantifying the regularity of 
components in a configuration. Also, they help with the comparison of the regularity of 
configurations in a quantitative manner. The regularity indicators for member lengths are examples 
of such indicators and other indicators can be introduced for shape of faces, form of vertices 
(nodes), and so on. Moreover, appropriate techniques for configuration processing could be used to 
improve the regularity of a structure. An example of such techniques to improve the member length 
regularity, initiated by the Author, is going to be discussed in the next Chapter.  
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 Sphere Packing 
One of the objectives of this research is to create a new family of patterns for lattice structures using 
the ‘Surface Sphere Packing (SSP)’ technique. An important aspect of such patterns is that they 
have a high proportion of equal length members. Having a high degree of equal length members in 
a lattice dome will have the following benefits: 
 Decreasing the time and cost of manufacturing of members, 
 Making the sorting and labelling of the members easier, 
 Increasing the speed of assembly with lower probability of mistakes in member 
arrangements, 
 Having more likelihood of regular cladding shapes which will reduce the cost of 
construction. 
In addition, the presence of a high degree of equal length members in a pattern will, usually, make it 
more attractive visually. 
5.1 Touching spheres 
SSP (Surface Sphere Packing) is based on a basic property of a sphere, namely, the centre of the 
sphere is of equal distance from any point on its surface. This distance is the radius of the sphere. 
Furthermore, any sphere can touch another sphere in just one point, Fig 5.1. The figure shows two 
spheres with different radii that are in contact at a ‘touching point’. The radius of the smaller sphere 
(Sphere 1), is denoted by r1 and that of the larger sphere (Sphere 2), is denoted by r2. The centres of 
the spheres and their touching point are collinear. Additionally, the centre to centre distance of the 
spheres, which is denoted by C, is equal to the sum of their radii (C = r1 + r2). 
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 Two touching spheres with different radii (r1 and r2). The centre to centre distance of the 
spheres is equal to the sum of their radii. 
5.2 Touching equal spheres 
The centre to centre distance of two touching equal spheres is twice their radius. Therefore, this 
distance is equal to diameter d of the spheres. Fig 5.2 shows two touching equal spheres, with their 
centre to centre distance C being equal to the diameter d. 
 
 Two touching equal spheres. 
5.3 Flat and curved surfaces 
Two touching equal spheres with diameter d, whose centres are on a flat surface, are shown in Fig 
5.3a. The touching point of these spheres is also located on the same flat surface and the centre to 
centre distance of the spheres is equal to their diameter. 
Fig 5.3b shows two touching equal spheres on a curved surface. Here again, the centres of the 
spheres and their touching point are collinear, with the distance between the centres being equal of 
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the diameter of the spheres. However, here the touching point is not (necessarily) on the curved 
surface. The surface in Fig 5.3b may also be a free-form surface. 
 
 Two touching equal spheres on flat and curved surfaces. The centres of the spheres and their 
touching point are collinear. Although, the touching point is not on the curved surface, the centre to 
centre distance in both cases is equal to the diameter of the spheres. 
Fig 5.4a shows a number of touching equal spheres on a spherical cap. The resulting pattern created 
by connecting the centres of the touching spheres is shown in Fig 5.4b. All the elements in this 
pattern are of the same length, equal to the diameter of the spheres d. Also, all the apices of the 
pattern are on the cap. The details including how the spheres are placed on the surface and the 
particulars of the pattern will be discussed in Section 5.7. 
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 Touching equal spheres on a spherical cap with the resulting pattern. 
5.4 Equilateral polygons 
Consider the arrangement of Fig 5.5. The figure shows three touching equal spheres whose centres 
are on a flat surface. The equilateral triangle in this figure is created by connecting the centres of the 
spheres. Each side of this triangle is equal to the diameter of the spheres. 
 
 An equilateral triangle created by connecting the centres of three touching equal spheres. 
Other equilateral polygons can be created in the same manner, as exemplified in Fig 5.6. This figure 
shows eight equilateral polygons created by connecting the centres of touching equal spheres, with 
their centres being on a flat surface. Each side of these polygons is equal to the diameter of the 
spheres and all the touching points are on the flat surface. The patterns on the left of Fig 5.6 are all 
regular but the ones on the right are irregular, although, all of them are equilateral. The figures on 
the right include a ‘concave’ irregular heptagon. 
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 Eight equilateral polygons created by ‘surface sphere packing (SSP)’. 
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The equilateral polygons can also be created by connecting the centres of touching equal spheres 
placed on a curved surface. The apices of the polygons in this case will be on the curved surface 
with each side of the polygons being equal to the diameter d of the spheres. However, in this case 
the touching points will not necessarily be on the curved surface, Fig 5.3b. 
Generally, equilateral polygons can be made on any surface using spheres as explained above. 
These polygons are the key elements for the structural configurations to be created by the SSP 
technique, as will be discussed in the sequel. In this approach, the more touching points are 
involved in the arrangement of the spheres, the more equal length members will be in the resulting 
configuration. 
5.5 Touching spheres on surfaces 
A spherical surface with a radius R is shown in Fig 5.7. A ‘cap’ of this spherical surface is shown 
by thick line. The cap starts from a ‘base ring’ up to the ‘north pole’ of the sphere. In Fig 5.7, half 
of the central angle of the cap is denoted by A. This angle is referred to as the ‘sweep angle’ of the 
cap. The radius of the base ring of the cap, that is, r1 can be determined as follows: 
r1 = R sinA (5.1) 
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  A spherical surface with radius R. The sweep angle of a cap of the spherical surface is 
denoted by A. 
The base ring of the cap can be ‘fully packed’ by a number of touching equal spheres whose centres 
are on the base ring. An example of a base ring with radius r1 which is fully packed by 13 touching 
equal spheres is shown in Fig 5.8. The central angle of any two touching neighbouring spheres is 
denoted by t. The angle t is also the central angle containing a sphere on the base ring and can be 
obtained as 
t = 360 / 13 (5.2) 
The diameter of the touching spheres in this case can be determined as follows: 
From triangle P1C1Q in Fig 5.8 
sin (t / 2) = d / 2r1 
 
Therefore, one can write 
d = 2r1 sin (t / 2) (5.3) 
Substituting Eqn 5.2 into Eqn 5.3 
d = 2r1 sin (180 / 13)  
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 The base ring of a cap with radius r1 which is fully packed by 13 touching equal spheres with 
diameter d. 
In general, a base ring with radius r1 can be fully packed by n1 touching equal spheres, where the 
diameter of each sphere can be obtained from: 
d = 2r1 sin (180 / n1) (5.4) 
Note that n1 must be a natural number larger than or equal to 3, otherwise the ring cannot be fully 
packed by touching equal spheres. 
Now, consider the arrangement in Fig 5.9. In this figure, the points P1 and P2 on the base ring are 
the centres of two touching equal spheres with diameter d. Let the origin of the Cartesian coordinate 
system be at the centre of the spherical surface and let the Z-axis pass through the north pole (of the 
cap). Also, let the coordinates of the centres of the two touching equal spheres be P1 (X1, Y1, Z1) 
and P2 (X2, Y2, Z2). 
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 Two touching spheres of diameter d, with their centres P1 and P2 on the base ring of a 
spherical cap, where A is the sweep angle of the cap, R is the radius of the spherical surface, r1 is the 
radius of the base ring and t is the central angle of the two touching spheres. 
Once the coordinates of point P1 are known, then the coordinates of point P2 can be obtained from 
those of point P1, as explained below. 
Since points P1 and P2 are on the base ring, one can write 
X1
2 + Y1
2 = r1
2 (5.5) 
and 
X2
2 + Y2
2 = r1
2 (5.6) 
Also, points P1 and P2 are the centres of two touching equal spheres with diameter d. Therefore, the 
distance between these two points is equal to d, as shown in Fig 5.2 and Fig 5.3. Furthermore, the 
X, Y and Z components of line P1P2 are (X2 – X1), (Y2 – Y1) and (Z2 – Z1), respectively. Therefore, 
(X2 – X1)2 + (Y2 – Y1)2 + (Z2 – Z1)2 = d 2 (5.7) 
Also, since the base ring is perpendicular to the Z axis, then 
Z2 = Z1 
Thus, Eqn 5.7 reduces to 
(X2 – X1)2 + (Y2 – Y1)2 = d 2  
or 
X2
2 + X1
2 – 2X1X2 + Y22 + Y12 – 2Y1Y2 = d 2 (5.8) 
Substituting Eqns 5.5 and 5.6 into Eqn 5.8, 
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2r1
2 – 2X1X2 – 2Y1Y2 = d 2  
or 
2X1X2 + 2Y1Y2 = 2r1
2 – d 2  
Therefore, 
X2 = ((2r1
2 – d 2) – 2Y1Y2 ) / 2X1 (5.9) 
Substituting Eqn 5.9 into Eqn 5.6 
(2r1
2 – d 2)2 + 4Y12Y22 – 4 (2r12 – d 2) Y1Y2 + 4X12Y22 = 4X12r12  
Or, factoring with respect to Y2 
(4X1
2 + 4Y1
2) Y2
2 – 4Y1 (2r12 – d 2) Y2 + (2r12 – d 2)2 – 4X12r12 = 0 (5.10) 
Note that the coordinates of P1 are considered as known. 
Now, letting 
U1 = 4X1
2 + 4Y1
2  
U2 = 4Y1 (2r1
2 – d 2)  
U3 = (2r1
2 – d 2)2 – 4X12r12  
the quadratic Eqn 5.10 becomes 
U1Y2
2 – U2Y2 + U3 = 0  
Hence, Y2 can be determined as 
Y2 = (U2 ± (U2
2 – 4U1U3 )0.5 )/ 2U1 (5.11) 
The X2 coordinate of point P2 can then be obtained from Eqn 5.9. 
Eqns 5.9 and 5.11 provide two pairs of values for X2 and Y2 (corresponding to the + and – signs in 
Eqn 5.11). One pair represents the coordinates of point P2 which is the centre of a neighbouring 
sphere and the other pair represents the coordinates of point P3 which is the centre of the other 
neighbouring sphere of the original sphere (with the centre P1), see Fig 5.10. 
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 Plan view of three touching equal spheres with diameter d whose centres are on the base 
ring. 
Eqn 5.1 shows that the radius of the spherical surface R, the sweep angle of the spherical cap A and 
the radius of the base ring r1 are correlated parameters. Also, Eqn 5.4 shows that in a fully packed 
base ring, the radius of the base ring r1 and the diameter of the spheres d are correlated with the 
number of spheres on the base ring n1. 
5.6 A Graphical Representation 
An example of a base ring which is fully packed by a number of touching equal spheres is shown in 
Fig 3.5. The figure shows 48 touching equal spheres which are fully packed on the base ring. 
 
 A fully packed base ring with 48 touching equal spheres. 
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Now, consider Fig 5.12. The figure shows the same arrangement of ‘gold’ touching spheres of Fig 
5.11. Additionally, there are 24 ‘silver’ spheres, with the same size as the gold ones, whose centres 
are on a spherical cap same as that of Fig 5.11. Each of the silver spheres in Fig 5.12 is touching 
two neighbouring gold spheres. This arrangement of groups of three touching spheres is used based 
on the fact that any three touching equal spheres can be placed on a surface, as described earlier. 
The process of placing the silver spheres on the spherical cap will be discussed in the sequel. 
 
 A fully packed base ring of a spherical cap, with 48 touching equal spheres in gold colour 
and 24 silver spheres with the same size as the gold ones. The centres of silver spheres are on the 
spherical cap, while each of them is touching two neighbouring gold spheres. 
Consider a set of three points being the centres of three touching equal spheres with diameter d, on 
a cap with radius R and sweep angle A, as shown in Fig 5.13. The points P1 and P2 are on the base 
ring and point P3 is above them on the second ring. An equilateral triangle with side d, whose apices 
are on the cap, is created by these three points, as described earlier. 
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 A cap of a sphere with radius R and sweep angle A. The points P1, P2 and P3 are the centres 
of three touching equal spheres with diameter d, being on the spherical cap. 
Points P1 and P2 with a distance d in Fig 5.13, can be anywhere on the base ring. However, once the 
positions of points P1 and P2 are fixed, there will be just one position for point P3 on the spherical 
cap, which will be at the same distance from points P1 and P2. The second ring is the locus of points 
like P3, having the same distance (i.e. distance d) from a set of two points on the base ring (i.e. 
points P1 and P2). The details for determining the coordinates of the third point and the position of 
the second ring based on the coordinates of points P1 and P2 will be discussed in the sequel. 
Now, consider Fig 5.14. A perspective view of a pattern is shown in this figure. The pattern is 
created by connecting the centres of 72 touching equal spheres on a spherical cap, similar to the 
arrangement in Fig 5.12. The base ring of the spherical cap is fully packed by 48 touching equal 
spheres and the rest of the spheres (i.e. 24 spheres) are on the second ring, with each sphere on the 
second ring touching two neighbouring spheres on the base ring. The pattern contains 24 similar 
equilateral triangles and 24 members with the length equal to the side of the triangles on the base 
ring. The pattern has 96 members in total. The length of all the members of the pattern is equal to 
the diameter of the touching spheres. 
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 A perspective view of a pattern created by connecting the centres of 72 touching equal 
spheres on a spherical cap, similar to the arrangement in Fig 5.12. 
Now, consider a cap of a sphere with radius R, as shown in Fig 5.15. The sweep angle of the 
spherical cap in the figure is represented by A1, which is less than 90˚. In addition, the sweep angle 
of the second ring is denoted by A2. The sweep angle of a ring is half of the central angle of the 
ring. It is obvious that the sweep angle and the length of the second ring in Fig 5.15 are less than 
those of the base ring. Therefore, the maximum number of equal spheres which can be placed on 
the second ring is less than that of the base ring. Details for determining the sweep angle of the 
rings of a spherical cap will be described in the sequel. 
 
 A spherical cap with radius R and sweep angle A1, which is less than 90˚. Also, a second 
ring which is parallel to the base ring is shown. The sweep angle of the second ring is denoted by A2, 
which is, obviously, less than A1. 
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Generally, in a spherical cap with a sweep angle less than 90˚, the maximum number of equal 
spheres that can be fully packed on a ring, will be on the base ring. Also, in a radially symmetric 
arrangement, the number of the equal spheres on the second ring is half of the number of the equal 
spheres on the base ring, as shown in Fig 5.12. 
Now, consider a radially symmetric arrangement of a number of equal spheres on three rings of a 
spherical cap, as shown in Fig 5.16a. The arrangement is similar to that of Fig 5.12, except for the 
additional ‘bronze’ spheres on a third ring. Here, each bronze sphere is touching two neighbouring 
silver spheres. Since there is enough space for placing a bronze sphere between any pair of 
neighbouring silver spheres, the number of spheres on the third ring can be similar to that of the 
second ring (i.e. 24 spheres). A pattern created by connecting the centres of the touching 
neighbouring spheres of this arrangement is shown in Fig 5.16b. 
 
 
 
(a) The arrangement of equal spheres on a cap (b) The resulting pattern 
 A radially symmetric arrangement of a number of equal spheres on three rings of a spherical 
cap and the resulting pattern. 
The pattern in Fig 5.16b contains 144 members of the same length, with all the apices being on the 
spherical cap. The pattern contains 24 equilateral triangles and 24 equilateral pentagons. The 
distance between the spheres on the third ring in Fig 5.16a is less than that of the second ring, due to 
the decrease in the length of the rings, as described earlier, see Fig 5.15.  
In general, the process of placing equal spheres on rings can be continued by the same number of 
the spheres, until the distance between the spheres on a ring become less than the diameter of a 
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sphere. The number of the spheres on the ring in this stage must be reduced to half of the number of 
spheres on the previous ring. 
Now, consider the arrangement in Fig 5.17a. The figure shows a fully packed spherical cap by equal 
spheres. The equal spheres are radially symmetric on the rings of the cap. Obviously, the number of 
the spheres on each ring depends on the length of the ring and the diameter of the equal spheres. Fig 
5.17b shows a perspective view of the resulting pattern based on the arrangement in Fig 5.17a. The 
pattern contains a number of equilateral polygons (i.e. equilateral triangles, quadrangles, pentagons 
and hexagons), in addition to a star-like form at the top of the cap. In this configuration, all the 
apices of the pattern are on the spherical cap and all the members are of the same length. 
  
(a) A radially symmetric sphere packing on a cap (b) The resulting pattern 
 A fully packed spherical cap by a radially symmetric arrangement of equal spheres and the 
resulting pattern. 
Generally, a pattern on a spherical cap containing members with the same length can be created based 
on a radially symmetric arrangement of equal spheres on the rings of the cap. The process of creating 
such patterns has been described here in a graphical manner. However, the rigorous numerical 
formulation of the process will be described in the sequel. 
5.7 Touching spheres on spherical surfaces 
The process of finding the positions of the rings on a spherical cap for creating a radially symmetric 
arrangement of equal spheres will be discussed in this section. 
Consider the arrangement in Fig 5.18. The figure shows a cap of a sphere with radius R whose 
sweep angle is denoted by A. The points P1, P2 and P represent the centres of three touching equal 
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spheres with diameter d, placed on the spherical cap. The triangle PP1P2 is an equilateral triangle 
with side d, whose apices are on the spherical cap, as described in Section 5.3. 
 
 A cap of a sphere with radius R, whose sweep angle is denoted by A. The points P1, P2 and P 
are the centres of three touching equal spheres on the spherical cap. 
Let the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system be at the centre of the spherical surface and let the 
Cartesian coordinates of the centres of the three touching equal spheres in Fig 5.18 be P1(X1, Y1, Z1), 
P2(X2, Y2, Z2) and P (X, Y, Z). Since the distance between points P and P1 is equal to d, one can 
write: 
(X − X1 )
2 + (Y − Y1 )
2 + (Z − Z1 )
2 = d2 (5.12) 
Also, the distance between points P and P2 is equal to d, hence 
(X − X2 )
2 + (Y − Y2 )
2 + (Z − Z2 )
2 = d2 (5.13) 
Furthermore, points P, P1 and P2 are on the spherical surface with radius R, so 
X2 + Y2 + Z2 = R2 (5.14) 
X1
2 + Y1
2 + Z1
2 = R2 (5.15) 
X2
2 + Y2
2 + Z2
2 = R2 (5.16) 
From Eqn 5.1 
X2 + X1
2 − 2X1X + Y
2 + Y1
2 − 2Y1Y + Z
2 + Z1
2 − 2Z1Z = d
2 (5.17) 
Substituting Eqns 5.14 and 5.15 into Eqn 5.17, 
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−2X1X − 2Y1Y − 2Z1Z = d
2 − 2R2 (5.18) 
Here again, from Eqn 5.13, 
X2 + X2
2 − 2X2X + Y
2 + Y2
2 − 2Y2Y + Z
2 + Z2
2 − 2Z2Z = d
2 (5.19) 
Substituting Eqns 5.14 and 5.16 into Eqn 5.19, 
−2X2X − 2Y2Y − 2Z2Z = d
2 − 2R2 (5.20) 
Multiplying Eqn 5.18 by –Y2 and Eqn 5.20 by Y1, 
2Y2X1X + 2Y2Y1Y + 2Y2Z1Z = −Y2(d
2 − 2R2) (5.21) 
−2Y1X2X − 2Y1Y2Y − 2Y1Z2Z = Y1(d
2 − 2R2) (5.22) 
Adding Eqns 5.21 and 5.22, 
2Y2X1X + 2Y2Z1Z − 2Y1X2X − 2Y1Z2Z = (Y1 − Y2)(d
2 − 2R2) 
Therefore, 
(2Y2X1 − 2Y1X2)X = −(2Y2Z1 − 2Y1Z2) + (Y1 − Y2)(d
2 − 2R2) 
So, the magnitude of x can be determined as follows: 
x = (−(2Y2Z1 − 2Y1Z2)Z + (Y1 − Y2)(d
2 − 2R2))/(2Y2X1 − 2Y1X2) (5.23) 
By similar operations on Eqns 5.18 and 5.20, one obtains 
y = (−(2X2Z1 − 2X1Z2)Z + (X1 − X2)(d
2 − 2R2))/(2X2Y1 − 2X1Y2) (5.24) 
Introducing the following notation for Eqn 5.23, 
U1 = −(2Y2Z1 − 2Y1Z2)  
U2 = (Y1 − Y2)(d
2 − 2R2)  
U3 = 2Y2X1 − 2Y1X2  
one can write 
x = (U1Z + U2)/U3 (5.25) 
Introducing a similar notation for Eqn 5.24, 
V1 = −(2X2Z1 − 2X1Z2)  
V2 = (X1 − X2)(d
2 − 2R2)  
V3 = 2X2Y1 − 2X1Y2  
one can write 
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y = (V1Z + V2)/V3 (5.26) 
Substituting Eqns 5.25 and 5.26 into Eqn 5.14, 
(U1z + U2)/U3)
2 + (V1z + V2)/V3)
2 + Z2 = R2  
or 
(U1/U3)
2Z2 + (U2/U3)
2 + (2U1U2/U3
2)Z + (V1/V3)
2Z2 + (V2/V3)
2
+ (2V1V2/V3
2)Z + Z2 = R2 
(5.27) 
Introducing the following notation for Eqn 5.27, 
U4 = (U1/U3)
2  
U5 = (U2/U3)
2  
U6 = 2U1U2/U3
2  
V4 = (V1/V3)
2  
V5 = (V2/V3)
2  
V6 = 2V1V2/V3
2  
one can write 
U4Z
2 + U5 + U6Z + V4Z
2 + V5 + V6Z + Z
2 = R2  
or factorising with respect to z, 
(U4+V4 + 1)Z
2 + (U6 + V6)Z + (U5 + V5 − R
2) = 0 (5.28) 
Letting 
W1 = U4 + V4 + 1  
W2 = U6 + V6  
W3 = U5 + V5 − R
2  
the quadratic Eqn 5.28 becomes 
W1Z
2 + W2Z + W3 = 0  
Thus, z can be obtained as 
Z = (−W2 ± (W2
2 − 4W1W3)
0.5
)/2W1 
(5.29)   
Substituting Eqn 5.29 into Equations 5.25 and 5.26, gives two sets of values for the Cartesian 
coordinates of point P. 
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The above calculations show that for each set of two points with distance d on a spherical surface 
(e.g. points P1 and P2), there are two points on the surface (e.g. points P3 and P4) with equal distance 
to each of the first two points. Also, the line passing through points P1 and P2 is the line of 
symmetry of points P3 and P4, Fig 5.19. 
Fig 5.19 shows points P1, P2, P3 and P4 on a spherical cap. Once the Cartesian coordinates of points 
P1 and P2 are known, the Cartesian coordinates of points P3 and P4 can be determined in terms of the 
radius of the spherical cap and the distance d. 
 
 The points P1, P2, P3 and P4 are the centres of four touching equal spheres being on the 
spherical cap. 
In general, the calculations can be done for any two points on a spherical surface, provided that 
their initial distance is less than 2d. 
5.8 Sweep angles of the rings 
The sweep angle of a ring which is parallel to the base ring of a spherical cap is half the central 
angle of the ring. This angle for the base ring and the second ring, are denoted by A1 and A2, 
respectively, in Fig 5.20. Now, consider three points with distance d on a spherical cap, as shown in 
the figure. Points P1 and P2 are on the base ring and point P3 is on the second ring. Let the origin of 
the Cartesian coordinate system be the centre of the spherical surface and let the Z axis pass through 
the North pole. From triangle ODP3 
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cos A2 = Z / R  
Therefore, 
A2 = arccos (Z / R) (5.30)   
and Z can be obtained from Eqn 5.29. 
 
 The sweep angle of the base ring of a cap is denoted by A1 and that of the second ring is 
denoted by A2. Points P1 and P2 are on the base ring and point P3 is on the second ring with distance d 
from the first two points. 
The parametric Cartesian coordinates of points and the sweep angle of the rings on the spherical cap 
will be used in the algebraic formulation of surface sphere packing in the next section. 
5.9 Formex algebra and Formian 
Formex algebra is a mathematical system that provides a medium for processing of information 
related to geometric forms. The algebra, in the present context, is employed to deal with structural 
configurations. The practical use of formex algebra is through the programming language Formian. 
Detailed information about formex algebra, as well as Formian, are given in (Nooshin & Disney, 
2009). 
In what follows, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the concepts of formex algebra and 
Formian. However, explanations regarding the main steps of operations are included for guidance. 
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5.10 Single layer lattice domes 
The processes introduced for the operation of the ‘Surface Sphere Packing (SSP)’ as described 
earlier is written in terms of Formian instructions in the sequel. 
To begin with, the case of a single layer lattice spherical dome is considered. Such a dome is 
created on a cap of a sphere. 
5.11 Formian program for application of SSP 
In what follows, the Author turned the formulations given in previous sections into Formian 
instructions. In these formulations, to help in following the flow of the operations, the Formian 
instructions are complimented with comments describing the purposes of the instructions. 
Comments in Formian are given in between ‘comment brackets’. A comment bracket consists of an 
asterisk enclosed in parentheses, that is, (*). This is called a ‘floret’ symbol. For instance, in lines 2, 
3 and 4 of the following program, the parameters R, m and A are given initial values and the 
significance of these parameters are expressed as comments in front of them. 
(*) Formian Program for a Single Layer Lattice Dome Using Surface Sphere Packing Technique (*) 
R=30;   (*) Circumradius (*) 
m=48;  (*) Number of initial spheres (*) 
A=50;  (*) Sweep angle (*) 
(*) The following section obtains the Cartesian coordinates of point P1 and P2 (*) 
P1=[1,0,A]; (*) Centre of 1st sphere (in Spherical coordinates) (*) 
P2=[1,2,A]; (*) Centre of 2nd sphere (*) 
Q1=bs(R,360/(2*m),1)|P1;   Q2=bs(R,360/(2*m),1)|P2; 
X1=uniple(1,1)|Q1;   Y1=uniple(1,2)|Q1;   Z1=uniple(1,3)|Q1; 
X2=uniple(1,1)|Q2;   Y2=uniple(1,2)|Q2;   Z2=uniple(1,3)|Q2; 
d=sqrt|((X1–X2)^2+(Y1–Y2)^2+(Z1–Z2)^2); 
(*) The following instruction creates all the elements of the base ring (*) 
E1=rosad(0,0,m,360/m)|[X1,Y1,Z1; X2,Y2,Z2]; 
(*) The following section computes the coordinates of point P in accordance with the formulations 
given in Section 4.1 (*) 
U1=– (2*Z1*Y2–2*Z2*Y1); 
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U2=(Y1–Y2)*(d*d–2*R*R); 
U3=2*X1*Y2–2*X2*Y1; 
U4=(U1/U3)^2;   U5=(U2/U3)^2;   U6=2*U1*U2/(U3*U3); 
V1=– (2*Z1*X2–2*Z2*X1); 
V2=(X1–X2)*(d*d–2*R*R); 
V3=2*Y1*X2–2*Y2*X1; 
V4=(V1/V3)^2;   V5=(V2/V3)^2;   V6=2*V1*V2/(V3*V3); 
W1=U4+V4+1;   W2=U6+V6;   W3=U5+V5–R*R; 
W=W2*W2–4*W1*W3; 
Z=(–W2+sqrt|W)/(2*W1);   X=(U1*Z+U2)/U3; 
Y=(V1*Z+V2)/V3;   Q3=[X,Y,Z];  
(*)The following instruction creates all the elements on the base ring and between the base ring and 
the second ring, as shown in Fig. 14 (*) 
E2=E1#rosad(0,0,m/2,720/m)|{[X1,Y1,Z1; X,Y,Z], 
     [X2,Y2,Z2; X,Y,Z]}; 
(*)The following two instructions compute the position of the second ring (*) 
B=asin|(Z/R);   t=B–90+A; 
5.12 Resulting pattern 
The execution of the above Formian program creates the pattern shown in Fig 5.21. The repetition 
of the program with the updated sweep angle as well as the parameter m (number of spheres) will 
generate the whole configuration as shown in Fig 5.17b. 
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 The screen of Formian with the program on the left and the produced graphical result on the 
right. 
The Author wrote an alternative formulation which can be used to change the pattern at the crown 
of the dome, as shown in Fig 5.22. In fact, the only difference between the formulations for Fig 
5.17b and Fig 5.22 is in one instruction. 
 
 An alternative configuration created by the Author for a single layer lattice spherical dome, 
having all the elements of the same length. 
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The two dome configurations shown in Fig 5.17b and Fig 5.22 are obtained by the technique of 
Sphere Packing. All the members of these two configurations have exactly the same length. 
Although such a configuration can be used as a practical dome, it is more usual to use it as an 
‘initial pattern’ and modify it by increasing the triangulisation in different ways. Two possible 
examples of such modifications are shown in Fig 5.23. 
 
 Two modified configurations of an initial pattern. The proportion of equal members in a and 
b are 86% and 82%, respectively. 
Obviously, members in the modified configurations will not be all of the same length, although they 
will still have a high proportion of equal length members. For example, the proportion of equal 
members in Fig 5.23a and Fig 5.23b are 86% and 82%, respectively. Actually, the members of these 
patterns have six different types of lengths. Investigating the ways of modification of initial patterns 
is a part of the continuation of this research. 
5.13 An alternative approach 
The SSP technique can be used to create a regular pattern on a spherical cap. The radially 
symmetric arrangement of the spheres, starting from the base ring of the cap, was explained in 
Section 5.7. A similar radially symmetric arrangement of equal spheres can also be used to create a 
regular pattern, this time, starting from the north pole. Here again, the resulting pattern can be used 
as an initial pattern and may be modified by additional members to create a more triangulated 
pattern. An example of a fully triangulated configuration is shown in Fig 5.24. The figure shows a 
modified configuration based on a radially symmetric arrangement of equal spheres, starting from 
the north pole. The proportion of equal members in this pattern is around 50%. Finding other 
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arrangements of equal spheres on a surface to create regular patterns, would be a part of the 
continuation of this research. 
 
 A fully triangulated configuration on a spherical cap based on an initial pattern which was 
created by a radially symmetric arrangement of equal spheres, starting from the north pole of the cap. 
Around 50% of the members are of the same length. 
Four different dome configurations were compared in terms of their member lengths in Section 4.4. 
Now, consider Fig 5.25 representing the member length indicators for the Sphere Packing dome 
of Fig 5.24. The LEP chart for Sphere Packing dome, as well as those of the other four domes are 
given in Fig 5.25. It can be seen that the member length variation in Sphere Packing dome is 
improved comparing to the other four domes. The proportion of members with the same lengths for 
the Sphere Packing dome is around 50% with only 13 different member lengths. 
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 Comparison between the LEP chart of a dome configuration based on Sphere Packing with 
those of four other dome configurations shown in Fig 4.8. The proportion of members with the same 
length in Sphere Packing dome is around 50% which is higher than the other configurations. 
5.14 Random sphere packing on raft surfaces 
A ‘raft surface’ is defined in terms of a series of points which together make of the surface. The 
concept of raft surfaces was first introduced by Oliver Champion (Champion, 1997) and then 
explored by Isabel Hofmann (Hofmann, 1999). Some example of raft surfaces are shown in Fig 
5.26. In this section, the application of Surface Sphere Packing on a raft surface is going to be 
discussed.  
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 Example of surfaces defined in terms of a series of points, referred to as ‘raft surfaces’. The 
concept was introduced by Oliver Champion in 1997 and the figure is reproduced from Fig 5.41 and Fig 
5.42 of his thesis entitled ‘Polyhedric Configurations’ (Champion, 1997).  
To begin with, consider a flat surface with a large number of points. As an example, a number of 
points in black colour on a flat surface is shown in Fig 5.27a. To apply the Sphere Packing 
technique on this surface, one needs to place the centres of some equal spheres on the surface. As 
the first step, the encircled point (in red colour) in Fig 5.27a is picked, randomly, from the points on 
the surface. The centre of a sphere with diameter d can be placed on this random point, Fig 5.27b. 
As a result of the first sphere being placed on the surface, some neighbouring points cannot be used 
to place the centres of latter spheres, otherwise, the spheres will intersect. Specifically, the points 
being in a distance less than the diameter of the spheres, d, to the centre (initial random point). Fig 
5.27b shows a sphere with diameter d (in a thicker line) whose centre is on the random point (in red 
colour). Also, the figure represents a circle with diameter 2d (in a thinner line) and the points inside 
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the circle are deleted. The process of picking a random point on the surface to place the centre of a 
sphere and deleting the neighbouring points (closer than 2d to the centre) can be repeated until there 
is no point left on the surface to be picked, Fig 5.27c. The figure shows some randomly picked 
encircled points (in red colour) on the surface which can be used to place the centre of equal 
spheres. The next step is connecting the centres of any touching spheres to create an initial 
pattern, Fig 5.27d. The figure represents some spheres whose centres are randomly placed on the 
surface. The algorithm for this process is shown in Fig 5.28. 
 
 Basic steps of random sphere packing with diameter d on (flat) raft surface. 
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 The algorithm for the application of sphere packing on a raft surface. 
Considering the algorithm in Fig 5.28, an increase in the number of touching points would be 
desired, since this will result in a higher number of same length members in the initial pattern. 
Therefore, some priorities for picking the points may be introduced, Fig 5.29. This implies that after 
placing the first sphere on the surface, the next point may be selected from the points with the 
distance of 2d. Therefore, the loci of new points consists of all the points on the centre with 2d 
distance from the centre of spheres on the surface, Fig 5.29b. Here again, the process will be 
continued until there is no more points on the surface. Finally, all the centre of touching spheres are 
going to be connected together to create the initial pattern, Fig 5.29c. 
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 Increasing the number of touching spheres on a raft surface by placing the new spheres on 
points with 2d distance from the centres on the surface. 
 
5.15 Further research on sphere packing 
A topic for further research in the application of the SSP would be random arrangement of equal 
spheres on a freeform raft surface. In this approach, any point on the freeform surface is, 
potentially, a position for the centre of a sphere. The centre of the first sphere will be placed on a 
randomly chosen point on the surface. Then, all the points on the surface, having a distance less 
than the diameter of the spheres will be deleted from the list of possible positions. This process of 
placing spheres on the surface can be repeated until there is not enough space for a new sphere. 
Another possibility for further research is to apply the SSP technique in configuration processing of 
multi-layer lattice spatial structures. The web elements in a double layer lattice structure, for 
instance, have a large proportion (up to 50%) of the all elements of the configuration. The purpose 
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of studying the multi-layer forms would be creating a configuration with all the web elements being 
equal to the most of the top and bottom elements. This study will also be continued for partially 
multi-layer lattice spatial structures. 
In further advancing the SSP technique, it will be useful to apply the technique for cladding panel 
equalisation of lattice spatial structures. Obviously, having more regular cladding shapes will 
reduce the cost of construction, considerably. 
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 Conclusions and future work 
6.1 Conclusions 
As discussed in the introdusction of the present work, an essential aspect for initial considerations in 
designing a structure is the geometry. This thesis focuses on the study of geometrical aspects of a 
particular class of structures, namely, single layer lattice spatial structures. The main conclusions of 
this research are being discussed with some details in this section. 
6.1.1 Metric properties 
This research shows that the geometrical information required for design and construction of lattice 
structures, referred to as ‘metric properties’ could be classified and studied systematically. The 
fundamentals discussed in this thesis would create a firm foundation for further research and would 
allow the concepts to be discussed with some precision. Study of the metric properties of lattice 
structures is necessary for the design and construction of these structures. Also, well-established 
metric parameters such as the ones discussed in Chapter 3 facilitate the comparison between 
alternative configurations in a quantitative manner. At the same time, the discussion on metric 
properties is a valuable resource, in particular for education of architects and structural engineers. 
Considering the shortage of available publications on metric properties of spatial structures, 
establishment of necessary terminology is a major contribution to create a forum for the 
development of knowledge in this field. Another important area that metric properties are going to 
be used, is the study of regularity of forms which will be discussed in the sequel. 
6.1.2 Regularity 
The study of regularity of forms for lattice structures may involve the following: 
1. Visual regularity 
Visual aspect of regularity of forms is a subjective matter and should be studied 
qualitatively considering the links to psychology and human sciences. A regular 
structural form in this sense, is a form to be seen regular by viewers. This is an 
interesting interdisciplinary research topic to study how viewers decide to describe a 
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structural form as regular/irregular. Whatever the psychological reasons behind this are, 
a good agreement between majority of viewers in terms of recognition of regular or 
irregular structural forms is normally observed. 
2. Regular arrangements 
This aspect of regularity focuses on the arrangements of structural components. This 
could be considered as the continuation of research on regular figures by Fejes Toth 
(Fejes Toth, 1964) in the field of lattice structures. Visual impression of regular 
arrangements has considerable effect on viewer’s opinion about regularity. An 
interesting field of research in this context would be the study of visual regularity based 
on symmetric arrangements of structural components.   
3. Regularity of components 
Regularity of components in structural forms is the main focus of this thesis. The 
present research shows that the metric properties of structural forms are fundamental 
for the study of component regularity. There are considerable benefits in terms of 
construction of structures with higher degree of regular components. In other word, a 
structure having higher proportion of the same components is preferred from 
construction point of view. The benefits include savings in time and cost of 
construction, as well as a reduction in probability of having a wrong arrangement 
during assembly. In this sense, the present work could be considered as a fundamental 
research which will be used to expand the general knowledge. 
6.1.3 Improving regularity 
It might be believed that regular structural forms are boring and unattractive. However, the present 
work shows that the regularity of a structural form could improve with minimum visual effect. This 
implies that there is no conflict between the benefits of dealing with construction of a relatively 
regular structure and the desire for having an attractive structure. The application of the Surface 
Sphere Packing technique (SSP), for instance, improves the regularity of a configuration in terms of 
the member length. However, there is a little to no change in the appearance of the structure. 
Surface sphere packing is a powerful regularisation technique based on the characteristics of 
spheres. 
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6.2 Continuation of work 
There is a belief that a good research answers a few questions and will end up with more questions. 
Some suggestions for further research on regularity of lattice structures are provided here: 
6.2.1 Expansion of metric properties 
The concept of metric properties for single layer lattice structures was discussed in the present 
work. This can be expanded for multi layer lattice structures, as well as lattice structures with non-
straight members. The fundamentals provided in Chapter 3 would facilitate such research. 
6.2.2 Visual regularity of lattice structures 
As discussed earlier, the focus of the present work is on regularity of components. It would be 
beneficial to general knowledge to conduct multidisciplinary research on visual aspects of regularity 
of structural forms. Such subjective research would investigate the reasons behind viewer’s decision 
to consider a structural form as regular or otherwise. 
6.2.3 Improving regularity 
A particular technique to improve the regularity of lattice structure, namely surface sphere packing 
was initiated by the Author. Similar techniques for configuration processing of lattice structures can 
be investigated in further research. Such techniques would be beneficial, in particular to reduce the 
time and costs of construction. 
6.2.4 Application of surface sphere packing (SSP) 
Two different approaches for the application of surface sphere packing technique on spherical 
surfaces are described in Chapter 5. These are radially symmetric arrangement on the rings, starting 
from a fully packed base ring and radially symmetric arrangement on the rings, starting from the 
north pole. Other approaches for the application of the technique can be investigated. Two 
possibilities for such approaches are: 
1. Radially symmetric arrangement on the rings, starting from a non-fully packed base 
ring. This approach makes it possible to control the positions of the openings, next 
to the base ring. 
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2. Random arrangement of equal spheres on the spherical surface. 
The theory of the SSP technique should have, logically, be first checked with respect to the simplest 
curved surface, that is, a spherical cap. However, once this preliminary stage is past, it is essential to 
apply the technique for creating patterns on other structural surfaces. Examples of such surfaces 
include cylindrical, conical and elliptical surfaces. This will be done during the early stages of the 
continuation of the work. 
6.2.5 Surface sphere packing (SSP) on freeforms 
Many architects and designers have been interested in having free structural forms in their projects. 
This, indeed appears to be a strong international trend. The construction of such free forms has 
become practical due to developments in various fields. These include advances in structural 
analysis methods/programs, availability of computer controlled machinery for manufacturing and 
new construction material/systems, specially for cladding. An important aspect which facilitates the 
design of a free structural form is configuration processing. Here again, the computer aided design 
(CAD) programs are developing to help the architect for creating desirable forms more easily. 
However, the variation of structural components in a free structural form is always a limitation. 
Developing techniques for creating regular patterns on a free structural form will be a great help in 
the practical application of free forms. Therefore, having a firm basis for these configuration 
processing techniques is highly desirable. Namely, the algebraic equations which are used in a 
configuration processing program, such as Formian. Thus, an important aim of this research is 
deriving the necessary algebraic formulations to create a ‘pattern’ on a ‘free structural form’ having 
a high proportion of equal length members. 
6.2.6 Benefits of regular components 
Effects of degree of regularity of patterns in lattice spatial structures could be investigated further. 
This includes discussing the relation of the variation of the structural elements and having wrong 
arrangements of structural elements during the assembly phase. Also, the probability of human error 
during the construction will decrease by reducing the types of structural elements. Moreover, study 
on structural behaviour of regular structural forms is recommended. 
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Summary 
This article will investigate the characteristics of methods for equalization the length of elements in 
a lattice spatial structure. These elements shape surfaces created by the triangular grids, hence 
reducing difficulties in manufacture and assembly. 
Firstly, explain two methods called “Radial” and “Stellar” expansion methods and then, experience 
of applying one of these methods in an operational project with diamatic dome forms (constructed 
in Iran) is presented. This dome in the design stage and before applying the method had less than   
20% of elements with the same length and after applying the said method there were about 60% of 
the same length elements. 
 
Keywords: Lattice spatial structure; Reduction of variation in length of elements; Geodesic dome; 
Diamatic dome; Free form. 
1. Statement of the problem 
When single layer lattice spatial structures change from simple forms like flat grids and barrel 
vaults into more sophisticated forms like sphere, dome, oval and free forms, their configuration will 
be faced with new challenges. Presently advances in computer resources have had significant effect 
on simplifying methods of creating and drawing free forms. So much so that software like Formian 
provides special solutions to complex geometric patterns on various surfaces. Nevertheless often 
these resources ignore one of the most important challenges namely reducing diversity of element 
lengths and as a result, simplification of manufacture, sorting and assembly. Since most spatial 
structure systems are made up of discrete elements, reduction of diversity of element lengths while 
maintaining the totality of architectural form is among the worries of designers and constructors of 
such forms. 
Noting this worry, this research aims at investigating methods of configuration which use 
triangulation on complex geometric surfaces and increase the number of same length elements. In 
this article two methods of configuration are studied. These two types of configuration, detail of 
which follows, are called “radial expansion method” and “stellar expansion method”. It seems 
applying either these methods is possible without the use of three-dimensional drawing software. 
Also if the steps of actions in each method are done automatically from beginning to the end, in 
software more potentials arise. 
2. Length equalization  methods 
2.1 Radial expansion method 
In the “radial expansion method”, configuration starts from an “inception point” on the surface 
and gradually expands towards the edges. Eventually the developed configuration consists of 65 to 
70% same length elements and the remaining are free and varying length elements. Configuration 
steps in radial expansion method are as follows, Fig 1: 
2.1.1 Selecting a ”basic length” and an “inception point”(a) on the desired surface.  
  
Step 3 
Step 1 Step 2 
Step 4 
Step 6 Step 5 
Fig 1: Process of the Radial Expansion Method. The equal length elements are shown in blue while 
                                  the various length elements are shown in red. 
2.1.2 Drawing several radii from the inception point on the desired surface, Step 1. 
2.1.3 Dividing radiuses to the basic length, Step 2.  
2.1.4 Drawing elements of the first circle (bb elements) which have free lengths, Step 3.  
2.1.5 Elements parallel to the radiuses (bc) from the junction of arches to (b points) and radius 
equivalent to the basic length, Step 4. 
2.1.6 Next circle elements (cc) also have free lengths, Step 5.  
2.1.7 Radial expansion method continues in the same manner towards the edges of the surface, 
Step 6.  
2.2 Stellar expansion method 
In the “stellar expansion method” again, the configuration starts from an inception point on the 
selected surface and gradually extends towards the edges of the surface. Once the configuration by 
this method is finished, 70 to 75% of elements are of the same length and the rest are of free and 
varied lengths. Configuration steps in stellar expansion method are as follows, Fig 2: 
2.2.1 Selecting a ”basic length” and an “inception point”(a) on the desired surface. 
2.2.2 Drawing several radii from the inception point on the selected surface, so that length of each 
is equal to the basic length, Step 1. 
2.2.3 Drawing elements of the first polygon (bb elements) which all have free length, Step 2. 
2.2.4 Projections of the first star, from the junction of arches centred at the corners of the first star 
(b points) and radius of the basic length. These elements (bc) are equal to the basic length, 
Step 3. 
2.2.5 The second polygon is drawn using arches centred at the corners of star (c points) and the 
radius of the basic length. The length of these new elements (cc) is equal to the basic length, 
Step 4.  
2.2.6 bc1 elements are shaped with free lengths, Step 5. 
2.2.7 Second star (cd and c1d elements) is completed using junctions of arches cantered at c and c1 
and radius of the basic length, Step 6. 
2.2.8 Corners of the third polygon are drawn using arches centred at points d and radius of the 
basic length. These elements (dd1) are equivalent to the basic length, Step 7.  
2.2.9 The elements of the third polygon are drawn with free length elements (c1d1 and dd), Step 8.  
2.2.10 Stellar expansion method continues by drawing stars and polygons in sequence until 
reaching the surface edges.  
 
 
 
 
Fig 2 (part 1): Process of Stellar Method 
 
Step 2 Step 1 
  
Step 7 Step 8 
Fig 2 (part 2): Process of the Stellar Method. The equal length elements are in blue. 
 
Step 5 Step 6 
Step 3 Step 4 
3. Some points regarding radial and stellar expansion methods 
 Presumption in these methods is that both ends of all the elements are on the surface. 
 In forms with steep highs and lows, there is possibility of element lengths becoming irrational 
or elements colliding with each other. In this case the configuration attempt stops and fails. 
 This method gives no solution for development of predefined edges. Thus in case predefined 
edges are required, number of side elements need to be cut or change length. It should be 
mentioned that the percentage of same length elements mentioned earlier is without 
considering the elements on the edges which may have to be changed based on designer’s 
wish. 
 This method provides no solution to reducing the diversity of joints. 
 Success of configuration process and the desirability of the created geometry are depend on 
the desired surface form, situation of the inception point, the basic length, number and 
direction of the radii. 
 Although in the stellar expansion method are more number of same length elements compared 
to the radial expansion method, diversity of the free length elements will cause the geometric 
pattern on the dome look irregular and uneven. 
 Although these two methods can be useful in types of free forms but in symmetrical forms and 
the ones with geometric order such as spherical cap has better chances of success. 
 
4. Spatial structure of the dome on the “Persian Gulf Commercial Complex” 
in Shiraz 
The dome structures of 
the “Persian Gulf 
Commercial Complex” were 
executed in Shiraz (one of 
the mega cities in Iran) on 
2010, Fig 3. [1] 
These domes are in the 
shape of spherical cap with 
base diameter of 16.2 meters 
and approximate height of 
3.5 meters and for their 
execution a double layered 
ball jointed spatial structure 
similar to the KK system was 
used so that the top layer 
develops into triangular grid 
configuration. 
For configuration of top layer of the spatial 
structure, well-known patterns like Lamella, Diamatic 
and Geodesic dome as well as radial and stellar 
expansion methods were applied and eventually due 
to relatively high number of the same length elements 
and suitable geometric form, the radial expansion 
method was adopted. Figures 4 to 8 and table 1 show 
the various methods and the resulting configurations 
on the top layer of the mentioned cap. 
 
Fig 4: Lamella Dome 
 
Fig 3: The roof of the Persian Gulf Commercial Complex 
Step 7 
  
Table 1: Statistics of  the elements of the domes 
Item 
Configuration 
Type 
Total 
Elements 
Number of 
Element 
Types 
Maximum Number of 
Elements with Equal 
Length 
Average of 
Elements 
Length 
(mm) 
Max. and 
Min. Length 
Difference 
(mm) Quantity Percentage 
1 Lamella 152 12 16 10% 1858 2425 
2 Diamatic 200 12 25 13% 1822 716 
3 Geodesic 200 15 35 18% 1962 313 
4 Redial 186 10 120 65% 2052 286 
5 Stellar 204 9 147 72% 1790 1703 
Fig 8: Stellar Dome 
 
Fig 7: Radial Dome 
 
Fig 5: Diamatic Dome 
 
Fig 6: Geodesic Dome 
 
The comparison table of the various configuration methods shows the success of the 
equalization of element lengths in radial and stellar expansion methods which are considerably 
higher than Geodesic, Lamella and Diamatic configurations. That said, although the configuration 
by the stellar expansion method shows better results in length equalization of elements as compared 
to the radial expansion method but due to non-harmonious triangles, it was omitted, Figs 9 and 10. 
Non harmonious element lengths of the stellar expansion method compared to the radial 
expansion method can be seen in the last column of table 1. 
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Fig 10: Stellar Dome 
 
Fig 9:  Radial Dome 
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ABSTRACT 
Tensegrity structures are structural principles based on the use of isolated components in 
compression inside a net of continuous tension, in such a way that the compressed members  do not 
touch each other and the pre-stressed tensioned members delineate the system spatially. Tensegrity 
systems were introduced and patented by three people, namely, Richard Buckminster Fuller, Kenneth 
Snelson, and David George Emmerich in 1960’s. Later, several tensegrity domes were designed by 
Fuller, Geiger and Levy, which have a central arrangement. One of the simplest tensegrity patterns is 
3-strut tensegrity unit. Because of its simplicity, it is used as the base or start point of many other 
complex tensegrity configurations. Many researchers use basic tensegrity patterns as a module to 
develop it to a tensegrity grid. 
The proposed configuration has a uniform honeycomb pattern based on 3-strut units together 
with a compression ring. This tensegrity pattern also can be domical by moving some elements.  
 
Key Words: Tensegrity, Tensegrity Dome, Configuration Processing, 3-strut Tensegrity Unit 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The word “Tensegrity” is a contraction of “tensile-integrity” [1]. Tensegrity structures are 
structural principles based on the use of isolated components in compression inside a net of 
continuous tension, in such a way that the compressed members (usually bars or struts) do not touch 
each other and the pre-stressed tensioned members (usually cables or tendons) delineate the system 
spatially [2]. 
Some initial ideas of tensegrity structures were presented by Lithuanian artist Karl Ioganson 
around 1920 and later by Theodore Pope in the early 1950's. Also, “Powell & Moya Architect Practice” 
designed Skylon tower in 1951, Fig 1. Tensegrity systems then were introduced and patented by three 
people, namely, Richard Buckminster Fuller, Kenneth Snelson, and David George Emmerich in 1960’s 
[3]. The configuration processing of tensegrity systems, especially tensegrity roofs and domes always 
have been of interest to many other researchers including Motro, Geiger, Wang, Rebielak, Kawaguchi 
and Saitoh. 
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Figure 1: Skylon tower designed by Powell & Moya Architect Practice, constructed in 1951 for the Festival of 
Britain in London, is one of the earliest examples of a structural concept which later referred as a Tensegrity 
Structure [4] 
2. TENSEGRITY DOME 
Suspension Building is one of the patents of Fuller on tensegrity structure in 1964 which 
proposes some domical and polygonal suspension roof systems, Fig 2. The concept was then 
developed and used by David H. Geiger in designing the dome of the Olympic Gymnastics Arena in 
Seoul, South Korea, a circular dome having a 120 m span. Also, the Georgia Dome in Atlanta, USA, 
was designed by Matthys Levy based on the same concept, as an elliptic dome having around 200 m 
span in early 1990’s. All mentioned configurations designed by Fuller, Geiger and Levy, have a central 
arrangement similar to a ribbed or lamella pattern in domes. Fig 3 represents both ribbed and lamella 
patterns for a dome. Also, a proposed pattern for tensegrity domes, designed by David Geiger is 
shown in Fig 4. 
 
Figure 2: A drawing of the Suspension Building, a tensegrity structure patented by Fuller in 1964 [5] 
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Figure 3: The two widely used patterns for lattice domes as well as tensegrity domes 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Sketch of the primary components of the cable dome of Seoul Olympic Gymnastics Arena showing the 
compression ring, ridge cables, diagonal cables, hoops, tension ring and the struts (posts), reproduced from [6] 
 
3. 3-STRUT BASIC UNIT 
A 3-strut tensegrity unit is one of the simplest tensegrity patterns have been ever made, “The 
basic brick of all tensegrities, with that unique tensegrity characteristic: the twist” [7]. It is not clear that 
the pattern, firstly, by whom was introduced, however, the pattern is presented in two patents; one of 
the  patents of Fuller at 1962 in the USA, Fig 5, and the patent of Emmerich at 1963 in France, Fig 6. 
Also, Snelson made it well-known by designing and constructing two 20 meters height towers, 
consisting of knitting several 3-strut units on top of each other. These two towers are “needle tower” in 
Washington, D.C., USA, constructed in 1968 and the other tower in Otterlo, Netherlands, constructed 
in 1969.  
A 3-strut pattern consists of 3 compression elements and 9 pre-stressed tensioned members. 
Due to the simplicity of the pattern, it is used as the base or start point of many other complex 
tensegrity configurations. 
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Figure 5: A 3-strut tensegrity unit presented in the patent of Fuller [8] 
 
 
Figure 6: A 3-strut tensegrity unit presented in the patent of Emmerich [9] 
 
 
4. UNIFORM CONFIGURATIONS FOR TENSEGRITY ROOFS 
As mentioned earlier, most of constructed tensegrity roofs have a central arrangement. 
However, there are many experiences on double layer tensegrity grids which constitute uniform 
configurations. The basic tensegrity patterns, similar to a 3-strut pattern, are used by many 
researchers as an initial module for creating a tensegrity configuration. A uniform double layer grid, for 
instance, can be created by using a uniform pattern such as an equilateral triangular pattern, a 
quadrangular pattern or a hexagonal pattern. Using the basic patterns with an initial stability for a 
tensegrity configuration, usually leads to a tiling pattern. Assembly of a tiling pattern, in most cases, is 
simple and cost effective, so that, this pattern is of interest of many researchers. Different cell shapes 
of a tiling pattern can be achieved by using different basic patterns. Kono, for example, has used a 3-
strut unit to configure a star pattern for a double layer tensegrity grid, Fig 7. Also, Motro developed 
another tensegrity grid by using 4-strut elementary cells, Fig 8. Some other configuration methods for 
double layer tensegrity grids were presented in other documents such as papers by Hanaor [12] and 
Wang and Li [13]. 
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Figure 7: Double layer grid for tensegrity structures presented by Kono based on a 3-strut unit [10] 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Double layer grid for structures introduced by Motro based on a 4-strut elementary set [11] 
          
 
The proposed configuration for tensegrity roofs presented in this paper is also based on a 3-strut 
unit as the elementary cell of the configuration. A usual 3-strut unit has almost a triangular shape in a 
plan view, Fig 9. Although the basic unit in the proposed configuration has 3 compression members, 
the unit has a hexagonal shape in a plan view, Fig 10. Moreover, a usual 3-strut unit can be stabled by 
the tensile forces in the tendons, while the transformed unit needs some external forces for being 
stable. In other words, a group of the new units can be stabled together with a compression ring and 
having tensile forces in the tendons. Fig 11 shows a number of the new 3- strut units in a uniform 
honeycomb arrangement. 
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Figure 9: Plan view and perspective of a usual 3-strut unit used in many tesegrity configurations. The unit 
can be stable by applying pre-tension forces in tensile elements. 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Plan view and perspective of a transformed 3-strut unit used in the proposed tesegrity 
configuration. The unit needs some external forces for being stable. 
 
 
Figure 11: Plan view of a uniform honeycomb pattern for a tensegrity roof consists of a number of 
transformed 3-strut units 
 
The presented configuration in Fig 11 can be modified by removing duplicated elements as well 
as adding some tension elements, Fig 12. Also, a double curved grid, namely, a tensegrity dome can 
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be achieved by moving some compression elements upward and adding some tension elements.  A 
side view of a tensegrity dome created by the proposed method is shown in Fig 13. Such a structural 
configuration is suitable for different rise to span ratios and needs a compression ring for the stability 
of the structure. A recently constructed 2.60 m diameter prototype based on the proposed 
configuration is shown in Fig 14. 
 
 
Figure 12: Plan view of the modified configuration after removing duplicated elements and adding tension 
elements to the pattern of Fig 11 
 
 
 
Figure 13: Side view a configuration for a tensegrity dome. the configuration created by moving some 
compression elements of the configuration of Fig 12 upward and adding some tension elements 
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Figure 14: A 2.60 m diameter prototype of a tensegrity dome. The prototype is created based on the 
proposed configuration, constructed by the R&D Department of ArchiVision Company in association with Mr V. 
Ghorbanzade [14] 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
Most of the configurations for tensegrity roofs have a central arrangement. Such an 
arrangement, usually, has a crowd of elements in its centre. Tiling arrangements have the capacity of 
creating a more uniform pattern to avoid the crowd of elements. A tiling pattern, in most cases, is 
created by a number of basic patterns. The proposed configuration in the present work is a uniform 
honeycomb pattern using transformed 3-strut units together with a compression ring. Tensegrity roofs 
having different rise to span ratio can be designed using the proposed configuration. 
The ArchiVision Company of Iran was instrumental in supporting this research and their 
contributions are gratefully acknowledged. 
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Summary 
Vesal Trading Complex’s dome has been built as a single layer lattice spatial structure with an 
approximate span of 40 meters in the city of Mashhad in Iran. Its structural design started in 2009. As 
the client’s expectation was a light-weight structure with maximum transparency, initial models were 
presented in form of Diamatic, Lamella and Geodesic (based on geometry of icosahedrons) patterns. 
After selection of Geodesic pattern, a new pattern based on dodecahedron was replaced. 
Moreover the dome was designed by steel tubes and hollow sphere joints which were temporarily 
connected together by bolts and then connections were completely welded. 
In the erection process, after assembling and lifting the upper part of dome to its final position, other 
parts were connected to it. 
 
Keywords: Single layer lattice spatial structures; Geodesic dome; Configuration processing. 
1. Introduction: 
Mashhad, a city in North 
East of Iran is one of the 
world’s largest religious cities. 
The construction of Sepad 
urban complex in North 
Mashhad initiated in 1984 and 
gradually became one of the 
Tourism and Trade Centers of 
Mashhad. Vesal Trade 
Complex Building was 
designed in 2005 by Varaz 
consulting engineers with the 
aim of developing a specific 
trade center for Gold and Bride 
accessories and is considered 
as part of a plan for developing 
the Sepad urban complex, 
Fig.1. [1]. The design and 
implementation of the Dome 
Roof Structure of Vesal Trade 
Complex’s Restaurant was 
entrusted to Archivision 
Company in 2008 and Dr. 
Nasrollah Dianat cooperated in some stages.  
Fig. 1. Model of  Vesal Trade Complex Building 
Fig. 2. Basic sphere 
This dome is a slice of a sphere 
with 43.30 meter diameter, Fig. 2. 
The diameter of the base circle of this 
dome was 40.70 meters in the level of 
its bottom supports and 27.10 meters 
in the level of its top supports. The 
upper calotte is complete but its 
continuation to lower base was only 
implemented around a 120° angle, 
Fig. 3. The overall height of the 
structure is about 13 meters and its 
upper surface is about 1015 square 
meters.  
2. Configuration of the dome structure:  
The consultant of the project wanted a single layer structure design with triangular pattern for the 
dome. The basic ideas were presented to the consultant based on the geometry of Lamella, diamatic and 
geodesic. The first and second options (Lamella and diamatic) made regular sides; but with 
heterogeneous triangular geometry. On the contrary, the third option (geodesic based on icosahedron) 
despite making equal triangular geometry ends with irregular form on the sides. Finally, the consultant 
preferred the geodesic dome over the lamella and diamatic. Then considering the 120° angle between 
the dome’s walls lining, dodecahedron was used instead of icosahedron in order to create geodesic 
geometry that forms well in the vicinity of the wall, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. 
Each of the five faces (pentagons) is divided into 5 Isosceles triangles, and then triangulation and 
their projecting onto the circomsphere were done on each of the isosceles triangles. Initially Formian 
software was used for configuration processing. Then, variety of member length types were decreased 
from 44 to 23 types by changing the length of a number of members (Except for the missing members 
in the dome) in AutoCAD software.   
3. The Materials and Construction of the  Structure: 
The dome structure is composed of 754 tubular members with 60-
114 millimeters diameter in different lengths of about 2 meters and 
232 hollow sphere joints with 205 millimeters diameter and 12 
millimeters thick plate. Considering the single layer structure, it was 
necessary that all the connections be fixed. Therefore, the tubular 
members were temporarily connected to the spherical joints by bolts 
and nuts. Then the exact position of all the joints were checked and the 
Fig. 3. Sliced piece 
Fig. 6. Forging a piece of steel tube 
   Fig. 5. geodesic geometry based on dodecahedron 
 
Fig. 4. geodesic geometry based on icosahedron 
 
 
necessary corrections were done. 
Finally, all the touching lines of the 
members and the joints were welded. 
Both the members and the joints are 
ST37 steel. The spherical joints were 
manufactured by forging a piece of 
steel tube of 12 millimeters thick 
plate and shaping into sphere and 
drilling, Figs 6-8. Also the dome 
structure, in its circumfrence, was led 
to 2 rings composed of rectangular 
steel and IPE profiles in upper and 
lower levels. All the peripheral joints 
were directly welded on the dome’s 
peripheral rings. After completing of the erection of the structure, each spherical joint was covered by a 
circular cap in order to install spider-bound intermediates.               
4. The Erection of  the Structure of the Dome: 
Several factors contributed to the 
difficult implementation of this 
structure, Fig. 9: 
 Spherical form of the structure 
which makes it impossible to be 
assembled on the ground. 
 Limitations due to surrounding 
of the structure within the walls 
and the building’s roof. 
 Inaccessibility of the crane to 
the place of the erection, also 
the inability of the existing 
tower cranes to lift such a 
structure. 
 Lack of the stability of the 
geometric form of the dome 
during the assembly because of 
its single layer. 
Therefore, the assembly process 
and erection of the structure was done 
with precision during the following 
exhausting stages: 
 Assembly of the dome’s head 
calotte with the base diameter of 
about 20 meters on the dome’s 
low level on the roof, Fig. 10. 
 The setting up of scaffold in the 
direction of the dome’s head 
and placing of the calotte on the 
scaffold (using a tower crane). The support is erected on the scaffold exactly on the position of 
central node in dome’s head which enabled the rotation of the calotte structure. Simultaneous to 
Fig. 7. Forged spherical  joints Fig. 8. shaping spherical  joints  
Fig. 9. Errected dome 
Fig. 10. Head Calotte  Fig. 11. Placing the head Calotte 
the above 2 stages, the ringing 
of the dome’s circumference 
using rectangular steel profile 
and IPE was on the agenda, Fig. 
11. 
 The continuation of the calotte 
assembly till the upper level 
ring of the dome supports and at 
the same time continuation of 
advancement of scaffold at the 
dome’s base. 
 The continuation of assembly of the structure in the dome’s base until the lower level ring of the 
dome supports. This operation was carried out with constant control of the location of the nodes 
using mapping camera and fixing them on the scaffold. Fig.12. 
 After adjustment of the structure and assuring the accuracy of its geometry, the welding  of the 
members and spheres was done and the  final painting of the structure was completed. Fig.13. 
 
5. Conclusion: 
Finally, the design and assembly of the dome was over after a year of sorting out various 
problems. For instance, creating the geodesic geometry of the structure based on a dodecahedron, 
increasing the number of the elements with the same length in the pattern, designing a specific 
connection to stabilize the single layer lattice structure and, particularly, placing the nodes of the dome 
on their exact position during the erection. Moreover, the results of the applied methods of the length 
equalization in the Vesal Trading Complex's Dome led to further researches on this field and used in 
designing the other domes such as the domes of the Persian gulf commercial complex in Shiraz.[2] 
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Fig. 13. Assembled connections 
Fig.14. Overall veiw of Vesal Trade  Complex Building 
Fig. 12. Continuation of assembly  
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Summary: The paper provides a methodology for finding a family of patterns for lattice domes, created based on the “Surface Sphere Packing” 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Design of a lattice dome usually will lead to elements of many different 
lengths. However, this is undesirable from the point of view of 
manufacture, sorting and assembly of the structure. Although the 
construction of lattice domes is simplified by digital facilities and 
software, the problems with excessive element length variations still 
exist. 
The technique to be presented in this paper is “Surface Sphere Packing” 
which is used by researchers including Tόth [1], Tarnai [2] and Basso 
[3]. The idea is to find an arrangement of small equal balls (spheres) on 
a spherical cap (surface) such that the maximum number of the balls are 
touching each other. 
In this paper, the Surface Sphere Packing technique will be introduced 
using a graphical approach. The idea is then formulated algebraically in 
terms of a number of parameters based on formex algebra, which is a 
mathematical system for processing information related to geometric 
forms [4]. The parametric formulation is then used in the programming 
language Formian. 
2. SURFACE SPHERE PACKING 
The objective of this paper is to create a new family of dome patterns 
using the “Surface Sphere Packing (SSP)” technique. The ultimate aim 
is to create patterns on spherical caps with a high proportion of equal 
length members. Having a high degree of equal length members in a 
pattern of a lattice dome will have the following benefits: 
• Decreasing the time and cost of manufacturing of members, 
• Making the sorting and labelling of the members easier, 
• Increasing the speed of assembly with lower probability of 
mistakes in member arrangement, 
• Having more regular cladding shapes which will reduce the 
cost of construction. 
In addition, the presence of a high degree of equal length members in a 
pattern will, usually, make it more attractive visually. 
2.1. Touching spheres 
SSP (Surface Sphere Packing) is based on a basic property of a sphere, 
namely, the centre of the sphere is of equal distance from any point on 
its surface. This distance is the radius of the sphere. Furthermore, any 
sphere can touch another sphere in just one point, Fig. 1. The figure 
shows two spheres with different radii that are in contact at a “touching 
point”. The radius of the smaller sphere (Sphere 1), is denoted by r1 and 
that of the larger sphere (Sphere 2), is denoted by r2. The centres of the 
spheres and their touching point are collinear. Additionally, the centre to 
centre distance of the spheres, which is denoted by C, is equal to the sum 
of their radii (C = r1 + r2). 
 
Fig. 1. Two touching spheres with different radii (r1 and r2). The centre 
to centre distance of the spheres is equal to the sum of their radii. 
2.2. Touching equal spheres 
The centre to centre distance of two touching equal spheres is twice the 
radius. Therefore, this distance is equal to diameter d of the spheres. Fig. 
2 shows two touching equal spheres, with their centre to centre distance 
C being equal to the diameter d. 
 
Fig. 2. Two touching equal spheres 
2.3. Flat and curved surfaces 
Two touching equal spheres with diameter d, whose centres are on a flat 
surface, are shown in Fig. 3a. The touching point of these spheres is also 
located on the same flat surface and the centre to centre distance of the 
spheres is equal to their diameter. 
Fig. 3b shows two touching equal spheres on a curved surface. Here 
again, the centres of the spheres and their touching point are collinear 
with the distance between the centres being equal of the diameter of the 
spheres. However, here the touching point is not necessarily on the 
curved surface. The curve representing a surface in Fig. 3b is a section 
of any surface including a free-form surface. 
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Fig. 3. Two touching equal spheres on flat and curved surfaces. The 
centres of the spheres and their touching point are collinear. Although, 
the touching point is not on the curved surface, the centre to centre 
distance in both cases is equal to the diameter of the spheres. 
Fig. 4a shows a number of touching equal spheres on a spherical cap. 
The resulting pattern created by connecting the centres of the touching 
spheres is shown in Fig 4b. All the elements in this pattern are of the 
same length, equal to the diameter of the spheres d. Also, all the apices 
of the pattern are on the cap. The details including how the spheres are 
placed on the surface and the particulars of the pattern will be discussed 
later. 
 
Fig. 4. Touching equal spheres on a spherical cap with the resulting 
pattern 
2.4. Equilateral polygons 
Consider the arrangement of Fig. 5. The figure shows three touching 
equal spheres whose centres are on a flat surface. The equilateral 
triangle in this figure is created by connecting the centres of the spheres. 
Each side of this triangle is equal to the diameter of the spheres. 
 
Fig. 5. An equilateral triangle created by connecting the centres of three 
touching equal spheres. 
Other equilateral polygons can be created in the same manner, as 
exemplified in Fig. 6. This figure shows eight equilateral polygons 
created by connecting the centres of touching equal spheres with their 
centres being on a flat surface. Each side of these polygons is equal to 
the diameter of the spheres and all the touching points are on the flat 
surface. The patterns on the left of Fig. 6 are all regular but the ones on 
the right are irregular, although, all of them are equilateral. The figures 
on the right include a “concave” irregular heptagon. 
 
Fig. 6. Eight equilateral polygons created by “surface sphere packing 
(SSP)”. 
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The equilateral polygons can also be created by connecting the centres 
of touching equal spheres placed on a curved surface. The apices of the 
polygons in this case will be on the curved surface with each side of the 
polygons being equal to the diameter d of the spheres. However, in this 
case the touching points will not necessarily be on the curved surface, 
Fig. 3b. 
Generally, equilateral polygons can be made on any surface using 
spheres as explained above. These polygons are the key elements for the 
structural configuration to be created by the SSP technique, as will be 
discussed in the sequel. In this approach, the more touching points are 
involved in the arrangement of the spheres, the more equal length 
members will be in the resulting configuration. 
3. SPHERE PACKING ON A SPHERICAL CAP 
3.1. Fundamentals 
A spherical surface with a radius R is shown in Fig. 7. A cap of this 
spherical surface is shown by thick line. The cap starts from a base ring 
up to the north pole of the sphere. In Fig. 7, half of the central angle of 
the cap is represented by A. This angle is referred to as the “sweep 
angle” of the cap. The radius of the base ring of the cap, that is, r1 can be 
determined as follows: 
r1 = R sinA                                             (1) 
 
Fig. 7. A spherical surface with radius R. The sweep angle of a cap of 
the spherical surface is denoted by A. 
The base ring of the cap can be fully packed by a number of touching 
equal spheres, whose centres are on the base ring. An example of a base 
ring with radius r1 which is fully packed by 13 touching equal spheres is 
shown in Fig. 8. The central angle of any two touching neighbouring 
spheres is denoted by t. The angle t is also the central angle containing a 
sphere on the ring and can be obtained as 
t = 360 / 13                                             (2) 
The diameter of the touching spheres in this case can be determined as 
follows: 
From triangle P1C1Q in Fig. 8 
sin (t / 2) = d / 2r1 
Therefore, one can write 
d = 2r1 sin (t / 2)                                        (3) 
Substituting Eqn 2 into Eqn 3 
d = 2r1 sin (180 / 13) 
 
Fig. 8. The base ring of a cap with radius r1 which is fully packed by 13 
touching equal spheres with diameter d. 
In general, a base ring with radius r1 can be fully packed by n1 touching 
equal spheres, where the diameter of each sphere can be obtained from: 
d = 2r1 sin (180 / n1)                                     (4) 
Note that n1 must be a natural number larger than or equal to 3, 
otherwise the ring cannot be fully packed by touching equal spheres. 
Now, consider the arrangement in Fig. 9. In this figure, the points P1 and 
P2 on the base ring are the centres of two touching equal spheres with 
diameter d. Let the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system be at the 
centre of the spherical surface and let the Z axis pass through the north 
pole (of the cap). Also, let the coordinates of the centres of the two 
touching equal spheres be P1 (X1, Y1, Z1) and P2 (X2, Y2, Z2). 
 
Fig. 9. Two touching spheres of diameter d, with their centres P1 and P2 
on the base ring of a spherical cap, where A is the sweep angle of the 
cap, R is the radius of the spherical surface, r1 is the radius of the base 
ring and t is the central angle of the two touching spheres. 
Once the coordinates of point P1 are known, then the coordinates of 
point P2 can be obtained from those of point P1, as explained below. 
Since points P1 and P2 are on the base ring, one can write 
X1
2 + Y1
2 = r1
2                                          (5) 
and 
X2
2 + Y2
2 = r1
2                                          (6) 
Also, points P1 and P2 are the centres of two touching equal spheres with 
diameter d. Therefore, the distance between these two points is equal to 
d, as shown in Figs 2 and 3. Furthermore, the X, Y and Z components of 
line P1P2 are (X2 – X1), (Y2 – Y1) and (Z2 – Z1), respectively. Therefore, 
(X2 – X1)
2 + (Y2 – Y1)
2 + (Z2 – Z1)
2 = d 2                    (7) 
Also, since the base ring is perpendicular to the Z axis, then 
4 
Z2 = Z1 
Thus, Eqn 7 reduces to 
(X2 – X1)
2 + (Y2 – Y1)
2 = d 2 
or 
X2
2 + X1
2 – 2X1X2 + Y2
2 + Y1
2 – 2Y1Y2 = d
 2                     (8) 
Substituting Eqns 5 and 6 into Eqn 8, 
2r1
2 – 2X1X2 – 2Y1Y2 = d
 2 
or 
2X1X2 + 2Y1Y2 = 2r1
2 – d 2 
Therefore 
X2 = ((2r1
2 – d 2) – 2Y1Y2 ) / 2X1                            (9) 
Substituting Eqn 9 into Eqn 6 
(2r1
2 – d 2)2 + 4Y1
2Y2
2 – 4 (2r1
2 – d 2) Y1Y2 + 4X1
2Y2
2 = 4X1
2r1
2 
Or, factoring with respect to Y2 
(4X1
2 + 4Y1
2) Y2
2 – 4Y1 (2r1
2 – d 2) Y2 + (2r1
2 – d 2)2 – 4X1
2r1
2 = 0  (10) 
Note that the coordinates of P1 are considered as known. 
Now, letting 
U1 = 4X1
2 + 4Y1
2 
U2 = 4Y1 (2r1
2 – d 2) 
U3 = (2r1
2 – d 2)2 – 4X1
2r1
2 
the quadratic Eqn 10 becomes 
U1Y2
2 – U2Y2 + U3 = 0 
Hence, Y2 can be determined as 
Y2 = (U2 ± (U2
2 – 4U1U3 )
0.5 )/ 2U1                          (11) 
The X2 coordinate of point P2 can then be obtained from Eqn 9. 
Eqns 9 and 11 provide two pairs of values for X2 and Y2 (corresponding 
to the + and – signs in Eqn 11). One pair represents the coordinates of 
point P2 which is the centre of a neighbouring sphere and the other pair 
represents the coordinates of point P3 which is the centre of the other 
neighbouring sphere of the original sphere (with the centre P1), see Fig. 
10. 
 
Fig. 10. Plan view of three touching equal spheres with diameter d 
whose centres are on the base ring. 
Eqn 1 shows that the radius of the spherical surface R, the sweep angle 
of the spherical cap A and the radius of the base ring r1 are correlated 
parameters. Also, Eqn 4 shows that in a fully packed base ring, the 
radius of the base ring r1 and the diameter of the spheres d are correlated 
with the number of spheres on the base ring n1. 
 
3.2. A Graphical Representation 
An example of a base ring which is fully packed by a number of 
touching equal spheres is shown in Fig. 11. The figure shows 48 
touching equal spheres which are fully packed on the base ring. 
 
Fig. 11. A fully packed base ring with 48 touching equal spheres. 
Now, consider Fig. 12. The figure shows the same arrangement of gold 
touching spheres of Fig. 11, in addition to 24 silver spheres, with the 
same size as the gold ones, whose centres are on a spherical cap similar 
to that of Fig. 11. Each of the silver spheres in Fig. 12 is touching two 
neighbouring gold spheres. This arrangement of groups of three 
touching spheres is created based on the fact that any three touching 
equal spheres can be placed on a surface, as described in Section 2.4. 
The process of placing the silver spheres on the spherical cap will be 
discussed in the sequel. 
 
Fig. 12. A fully packed base ring of a spherical cap, by 48 touching 
equal spheres in gold colour and 24 silver spheres with the same size as 
the gold ones. The centres of silver spheres are on the spherical cap, 
while each of them is touching two neighbouring gold spheres. 
To further elaborate, consider a set of three points being the centres of 
three touching equal spheres with diameter d, on a cap with radius R and 
sweep angle A, as shown in Fig. 13. The points P1 and P2 are on the base 
ring and point P3 is above them on the second ring. An equilateral 
triangle with side d, whose apices are on the cap, is created by these 
three points, as described in Section 2.4. 
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Fig. 13. A cap of a sphere with radius R and sweep angle A. The points 
P1, P2 and P3 are the centres of three touching equal spheres with 
diameter d, being on the spherical cap. 
The points P1 and P2 with a distance d in Fig. 13, can be anywhere on the 
base ring. However, once the positions of points P1 and P2 are fixed, 
there will be just one position for point P3 on the spherical cap, being at 
the same distance from points P1 and P2. The second ring is the locus of 
points like P3, having the same distance (e.g. distance d) from a set of 
two points on the base ring (e.g. points P1 and P2). The details for 
determining the coordinates of the third point and the position of the 
second ring based on the coordinates of points P1 and P2 will be 
discussed in the sequel. 
Now, consider Fig. 14. A perspective view of a pattern is shown in this 
figure. The pattern is created by connecting the centres of 72 touching 
equal spheres on a spherical cap, similar to the arrangement in Fig. 12. 
The base ring of the spherical cap is fully packed by 48 touching equal 
spheres and the rest of the spheres (i.e. 24 spheres) are on the second 
ring, with each sphere on the second ring touching two neighbouring 
spheres on the base ring. The pattern contains 24 similar equilateral 
triangles and 24 members with the length equal to the side of the 
triangles on the base ring. The pattern has 96 members in total. The 
length of all the members of the pattern is equal to the diameter of the 
touching spheres. 
 
Fig. 14. A perspective view of a pattern created by connecting the 
centres of 72 touching equal spheres on a spherical cap, similar to the 
arrangement in Fig. 12. 
Now, consider a cap of a sphere with radius R, as shown in Fig. 15. The 
sweep angle of the spherical cap in the figure is represented by A1, 
which is less than 90˚. In addition, the sweep angle of the second ring is 
denoted by A2. The sweep angle of a ring is half of the central angle of 
the ring. It is obvious that the sweep angle and the length of the second 
ring in Fig. 15 are less than those of the base ring. Therefore, the 
maximum number of equal spheres which can be placed on the second 
ring is less than that of the base ring. Details for determining the sweep 
angle of the rings of a spherical cap will be described in the sequel. 
 
Fig. 15. A spherical cap with radius R and sweep angle A1, which is less 
than 90˚. Also, a second ring which is parallel to the base ring is shown. 
The sweep angle of the second ring is denoted by A2, which obviously is 
less than A1. 
Generally, in a spherical cap with a sweep angle less than 90˚, the 
maximum number of equal spheres that can be fully packed on a ring, 
will be on the base ring. Also, in a radially symmetric arrangement, the 
number of the equal spheres on the second ring is half of the number of 
the equal spheres on the base ring, as shown in Fig. 12. 
Now, consider a radially symmetric arrangement of a number of equal 
spheres on three rings of a spherical cap, as shown in Fig. 16a. The 
arrangement is similar to that of Fig. 12, except for the additional bronze 
spheres on the third ring. Here, each bronze sphere is touching two 
neighbouring silver spheres. Since the silver spheres on the second ring 
are not fully packed, the number of bronze spheres on the third ring can 
be similar to that of the second ring (i.e. 24 spheres). A pattern created 
by connecting the centres of the touching neighbouring spheres of this 
arrangement is shown in Fig. 16b. 
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(a) The arrangement of equal spheres on a cap 
 
(b) The resulting pattern 
Fig. 16. A radially symmetric arrangement of a number of equal spheres 
on three rings of a spherical cap and the resulting pattern. 
The pattern in Fig. 16a contains 144 members of the same length, with 
all the apices being on the spherical cap. The pattern contains 24 
equilateral triangles and 24 equilateral pentagons. The distance between 
the spheres on the third ring is less than that of the second ring, due to 
the decrease in the length of the rings, as described earlier, see Fig. 15.  
In general, the process of placing equal spheres on rings can be 
continued by the same number of the spheres, until the distance between 
the spheres on a ring become less than the diameter of a sphere. The 
number of the spheres on the ring in this stage must be reduced to half of 
the number of spheres on the previous ring. 
Now, consider the arrangement in Fig. 17a. The figure shows a fully 
packed spherical cap by equal spheres. The equal spheres are radially 
symmetric on the rings of the cap. Obviously, the number of the spheres 
on each ring depends on the length of the ring and the diameter of the 
equal spheres. Fig. 17b shows a perspective view of the resulting pattern 
based on the arrangement in Fig. 17a. The pattern contains a number of 
equilateral polygons (i.e. triangles, quadrangles, pentagons and 
hexagons), in addition to a star-like form at the top of the cap. 
Additionally, all the apices of the pattern are on the spherical cap and all 
the members are of the same length. 
 
(a) A radially symmetric sphere packing on a cap 
 
(b) The resulting pattern 
Fig. 17. A fully packed spherical cap by radially symmetric arrangement 
of equal spheres and the resulting pattern. 
Generally, a pattern on a spherical cap containing members with the 
same length can be created based on a radially symmetric arrangement 
of equal spheres on the rings of the cap. The process of creating such 
patterns is described here in a graphical manner. However, the rigorous 
numerical formulation of the process will be described in Section 5. 
4. SPHERES ON A SPHERICAL SURFACE 
The process of finding the positions of the rings on a spherical cap for 
creating a radially symmetric arrangement of equal spheres will be 
discussed in this section. 
4.1. Touching equal spheres on a spherical cap 
Consider the arrangement in Fig. 18. The figure shows a cap of a sphere 
with radius R whose sweep angle is denoted by A. The points P1, P2 and 
P represent the centres of three touching equal spheres with diameter d, 
placed on the spherical cap. The triangle PP1P2 is an equilateral triangle 
with side d, whose apices are on the spherical cap, as described in 
Section 2.4. 
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Fig. 18. A cap of a sphere with radius R, whose sweep angle is 
represented by A. The points P1, P2 and P are the centres of three 
touching equal spheres being on the spherical cap. 
Let the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system be at the centre of the 
spherical surface and let the Cartesian coordinates of the centres of the 
three touching equal spheres in Fig. 18 be P1 (X1, Y1, Z1), P2 (X2, Y2, Z2) 
and P (X, Y, Z). Since the distance between points P and P1 is equal to d, 
one can write 
(X – X1)
2 + (Y – Y1)
2 + (Z – Z1)
2 = d 2                        (12) 
Also, the distance between points P and P2 is equal to d, hence 
(X – X2)
2 + (Y – Y2)
2 + (Z – Z2)
2 = d 2                        (13) 
Furthermore, points P, P1 and P2 are on the spherical surface with radius 
R, so 
X 2 + Y 2 + Z 2 = R 2                                      (14) 
X1
2 + Y1
2 + Z1
2 = R 2                                      (15) 
X2
2 + Y2
2 + Z2
2 = R 2                                      (16) 
From Eqn 12 
X 2 + X1
2 – 2X1X + Y
 2 + Y1
2 – 2Y1Y + Z
 2 + Z1
2 – 2Z1Z = d
 2            (17) 
Substituting Eqns 14 and 15 into Eqn 17, 
– 2X1X – 2Y1Y – 2Z1Z = d
 2 – 2R 2                          (18) 
Here again, from Eqn 13, 
X 2 + X2
2 – 2X2X + Y
 2 + Y2
2 – 2Y2Y + Z
 2 + Z2
2 – 2Z2Z = d
 2            (19) 
Substituting Eqns 14 and 16 into Eqn 19, 
– 2X2X – 2Y2Y – 2Z2Z = d
 2 – 2R 2                          (20) 
Multiplying Eqn 18 by –Y2 and Eqn 20 by Y1, 
2Y2X1X + 2Y2Y1Y + 2Y2Z1Z = – Y2 (d
 2 – 2R 2)                 (21) 
– 2Y1X2X – 2Y1Y2Y – 2Y1Z2Z = Y1 (d
 2 – 2R 2)                 (22) 
Adding Eqns 21 and 22, 
2Y2X1X + 2Y2Z1Z – 2Y1X2X – 2Y1Z2Z = (Y1 – Y2) (d
 2 – 2R 2) 
Therefore, 
(2Y2X1 – 2Y1X2)X = –(2Y2Z1 – 2Y1Z2)Z + (Y1 – Y2) (d
 2 – 2R 2) 
So, the magnitude of X can be determined as follows: 
X = (–(2Y2Z1 – 2Y1Z2)Z + (Y1 – Y2) (d
 2 – 2R 2)) / (2Y2X1 – 2Y1X2)  (23) 
By similar operations on Eqns 18 and 20, one obtains 
Y = (–(2X2Z1 – 2X1Z2)Z + (X1 – X2) (d
 2 – 2R 2)) / (2X2Y1 – 2X1Y2)  (24) 
Introducing the following notation for Eqn 23, 
U1 = –(2Y2Z1 – 2Y1Z2) 
U2 = (Y1 – Y2) (d
 2 – 2R 2) 
U3 = 2Y2X1 – 2Y1X2 
one can write 
X = (U1Z + U2) / U3                                   (25) 
Introducing a similar notation for Eqn 24, 
V1 = –(2X2Z1 – 2X1Z2) 
V2 = (X1 – X2) (d
 2 – 2R 2) 
V3 = 2X2Y1 – 2X1Y2 
one can write 
Y = (V1Z + V2) / V3                                   (26) 
Substituting Eqns 25 and 26 into Eqn 14, 
((U1Z + U2) / U3)
2 + ((V1Z + V2) / V3)
2 + Z 2 = R 2 
or 
(U1/U3)
2Z 2 + (U2/U3)
2 + (2U1U2/U3
2)Z + (V1/V3)
2Z 2 + (V2/V3)
2 + 
(2V1V2/V3
2)Z + Z 2 = R 2                                                                         (27) 
Introducing the following notation for Eqn 27, 
U4 = (U1/U3)
2 
U5 = (U2/U3)
2 
U6 = 2U1U2/U3
2 
V4 = (V1/V3)
2 
V5 = (V2/V3)
2 
V6 = 2V1V2/V3
2 
one can write 
U4Z
 2 + U5 + U6Z + V4Z
 2 + V5 + V6Z + Z
 2 = R 2 
or factorising with respect to Z, 
(U4 + V4 + 1)Z
 2 + (U6 + V6) Z + (U5 + V5 – R
 2) = 0           (28) 
Letting 
W1 = U4 + V4 + 1 
W2 = U6 + V6 
W3 = U5 + V5 – R
 2 
the quadratic Eqn 28 becomes 
W1Z
 2 + W2Z + W3 = 0 
Thus, Z can be obtained as 
Z = –W2 ± (W2
2 – 4W1W3 )
0.5 / 2W1                        (29) 
Substituting Eqn 29 into Equations 25 and 26, gives two sets of values 
for the Cartesian coordinates of point P. 
The above calculations show that for each set of two points with 
distance d on a spherical surface (e.g. points P1 and P2), there are two 
points on the surface (e.g. points P3 and P4) with equal distance to each 
of the first two points. Also, the line passing through points P1 and P2 is 
the line of symmetry of points P3 and P4, Fig. 19. 
Fig. 19 shows points P1, P2, P3 and P4 on a spherical cap. Once the 
Cartesian coordinates of points P1 and P2 are known, the Cartesian 
coordinates of points P3 and P4 can be determined in terms of the radius 
of the spherical cap and the distance d. 
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Fig. 19. The points P1, P2, P3 and P4 are the centres of four touching 
equal spheres being on the spherical cap. 
In general, the calculations can be done for any two points on a spherical 
surface, provided that their initial distance is less than 2d. 
4.2. Sweep angles of the rings 
The sweep angle of a ring which is parallel to the base ring of a 
spherical cap is half the central angle of the ring. This angle for the base 
ring and the second ring, are denoted by A1 and A2, respectively, in Fig. 
20. Now, consider three points with distance d on a spherical cap, as 
shown in the figure. Points P1 and P2 are on the base ring and point P3 is 
on the second ring. Let the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system be 
the centre of the spherical surface and let the Z axis pass through the 
North Pole. From triangle ODP3 
cos A2 = Z / R 
Therefore, 
A2 = arccos (Z / R)                                     (30) 
and Z can be obtained from Eqn 29. 
 
Fig. 20. The sweep angle of the base ring of a cap is denoted by A1 and 
that of the second ring is denoted by A2. Points P1 and P2 are on the base 
ring and point P3 is on the second ring with distance d from the first two 
points. 
The parametric Cartesian coordinates of points and the sweep angle of 
the rings on the spherical cap will be used in algebraic process of surface 
sphere packing in the next section. 
5. NUMERICAL FORMULATION OF SPHERE PACKING 
5.1. Formex algebra and Formian 
Formex algebra is a mathematical system that provides a medium for 
processing of information related to geometric forms. The algebra, in the 
present context, is employed to deal with structural configurations. The 
practical use of formex algebra is through the programming language 
Formian. Detailed information about formex algebra, as well as 
Formian, are given in [4] and [5]. 
In what follows, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the 
concepts of formex algebra and Formian. However, explanations 
regarding the main steps of operations are included for guidance. 
5.2. Single layer lattice domes 
The processes introduced for the operation of the “Surface Sphere 
Packing (SSP)” as described in sections 3 and 4 is written in terms of 
Formian instructions in the sequel. 
To begin with, the case of a single layer lattice spherical dome is 
considered. Such a dome is created on a cap of a sphere. 
5.2.1. Formian instructions using SSP 
In what follows, the formulations given in sections 4.1 and 4.2 are 
turned into Formian instructions. In these formulations, to help in 
following the flow of the operations, the Formian instructions are 
complimented with comments describing the purposes of the 
instructions. 
Comments in Formian are given in between “comment brackets”. A 
comment bracket consists of an asterisk enclosed in parentheses, that is, 
(*). For instance, in lines 2, 3 and 4 of the following program, the 
parameters R, m and A are given initial values and the nature of these 
parameters are expressed as comments in front of them. 
(*) Formian Program for a Single Layer Lattice Dome Using Surface 
Sphere Packing Technique (*) 
R=30;   (*) Circumradius (*) 
m=48;  (*) Number of initial spheres (*) 
A=50;  (*) Sweep angle (*) 
(*) The following section obtains the Cartesian coordinates of point P1 
and P2 (*) 
P1=[1,0,A]; (*) Centre of 1st sphere (in Spherical coordinates) (*) 
P2=[1,2,A]; (*) Centre of 2nd sphere (*) 
Q1=bs(R,360/(2*m),1)|P1;   Q2=bs(R,360/(2*m),1)|P2; 
X1=uniple(1,1)|Q1;   Y1=uniple(1,2)|Q1;   Z1=uniple(1,3)|Q1; 
X2=uniple(1,1)|Q2;   Y2=uniple(1,2)|Q2;   Z2=uniple(1,3)|Q2; 
d=sqrt|((X1–X2)^2+(Y1–Y2)^2+(Z1–Z2)^2); 
(*) The following instruction creates all the elements of the base ring (*) 
E1=rosad(0,0,m,360/m)|[X1,Y1,Z1; X2,Y2,Z2]; 
(*) The following section computes the coordinates of point P in 
accordance with the formulations given in Section 4.1 (*) 
U1=– (2*Z1*Y2–2*Z2*Y1); 
U2=(Y1–Y2)*(d*d–2*R*R); 
U3=2*X1*Y2–2*X2*Y1; 
U4=(U1/U3)^2;   U5=(U2/U3)^2;   U6=2*U1*U2/(U3*U3); 
V1=– (2*Z1*X2–2*Z2*X1); 
V2=(X1–X2)*(d*d–2*R*R); 
V3=2*Y1*X2–2*Y2*X1; 
V4=(V1/V3)^2;   V5=(V2/V3)^2;   V6=2*V1*V2/(V3*V3); 
W1=U4+V4+1;   W2=U6+V6;   W3=U5+V5–R*R; 
W=W2*W2–4*W1*W3; 
Z=(–W2+sqrt|W)/(2*W1);   X=(U1*Z+U2)/U3; 
Y=(V1*Z+V2)/V3;   Q3=[X,Y,Z];  
(*)The following instruction creates all the elements on the base ring 
and between the base ring and the second ring, as shown in Fig. 14 (*) 
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E2=E1#rosad(0,0,m/2,720/m)|{[X1,Y1,Z1; X,Y,Z], 
     [X2,Y2,Z2; X,Y,Z]}; 
(*)The following two instructions compute the position of the second 
ring (*) 
B=asin|(Z/R);   t=B–90+A; 
5.2.2. Resulting pattern using SSP 
The execution of the above Formian program creates the pattern shown 
in Fig. 21. The repetition of the program with the updated sweep angle 
as well as the parameter m will generate the whole configuration as 
shown in Fig. 17b. 
 
Fig. 21. The execution of the Formian program given in Section 5.2.1, 
using SSP technique. All the elements in the pattern are of the same 
length. 
An alternative formulation can be used to change the pattern at the 
crown of the dome, as shown in Fig. 22. In fact, the only difference 
between the formulations in Figs 17b and 22 is in one instruction. 
 
Fig. 22. An alternative configuration for a single layer lattice spherical 
dome, having all the elements of the same length. 
The two dome configurations shown in Figs 17b and 22 are based on the 
introduced technique of Sphere Packing. All the members of these two 
configurations have exactly the same length. Although these 
configurations can be used as practical domes, it is more usual to modify 
the configurations by increasing the triangulisation in different ways. A 
possible example of such modifications is shown in Fig. 23. 
Obviously, members in the modified configurations will not be all of the 
same length, although they will still have a high proportion of equal 
members. For example, the proportion of equal members in Fig. 23 is 
86%. Moreover, the members of this pattern have six different types of 
lengths. 
 
Fig. 23. A modified configuration of a single layer lattice dome, using 
SSP technique. 
5.2.3. A comparison 
To compare the degree of regularity of the configurations produced 
using the SSP technique with commonly used similar configuration, the 
configuration in Fig. 23 is compared with a similar lamella dome. A 
Formian formulation for such a dome, together with the resulting 
configuration, are shown in Fig. 24. In this dome configuration, the 
number of the members is similar to those of Fig. 23. 
The number of types of member lengths in Fig. 24 is 12 and the 
maximum proportion of the members with the same length is 9%. 
Additionally, there is a crowd of members at the crown of the dome in 
Fig. 24, which makes some limitations for the connections. 
 
Fig. 24. A single layer lamella dome and its Formian formulation. 
5.3. Double layer lattice domes 
A further example that has been produced by the first Author for a 
practical project is discussed here. The project is the roof of a sports 
stadium in province Fars, Iran. 
The span of the dome is 74 m and the rise of the structure (above the 
supports) is 8 m. The structure is a double layer system in tubular steel 
with MERO-type nodes. Three different rendering views of the stadium 
are shown in Fig. 25. 
To generate the configuration, Formian is used employing the Surface 
Sphere Packing technique. Two possible alternatives for the stadium 
roof are generated. 
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(a) Elevation view 
 
(b) Section view 
 
(c) Internal view 
Fig. 25. Three rendering views of the structure of a sports stadium in 
province Fars, Iran. The configuration of the roof structure, which is a 
double layer lattice dome, is created by Formian employing the SSP 
technique. © ArchiVision Company [6] 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The concept of regularity has many aspects but the focus of attention in 
the present paper is on the regularity as it helps in reducing the different 
types of the lengths of members. Of course, it is true that even when 
members are of the same length, the design considerations may demand 
that they should have different cross-sections. However, a structural 
pattern with a high percentage of equal length members has a higher 
probability to give rise to a more limited set of different members. 
The advantages of a structure with a small number of different member 
types are: 
• ease of manufacturing and assembly, 
• smaller number of different types of connectors, 
• smaller number of different cladding panels. 
 The above points are important in reducing the cost and time of 
labelling, packing, sorting and assembly. These in turn helps in reducing 
the probabilities of mistakes in manufacturing and assembly of the 
structure. 
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Abstract: The objective of this paper is to investigate the member length regularity of 
lattice domes. Also, a recently developed configuration for lattice domes generated by 
Surface Sphere Packing technique is compared to five other lattice dome 
configurations. 
INTRODUCTION 
A lattice dome consists of a number of members, usually, with different lengths. 
However, having too many different member lengths is undesirable from the point of 
view of manufacture, sorting and assembly. Although the construction of lattice domes 
is simplified by computerised high-tech facilities, the problem with excessive member 
length variation still exist. 
1 LATTICE DOME CONFIGURATIONS 
Some examples of lattice domes are shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1a shows a view of the dome 
configuration derived using Surface Sphere Packing (Behnejad, 2012, pp. 7-12). The 
ultimate aim of the Surface Sphere Packing technique is to generate a new type of 
pattern on spherical cap with a high proportion of equal length members. The sphere 
packing technique is used by a number of researchers including Tόth, Tarnai and 
Teshima. 
Some other lattice dome configurations (on spherical caps) are also shown in Figs 1b to 
1e. These configurations are commonly used for construction of lattice domes around 
the world. Also, a mallow dome configuration which has a non-spherical surface is 
shown in Fig. 1f. 
2 REGULARITY OF LATTICE DOMES 
There is no all-embracing definition for the term “regularity” of a structural 
configuration. However, there is normally a reasonable degree of agreement between 
people regarding what is and what is not regular. The degree of regularity of a lattice 
dome can be investigated by looking at the variation of the member lengths, shape of 
faces, form of vertices, … (Nooshin et al., 2011). 
In the present work, the term regularity is mainly used in the sense of a high proportion 
of the members being of the same length. Having a high degree of equal length members 
in a pattern of a lattice dome will have some benefits, specially from the construction 
point of view. The benefits include decreasing the time and cost of manufacturing of 
members, simplifying the sorting and labelling of members and increasing the speed of 
assembly with lower probability of mistakes in the position of members. 
 
    
 
Fig. 1 Six different patterns for lattice domes together with the length profile chart and the regularity 
indicators of each pattern. The indicators consist of the number of members (n), number of member length 
types (b), length ratio (r) and length deviation (d). These indicators are discussed in Section 3. 
    
3 REGULARITY INDICATORS 
Consider the bar charts in the middle area of Fig. 1. The top chart in the right side of 
Fig. 1a, for instance, represents information about the member lengths of the dome 
configuration shown in Fig. 1a. The numbers on the horizontal axis represent 
proportions of the ratio of the member length and the average member length. The 
vertical axis in the chart represents the number of members of the same length as a 
percentage of the total number of the members. This chart is referred to as a “length 
profile chart” or a “LEP chart” (Nooshin et al., 1997, pp. 170-172). A LEP chart gives a 
visual representation of the degree of scatter of the member lengths in a configuration. 
Also, values for four items n, b, r and d are given at the right side of each LEP chart in 
Figs 1a to 1f. The definition of the items are as follows: 
 n represents the “total number of members” 
 b represents the “number of member lengths” which, in a regular configuration, 
should be relatively small. 
 r represents the “length ratio”, being the ratio of maximum member length and 
minimum member length. The more regular the configuration, the closer to one 
the value of r will be. 
 d represents the “deviation” being the ratio of standard deviation of member 
length / average member length. The more regular the configuration, the closer 
to zero the value of d will be. 
The regularity indicators help to evaluate the member length regularity in a 
configuration. Also, comparing regularity in different configurations can be done using 
the regularity indicators. However, other indicators, with different point of view, can be 
defined for evaluation of regularity in configuration. 
4 A COMPARISON 
The number of members in each of the configurations of Figs 1a to 1f varies from 500 in 
the diamatic configuration, Fig. 1d, and 575 in Sphere Packing configuration, Fig. 1a. 
The LEP charts in Fig. 1 show that the Sphere Packing configuration has the maximum 
proportion of members with the same length (more than 45%). Also, the Sphere Packing 
configuration has 13 member lengths which is close to that of the geodesic 
configuration, while the other configurations in Fig. 1 have more scatter with 18 member 
lengths. 
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Benefits of Full-scale Physical Models in Civil Engineering Education 
 
 
Abstract 
 
Engineering students, usually, show a greater interest in topics which are demonstrated 
physically rather than those that are explained using the so called ‘chalk and talk’ methods, 
that is, by oral presentations and blackboard/whiteboard/OHP. Also, students are motivated 
by hands-on experience and by linking concepts and physical models to real engineering 
problems. A hands-on project has been designed by the Author for civil engineering students 
to improve their practical considerations in designing structures. The project is about Design, 
Assemble and Dismantle (DAD) of a full-scale lattice structure. A specific teaching kit 
including prefabricated full-scale tubular steel members, as well as required connectors has 
been designed and manufactured for the DAD Project and the participants should design a 
structure using (all or part of) the provided structural components. The project is modified to 
suite the participants at different levels, i.e. postgraduate or undergraduate levels. Also, a 
simpler version has been offered as a part of the ‘University Promotional Programmes’ for 
secondary school students. 
 
This paper provides further information about the background of the DAD Project and 
discusses the Project in more detail. Also, relevant literature is reviewed and a methodology 
is proposed to assess the potential benefits of using full-scale physical models as a part of a 
master degree module offered in the academic year 2015-16. Finally, the outcomes of the 
research, as well as further recommendations are provided. 
 
1. Background 
 
The Author, as a practicing architect and the director of an architectural firm, has been 
involved in the design and construction of around 150 ‘Spatial Structures’ in different 
projects since 1999. An example of these projects is a 40 metre span geodesic dome shown in 
Figure 1. Also, to maintain the relationship between the industry and academia, a series of 1-
3 day courses on design and construction of spatial structures was organised by the Author in 
different universities. The earlier courses in the series were mainly delivered using chalk and 
talk methods while in the latter ones a combination of lecture base sessions and practical 
activities were implemented. Figure 2 shows a group of participants of a two day course 
assembling a full-scale lattice structure in the Azad University of Shiraz, Iran. Based on the 
feedback from the participants and local course organisers, as well as personal observation, 
the Author realised the positive impact of the additional practical activities. This experience 
was a starting point for the Author to develop the idea of using full-scale physical models in 
engineering education. More information about this idea and the focus of the present work is 
being discussed in the sequel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: A geodesic dome with glass 
cladding having around 40 m span 
designed and constructed by 
ArchiVision Company in Mashhad, 
Iran 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: A group of participants 
assembling a full-scale prefabricated 
lattice structure as a part of a two-day 
course on design and construction of 
spatial structures organised by 
ArchiVision Company in Shiraz, Iran 1. 
 
2. Introduction 
 
Design of structures, in general, and that of spatial structures, in particular, can be considered 
as an integrated process involving the following main steps: 
 
 Arrangement of the main structural components to satisfy the needs of a structural 
project referred to as the ‘Conceptual Design’, which may also be considered as the 
stage that the key decisions about the project are made 2, 
 Sizing of the structural components based on the virtual models, calculations and 
structural properties of the chosen material, referred to as ‘Structural Analysis’, 
 ‘Detailing’ of the structure including the shape, size and material of the supports, 
connections and any additional parts of the structure, and 
 ‘Practical Considerations’ including the assembly strategy, temporary loading during 
the construction, durability and maintenance. 
 
As far as engineering education is concerned, the above points, as well as background and 
level of participants of a course need to be taken into consideration in the curriculum for 
teaching spatial structures. Moreover, choosing appropriate teaching method(s) will help the 
students to benefit more from the course. 
 
Physical model based teaching is a particular method that the Author is quite comfortable 
with and feels confident to use. This method can be applied in engineering education in 
various situations and for different purposes. For example: 
 
a. Using physical models to demonstrate structural concepts as an effective method of 
teaching structural behaviour 3,4. A rather interesting historic picture shows an 
occasion for demonstrating the ‘unexpected’ strength of a wire model, Figure 3 (left). 
It shows a steel wire model of a double layer lattice dome which has been used at the 
University of Surrey since 1965. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Amusing load test of a steel 
wire model of a double-layer dome in 
two events. Left figure: Dr J S Blair, 
of Stewarts and Lloyds Ltd, with 
Professor Z S Makowski (on the left) 
and Professor S du Château (on the 
right) during the conference on 
tubular structural engineering, Corby, 
UK, 1965 5. Right figure: Mr Joe 
Chilvers, an undergraduate student 
during a lecture at the University of 
Surrey, Guildford, 2014. 
 
b. Using physical models in a ‘making and learning process’ which implies that students 
will learn about structural concepts during the process of making physical models. In 
this case, the scale and the material used to make the models are some key factors of 
the method. Making small scale models is an effective way to visualise and study the 
fundamentals of the structural concepts. However, full-scale models are preferred to 
concentrate on practicing real engineering problems. 
 
Considering the potential benefits of physical models, a hands-on project has been designed 
by the Author for further development of teaching the design and construction of spatial 
structures. The project is about the Design, Assemble and Dismantle (DAD) of a full-scale 
lattice structure. In this project, around 150 prefabricated tubular steel members in 3 different 
lengths (105-145 cm), as well as relevant connectors (bolts, washers and nuts) are provided to 
the students. Over 200 students in groups of 5-19 have already participated in the Project at 
the University of Surrey since 2014. Incidentally, the ArchiVision Company from Iran 
assisted the design of the structural components of this full-scale teaching kit and the tubular 
elements were manufactured in the University Workshops. Each group of students has to 
design a configuration using (all or part of) the available structural components and check the 
practicality of their design in the laboratory, Figure 4. To facilitate the design process, a set of 
magnetic bars together with steel balls are available for making small scale models. Also, the 
full-scale structural components are available to the students for assembling the structure, or 
parts of it, in the lab. This would give them confidence about the practicality of the design. 
After the group meeting in the lab, the following documents should be submitted by each 
group: 
 
o Sketches/drawings to show the configuration of the structure, 
o Role allocation to specify the responsibility of each group member, in particular, the 
project manager and the safety officer, 
o List of requirements for assembly, including the structural components (tubular 
members and connectors), tools, etc and 
o Completed risk assessment form considering the nature of the project, as well as the 
chosen assembly strategy. 
 
 
Figure 4: DAD Project group meeting in the 
teaching lab. Left figure: A group of students 
designing their structure and examining the 
practicality of the design. Right figure: An 
example of a small scale structural model with 
magnetic bars and steel balls. 
 
 
Later in the Project, each group has 2-3 hours to assemble and dismantle their structure,  
Figure 5. The figure shows two groups of students with the assembled structures. Finally, 
each group should deliver a short presentation (5-7 minutes) in the class to introduce their 
configuration choice and discuss the highlights of the project including ‘what went well’ and 
‘what can be improved’. Also, each student should submit a three page report to discuss their 
personal findings during the Project. The groups will be assessed based on the attractiveness 
of their structure, management skills and health and safety considerations. Also, the 
individuals will be assessed based on their report. The videos of the presentations, as well as 
the time lapse of the construction are being available to the subsequent students as a source of 
information. A five minute introductory video entitled ‘DAD Project 2015’ is also available 
on YouTube 6. 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 5: Two groups of students 
participating in the DAD Project, 
after assembling their structures. 
 
The DAD Project has been offered to participants of different background and various level 
of studies. Since June 2014, eighteen groups of students have participated in the Project as a 
part of the following programmes at the University of Surrey: 
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o Promotional activities for year twelve secondary school students, namely, ‘Young 
Persons University’ and ‘Headstart’ (names of promotional activities), 
o Undergraduate module entitled ‘Integrated Design I’ offered to the first year students 
in Civil Engineering, and 
o Master degree module entitled ‘Space (Spatial) Structures’, that is a core module for 
the MSc Course in ‘Structural Engineering’ and an optional one for the students in 
‘Civil Engineering’ and ‘Bridge Engineering’ courses. 
 
A main aim of the Project is to involve students in an active learning environment. Also, the 
structure designed by the students is not as important as the process of the design and 
construction. In other words, the project is ‘process based’ rather than ‘product based’. So, 
the attention of the present paper is on the potential benefits of the DAD Project as an 
example of the use of full-scale physical models in engineering education. The benefits may 
be grouped into the following two categories: 
 
o General benefits of a group design project such as the development of team-working 
and communication skills to solve engineering problems. As a group project, peer 
learning 7 is a key factor in the project and participants seem to be happy to have 
constructed their own structure, which is (for most of them) the very first experience 
as such. 
o Particular benefits of using full-scale physical models to improve the practical 
considerations in the design and construction of structures. 
 
The focus of this research is to assess the benefits of the DAD Project on the above two 
categories for the master degree students participating in the Project in the academic year 
2015-16. Detailed information about the research methodology will be given in Section 4. 
 
3. Literature Review 
 
Froyd et al 8 have identified five major shifts in the past 100 years of engineering education, 
two of which have already occurred, namely: 
 
i. A shift from hands-on and practical emphasis to engineering science and 
mathematical modelling. Although the focus of engineering education has been 
moved from the practical activities, the importance of making a balance between 
theory and practice is still a challenge in the field. 
ii. Another shift to ‘outcome-based’ education and accreditation as a quality control 
system for engineering education. Although, a number of experts believe 9 that all the 
necessary skills for performing a job in practice, specially in the field of construction, 
cannot be provided with just the formal education and training 9-12. 
 
Also, latter three shifts have been identified by Froyd et al 8 which are still in process: 
 
iii. A shift to emphasising ‘Design’ as a distinctive element of engineering. A reason for 
this necessary shift was the earlier overemphasis on science, engineering science and 
mathematics. It is argued by a number of experts that a good structural design, at 
present, is more about producing a structural concept which deals with satisfying a 
whole set of requirements including efficiency, beauty and sustainability, in a creative 
manner, rather than focusing on structural analysis to satisfy issues like economy of 
sizing structural elements and following codified rules 2, 13, 14. 
iv. A shift to apply education, learning and social behavioural science research to 
engineering education. To support this, Hithcock & Hughes also argue that reflecting, 
criticising and putting forward a more informed view to the educational process 
would be possible by doing research in education. Consequently, the educational 
practice could benefit from the outcomes of such research. Also, there has been strong 
links between research in education and the research traditions of the social sciences 
which both are complex and complicated themes 15. 
v. The final shift entitled the influence of ‘Information, Computational and 
Communication Technology (ICCT)’ on engineering education. 
 
Having the above shifts in engineering education in mind, it is believed that individuals differ 
in regard to what mode of instruction or study is most effective for them, which is referred to 
as the ‘Learning Style’ 16. However, Ji and Bell claim that engineering students show a 
greater interest in topics which are demonstrated physically, than in topics that are explained 
using the so called ‘chalk and talk’ method, that is, by oral presentation and 
blackboard/whiteboard/OHP 4. Also, the students are motivated by hands-on experience and 
by linking concepts and models to real engineering problems 4, 17. Hands-on activities have 
been implemented not only in engineering education but also in provisional programmes of 
the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) fields. An example of such 
programmes is discussed in a paper entitled ‘Attracting Girls to Civil Engineering through 
Hands-On Activities That Reveal the Communal Goals and Values of the Profession’ 18. 
Incidentally, the DAD Project also has been organised as a part of the provisional 
programmes of the University of Surrey, as mentioned earlier. Moreover, working with 
physical models has been used as a powerful tool for exploration of spatial structures in other 
academic institutions 19. 
 
On the other hand, it is also crucial that the practical experience gained from the world of 
work being supported by the theoretical knowledge 9, 20. A balance combination of both 
theory and practice makes the educational curriculum more relevant and this combination 
may result in higher retention rates of students within the construction and engineering field 9. 
Gillie states that ‘structural engineers produce real things and yet structural engineering 
education is dominated by the theory’ 21. Also, a constant challenge in structural engineering 
education is to ensure that practical/real-world engineering skills are embedded in the 
university degree programmes 22, 23. Laboratory sessions in engineering education provide a 
forum to discuss practical aspects in universities. However, such sessions are usually 
becoming focused on displaying specific concepts in structural mechanics, rather than 
tackling the real world engineering problems. Also, realistic connection details, material 
selection, cost and construction problems are either absent or not being considered seriously 
enough in small-scale exercises 22, 23. 
 
To bridge the gap between theory and practice, some universities have been organising 
practical courses, one of which is the Constructionarium. The course has been running by the 
Imperial College London since 2003 and different learning methods have been utilised in the 
course such as experiential learning, role play, reflective learning and project-based learning. 
In this course, groups of students will attend a week long residential project in the north of 
the UK to design and construct a full-scale structure. The aim is to make the students able to 
apply theory in practice, specifically, by construction of miniature projects based on real life 
structures 23. The following points are claimed as the potential benefits of the 
Constructionarium: 
 
 Providing an educational setting to bring industry and academia together. 
 Keeping academic staff in touch with construction practice. 
 Providing a safe way for large groups to gain site experience as a team. 
 Offering a broad body of knowledge including technical, practical and academic 
information with an integrated nature. 
 
Although the constructionarium project is very effective at introducing the practical 
challenges of construction, the creativity factor involvement in design and construction is 
being limited due to the scale and required resources of the project 21, 23. Also, a small 
proportion of civil engineering students in the UK are lucky enough being able to attend the 
constructionarium. 
 
Another example of practical activities to provide experience for the students is a series of 
construction competition organised at the University of Edinburgh. Martin Gillie, the 
organiser and the Head of Civil Engineering claims that the participants of the competitions 
show extreme satisfaction of development of practical engineering skills. Also, he argues that 
practical exercises are valued by the students and would also encourage them to be engaged 
in the theoretical aspects 21, 23. 
 
Focusing on student engagement in engineering education is an influence of research in 
psychology and learning sciences. This is based on the idea of importance of student 
engagement advanced by a number of researchers including John Dewey, Astin and Light 8. 
One of the aims of the DAD Project is also improving the student engagement. Another aim 
of the Project is to facilitate the participants’ learning during the process of the design and 
construction. Understanding by Design (UbD) described by Froyed et al as an increasingly 
popular tool for educational planning that is a teaching method focused on a better 
understanding of students throughout a design process 8. 
 
4. Methodology 
 
To appraise the potential benefits of the DAD Project, as an example of employment of full-
scale physical models in civil engineering education, a ‘mixed method’ has been utilised. To 
elaborate, mixed methods are defined as the third methodological approach following the 
quantitative and the qualitative methods. In a mixed method, data collection or analysis may 
be done quantitatively and/or qualitatively in a single research 24. 
 
The following sources are used in this research: 
 
o A questionnaire survey (Appendix 1) administrated to the students at the end of the 
Project. A few questions aim to determine the age, gender, mode of study (full-time or 
distance learner) and whether the participants have any prior experience of being 
involved in construction projects, particularly, construction of lattice spatial 
structures. Additionally, the participants were asked to choose a number (0-10, where 
0 indicates disagreement and 10 indicates full agreement) for some statements about 
the Project (quantitative method). Finally, the participants were able to provide 
comments about different aspects of the Project such as usefulness, favourite parts, etc 
(qualitative method). 
o Students’ report after the project as a part of their assignment. The report provides an 
overview of the project and clarify the challenges experienced, namely, what went 
well, what can be improved and a summary of lessons learnt from the Project. 
o Videos of the group meetings, as well as the construction sessions (assembly and 
dismantling the structure). The performance of the students during the construction 
session can be further investigated by analysing the videos. 
 
Moreover, the Author who initiated and has been directing the Project, as an experienced 
architect/engineer in practice, observed the performance of the students throughout the 
Project. Incidentally, such ‘participant observation’ is claimed by Kawulich as a ‘data 
collection method’ 25. 
 
The collected data from two groups of nineteen MSc students participated in the Project in 
the academic year 2015-16 will be discussed in the next section. Also, pictures of the two 
structures assembled by the participants are shown in Figure 6. Moreover, the participants 
have been asked to give consent to disseminate the findings from the feedback provided and 
an attempt was made to maintain the anonymity of the participants whose feedback is being 
used in the research. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Structures 
assembled by two groups of 
MSc students in the academic 
year 2015-16. The present 
paper is based on the data 
collected from these two 
groups. Left figure: A 4.5 m 
high triangular based 
pyramid. Right figure: A fully 
triangulated minimal 
structure/sculpture. 
 
 
 
 
5. Concluding Remarks 
 
It was optional for the students to complete the questionnaire survey and over 65% of them 
(25 students out of 38) have participated in the research. The gender of the participants, as 
well as their modes of study are given in Figure 7. The variations of the gender and the mode 
of study of the research participants were quiet similar to those of the all participants of the 
Project, therefore, the outcome of the research can be reasonably generalised to the whole 
group. Additionally, the collected data show that most of the research participants were in 
their twenties, while two of them were over forty years old, Figure 7. 
 
 
Figure 7: Gender, mode of study and age of the research participants 
 
Regarding the construction experience prior to the DAD Project, over 40% of the participants 
(11 out of 25) had no such experience, while the rest of them were involved in different 
construction projects for a period as short as 2 months to much longer up to 8 years. Such 
variation of the participants is a potential value for the groups to be able to combine both, 
experience and energy/enthusiasm. 
 
Three statements in the questionnaire were addressed the enjoyment, engagement and the 
development of communication skills of the participants and the average numbers given to 
the statements were 9.2, 8.9 and 8.1 (out of 10), respectively. The numbers given to the 
mentioned statements, as well as the observation of the Author during the Project, verify the 
high level of teamwork in an enjoyable active environment. Such environment in engineering 
education would increase the level of understanding of the participants, as well as the 
retention rate 17. Incidentally, having background information about the participants 
facilitates more in depth data analysis. For instance, one of the participants gave 5/10 to the 
statement about the improvement of the communication skills. This would be a reasonable 
number, considering his experience for 5 years in the industry. Moreover, the following 
comments provide examples of the participants’ feeling about the teamwork in the DAD 
Project: 
 
 ‘It was a good experience and I enjoyed working as a member of the team.’ 
 ‘I got chance to be engaged more with my fellow colleagues.’ 
 ‘The DAD Project combined a useful learning process with fun activity. It was also a 
good way of developing teamwork.’ 
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 There were two other statements in the questionnaire addressing the idea that working with a 
full-scale physical model is useful in engineering education and helps the students to get a 
deeper understanding about the construction. In particular, preparing an appropriate risk 
assessment, as well as the general health and safety considerations during the construction 
was a challenge. The average number to both these statement were 9.1 and 9, subsequently, 
and the observation validates the appreciation of the participants working with a full-scale 
physical model. Also, the benefits of such a model were mentioned in some individual reports 
and the following comments are examples of the participants’ satisfaction in this regards: 
 
 ‘It could be more interesting having the possibility to build several structures during 
the module.’ 
 ‘My favorite part was build and dismantle. It showed the whole project coming 
together with a practical result.’ 
 
Another set of three statements in the questionnaire were focused on the improvement of the 
practical considerations in design. These include the planning for the construction (assembly 
strategy), detailed design (size and direction of bolts) and the application of theory in 
practice. Here again, the average number given to these statements were above 8. Also, the 
observation of the group meetings show a reasonable trial and error process during the 
Project to improve the design and construction. Incidentally, the 4.5 m pyramidal structure 
(Figure 6 left) was constructed in 34 minutes with no lifting equipment. Considering the 
condition of the construction venue (small space comparing to the dimensions of the 
structure), this achievement was due to a great team effort in planning/practicing the 
assembly and optimising the assembly strategy during the construction. Moreover, practical 
considerations such as the length/direction of bolts, importance of appropriate 
assembly/dismantling strategy and communication between the construction team were 
addressed in a number of reports. 
 
The final statement aimed to assess the usefulness of organising similar hands-on activities in 
engineering education and whether the participants are happy to be involved in such 
activities. The average number given to this statement was 9.3, the highest number to a 
statement in the questionnaire. This number, together with different lessons learnt in the 
Project (as mentioned in the reports) and the positive comments in the questionnaire 
encourage the Author for further development of using full-scale physical models in 
engineering education. Examples of the comments are: 
 
 ‘The project was extremely beneficial for those taking the module and gave a great 
appreciation of many aspects involved in the design and construction of lattice 
structures. It would be great to do a similar exercise on a membrane structure.’ 
 ‘The DAD Project initiative is commendable and in my opinion should be sustained 
and strengthened. It offers graduates of the department the advantage of hands-on 
experience with space structures, which is not common in other institutions.’ 
 ‘It was so useful to do a DAD Project to understand more about space structures. It 
was great experience working as a team to accomplish the design model.’ 
 
Finally, the Author would like to address the following challenges regarding the organisation 
of using full-scale physical models in civil engineering education: 
 
o There are potential risks in working with such models, however, having industrial 
experience would help the instructor being familiar with those risks and being able 
to control them. Also, presence of additional supervisor(s) during the construction 
session will make the risks manageable.  
o Managerial support for the organisation of such hands-on activities is crucial. 
Although the costs of running these activities are, usually, much less than what is 
expected, it would be a potential challenge to convince the head of the 
departments. For instance, in the case of the DAD Project, the ‘teaching kit’ costs 
less than £2.00 per participants, considering the kit being a prefabricated durable 
steel structure which has been used around 30 times since 2014.  
o Considering the great value and high retention rate of peer-learning in education, 
it would be beneficial for the distance learners to get involved in the practical 
activities. However, this makes the team building slower and complicates the 
whole organisation.  
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Appendix 1 
 
Appraisal of the Educational Benefits of the DAD Project 
 
The DAD Project (Design, Assemble and Dismantle) is designed for the students in the 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering of the University of Surrey to focus on 
the ‘Practical Considerations’ in designing ‘Spatial Structures’.  
 
As a participant of the DAD Project (part of the ‘Space Structures’ Module – ENGM043), 
you are kindly invited to take part in the appraisal of the project. This is a voluntary activity 
and by participating in the appraisal, you are giving consent to disseminate the findings from 
the feedback provided. The anonymity and confidentiality of the participants whose feedback 
is being used in the appraisal is maintained at all times. 
 
 
 
 
First we would like to ask a few questions about you:  
How old are you? _____ 
What is your gender?  Female  Male 
  
What is your mode of study (FT, PT, DL)*? _____ 
What programme are you doing (e.g MSc in Structural Eng)? _________________________ 
  
Have you been involved in construction of any structure? If yes, please specify the 
construction type, your role and the duration of your involvement (e.g site manager in a 
concrete bridge construction for 6 months). 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
* FT=Full Time, PT=Part Time & DL=Distance Learning 
 
 
  
For the next several questions, please choose a number from 0-10 and write it in the box next 
to each statement to indicate how much you agree with that statement. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Not at all        Completely 
 
 
Statement Score 
I enjoyed participating in the hands-on activity as a part of the module. 
 
I felt engaged and a part of the team in the Project. 
 
My communication skills improved during the DAD Project. 
 
It was useful to work with full scale physical models in the DAD Project. 
 
Working with full scale model helped me to get a deeper understanding about 
construction. 
 
Participating in the Project, I now feel confident in the design, assembly and 
planning strategy for a similar lattice structure. 
 
The Project made me aware of practical details (e.g size/direction of bolts) in the 
design of prefabricated lattice structures. 
 
The practical activity helped me to have a better understanding of the theoretical 
aspects of design. 
 
It is useful to participate in similar hands-on projects on structural systems (e.g 
membrane structures). 
 
 
Any comment about the DAD Project (e.g usefulness, organisation, favourite part, etc): 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
If you are interested in getting information about the outcome of the study, please provide 
your email address: ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Thank you for your participation. 
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Abstract 
The Space Structures Research Centre of the University of Surrey, UK, has been active in offering 
courses on spatial structures since its establishment in 1963. The courses vary from a day workshop 
on ‘Design, Assemble and Dismantle a Full-scale Prefabricated Lattice Spatial Structure’ for 
secondary school students to a core module of the master degree course in structural engineering 
entitled ‘Space Structures’. Specifically, details about this Space Structures module are discussed in 
the paper. However, brief explanations about some other courses organised by the Centre are also 
included. 
Keywords: Teaching Spatial Structures, Space Structures Research Centre, Model Base Teaching, 
Structural Morphology, Conceptual Design, Hands-on Project. 
1. Background 
Architects and structural engineers, usually, are the people who deal with design and construction of 
spatial structures and they need to learn the principles of these structural systems. However, experts 
from other fields may also get involved in the area of spatial structures in one way or the other as 
shown in Figure 1. The figure represents a spatial structure, namely, a sculpture consisting of two 
concentric single layer geodesic domes based on icosahedron, with the smaller dome being suspended 
inside the larger one. The structure called the Rise, designed by Wolfgang Buttress, an artist who won 
an international competition heralding a new dawn for Belfast, Northern Ireland  [1]. Although 
architects and structural engineers including Emmanuel Verkinderen (a Surrey graduate) were 
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involved in the design and construction of the Rise, the initial idea was proposed by Buttress who is 
an artist. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: The Rise, a sculpture consisting 
of two concentric geodesic domes designed 
by Wolfgang Buttress, Belfast, Northern 
Ireland, 2011. 
The aim of the present paper is to discuss methods of teaching spatial structures to students of 
architecture or civil/structural engineering. Some experts including Tim Ibell believe that it would be 
a great opportunity to have students of architecture and structural engineering working together on 
basics of structural concepts  [2]. There are also some concerns about the challenges in teaching a 
group consisting of students from the two disciplines  [3]. All in all, it is believed that in teaching a 
mixed group, more attention should be paid to the basic principles of design rather than the design 
details. Examples of short courses designed for such mixed groups will be referred to later.  
Design of structures, in general, and spatial structures, in particular, can be considered as an integrated 
process involving the following main steps: 
 Arrangement of the main structural components to satisfy the needs of a structural project 
referred to as the ‘Conceptual Design’, which may also be considered as the stage that the 
key decisions about the project are made  [4], 
 Sizing of the structural components based on the modelling, calculations and structural 
properties of the chosen material, referred to as ‘Structural Analysis’, 
 ‘Detailing’ of the structure including the design of shape, size and material of the supports, 
connections and any additional parts to the main structure, and 
 ‘Practical Considerations’ including the assembly strategy, temporary loading during 
construction, durability and maintenance. 
The above points, as well as background and level of participants of a course need to be taken into 
consideration in designing curriculum for teaching spatial structures. Moreover, choosing appropriate 
teaching method(s) to deliver the course may help the students to benefit more from the course. 
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The Space Structures Research Centre of the University of Surrey has been organising a number of 
courses in the past 50 years. In what follows, a few examples of such courses will be discussed. 
2. Space Structures, A Core Module of the Master Degree in Structural 
Engineering 
A postgraduate MSc course on structural engineering was established at the University of Surrey in 
1965. At the present, the course consists of 8 modules including 4 core modules on structural 
engineering and other 4 modules on either civil or bridge engineering, as well as a dissertation. The 
subject of ‘Space Structures’ has been one of the core modules of the course since its establishment. 
The module content and teaching methods of this module will be discussed in the sequel. The students 
in this module usually have a civil/structural engineering background and the course is offered in three 
different styles, namely, full time, part time and distance learning. 
2.1. Introduction to Spatial Structures 
A series of lectures being delivered in around 8 hours to introduce the popular spatial structural 
systems including lattice structures, tensile structures (membrane, tensegrities, cable domes, suspen-
domes) and deployable structures. In the lectures, some 200 outstanding projects from around the 
globe will be discussed in terms of form and function, structural morphology and main structural 
components, as well as giving some general information (designer, material, construction, etc). These 
lectures give an overview of a wide range of application of spatial structures with particular attention 
to the importance of structural morphology in conceptual design of the projects. Study the excellence 
and success may be considered as a key component to develop creativity in a curriculum design for 
structural engineering  [5]. To support the students in this part of the module, the lectures will be 
videoed and the videos together with the presentation files will be available to the students via the 
virtual learning environment of the University, ‘SurreyLearn’. Also, using models to demonstrate 
structural concepts has been an interesting method of teaching structural behaviour  [6] and  [7]. 
Therefore, a number of physical models of different structural systems are available in the Centre for a 
more effective demonstration of structural behaviour to the students. A rather interesting historic 
picture shows an occasion for demonstrating the ‘unexpected’ strength of a wire model, Figure 2 
(left). The figure shows a wire model of a double layer lattice dome which has been used since 1965. 
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Figure 2: Amusing load 
test of a wire model of a 
double-layer dome in two 
events. Left figure: Dr J S 
Blair, of Stewarts and 
Lloyds Ltd, with Professor 
Z S Makowski (on the left) 
and Professor S du 
Château (on the right) 
during the conference on 
tubular structural 
engineering, Corby, 1965 
 [8]. Right figure: Mr Joe 
Chilvers, an undergradute 
student during a lecture at 
the University of Surrey, 
Guildford, 2014. 
2.2. Configuration Processing 
Although structural morphology of spatial structures is being discussed in the introductory lectures of 
the ‘Space Structures’ module, it would be beneficial to the students to understand how to create 
spatial structural configurations in a convenient manner. This is due to the key role of configuration 
processing in creating morphology in conceptual design. A new algebra, namely, formex algebra, and 
its programming language Formian were developed at the Centre for configuration processing of 
spatial structures  [9]. Teaching the fundamentals of formex algebra and creating some basic 
configurations in Formian is another part of the module. This part is being done in around 6 hours of 
interactive sessions during the semester. Also, the students should provide formex formulations for a 
number of configurations in the first assignment of the module, Figure 3. The figure shows a single 
layer diamatic dome configuration together with its parametric formex formulation. Detailed 
information about formex configuration processing and Formian is available in several publications. 
In particular, an earlier paper presented at the IASS-CSCE International Congress in Toronto, Canada, 
describes the manner in which configuration processing has been taught at the University of Surrey 
 [10]. 
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Figure 3: A dome 
configuration together with 
its parametric formex 
formulation in Formian. 
2.3. Structural Analysis 
It is believed that a good structural design, at present, is more about producing a structural concept 
which deals with satisfaction of a holistic set of requirements including efficiency, beauty and 
sustainability, in a creative manner, rather than focusing on structural analysis to satisfy issues like 
economy of sizing structural members and following codified rules  [2],  [3] and  [4]. However, there 
are some analytical aspects in structural design which are covered in the module. Considering the 
background of the students, they are capable of using a FEM package to create a model and design the 
main structural elements of an ordinary structure. Structural analysis in this module will give them 
more in-depth knowledge about the following aspects: 
 Fundamentals of collapse analysis of lattice structures, 
 Comments on modelling lattice structures in FEM packages, and 
 Available methods for static analysis of tensile structures. 
The above aspects are being discussed in 6 hours of lecture. Regarding the collapse analysis, subjects 
like modes of instability, structural behaviour in progressive collapse and how to use a FEM package 
in structural collapse analysis is being discussed. Also, fundamentals of the Newton-Raphson 
Algorithm and the Dynamic Relaxation Method are being covered in connection with static analysis 
of tensile structures. The students should use their structural analysis knowledge, later in the semester, 
to analyse a spatial structure of their own design in the second assignment of the subject. 
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2.4. Construction of Spatial Structures 
To bridge the gap between theory and practice, the construction of lattice spatial structures has been a 
key element of the module. Also, this is a good medium to involve the students more in the teaching 
process which helps them to understand the subject better. It is quoted from Confucius (450 BC), that 
"Tell me and I will forget, show me and I may remember, involve me and I will understand". Full 
scale physical models of a number of lattice structural connecting systems are available in the Centre, 
Figure 4. Particulars of each system, as well as examples of their application are being discussed 
within around 4 hours of interactive sessions. Preparing a couple of preliminary designs in groups of 
3-5 students creates an active learning environment in this part of the module. Besides the importance 
of the connecting systems, assembly of lattice spatial structures, in particular, is being discussed. To 
cover this aspect, the students should come up with a strategy for assembling an existing project, 
while brief information about the morphology, connecting system and site of construction is provided. 
Each group should present their solution to the class and discuss the pros and cons of it. Finally, a 
short video of construction (5-10 mins) of the project is being shown, followed by a concluding 
discussion. More videos of construction of lattice spatial structures are available to the students on 
SurreyLearn. Also, relevant lecture notes including detailed information about the lattice structural 
systems, as well as their manufacturing process is being given to the students. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Full scale physical 
models of different 
connecting systems for 
lattice spatial structures 
available at the Centre. 
 
Recently, a hands-on project has been designed for further development of the module regarding 
construction of spatial structures. The project is about the Design, Assemble and Dismantle (DAD) of 
a lattice structure. In this project, around 150 prefabricated tubular steel members in 3 different 
lengths (105-145 cm), as well as relevant connections (bolts, washers and nuts) are provided to the 
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students (in groups of 7-12). The ArchiVision Company from Iran assisted the Centre in designing the 
structural components of this full scale lattice structure and the tubular members were manufactured in 
the University Workshop. Each group of students has to design a configuration using the members and 
check the practicality of their design in the laboratory, Figure 5. To facilitate the design process, a set 
of magnetic bars together with steel balls are available to make a small scale structural model. Also, 
the full scale structural members are available to the students to assemble a part of the structure in the 
lab. This would give them confidence about the practicality of the design. By the end of the meeting, 
the following documents should be submitted by each group: 
 Sketches to introduce the structure, 
 Role allocation to specify, at least, the project manager and the safety officer, 
 List of requirements for assembly including the structural components (tubular members and 
connections) and tools, and 
 Completed risk assessment form considering the nature of the project and the chosen 
assembly strategy. 
 
Figure 5: DAD Project group meeting 
in the teaching lab. Left figure: A 
group of students designing their 
structure and checking the 
practicality of the design. Centre 
figure: An example of a small scale 
model made of magnetic bars and 
steel balls. 
 
Later in the semester, each group has 2 hours to assemble and dismantle their structure, Figure 6. The 
figure shows two groups of students with the assembled structures. Finally, the students should deliver 
a short group presentation (around 5 mins) in the class to introduce their configuration choice and 
discuss the highlights of the project including what went well and what can be improved. The groups 
will be assessed based on the attractiveness of their structure (40%), management skills (30%) and 
health and safety considerations (30%). The percentages represent the proportions of the allocated 
marks in the DAD Project. The videos of the presentations, as well as the time lapse of the 
construction are being available to the subsequent students as a source of information. 
  
 
 
Figure 6: Two groups of 
students attending the 
DAD Project, after 
assembling their 
structures. 
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2.5. Workshop on Tension Structures 
A one day workshop is designed to discuss tension structures including an introduction to tensile 
materials (membranes, films, etc), form finding and fundamentals of specific software for designing 
tensile structures (Easy). The software is a product of Technet GmbH and students have the chance of 
creating a model of their own structure using the software. This workshop has been very effective in 
providing practical information about the design and construction of tensile structures from the start of 
modelling to the design of the structural components and preparing the cutting pattern of the 
membrane. A further step to progress this part of the course would be construction of a full scale 
membrane structure using the provided information. 
2.6. Assignments, Feedback and Assessment 
The final mark for the course consists of the following parts (with the weighting of each part): 
 Assignment 1 (15%) including a theoretical part, as well as a practical part. The theoretical 
part focuses on configuration processing of lattice structures and students should provide 
formex formulations for some lattice structural configurations including flat grids, barrel 
vaults and domes. The practical part of the assignment is the DAD Project which was 
explained earlier. 
 Assignment 2 (10%), deals with the preliminary design of a large span structure including a 
3000 word report about a collapsed lattice structure to discuss the reasons for the failure, as 
well as preparing a preliminary design for a relatively large span structure. This gives a 
chance for the students to apply their knowledge on configuration processing, structural 
analysis and practical considerations in the design process. 
 The final part to assess the progress of the students in the module is a 2 hour written exam 
(75%) which examines the students’ understanding of the key elements of the course. 
The two assignments will receive written feedback and to pass the module, one needs to achieve a 
minimum of 50% in each and all of the above components. 
3. Short Courses 
A number of short courses have been organised by the Centre at the University of Surrey, as well as 
some other universities around the globe. The focus of these courses has been on some elements of the 
mentioned module in Section 2. In what follows, examples of such courses are introduced. 
3.1. Introductory Courses 
The 1-3 day courses aim to introduce fundamentals of different spatial structural systems. The 
participants, usually, have architectural and/or structural engineering background at different levels, 
namely, university students, lecturers, professionals from the industry, etc. The courses are mostly 
lecture based and focus on spatial structural morphology and discussing some outstanding projects. 
Also, 3 day courses on the introduction to formex configuration processing have been organised 
several times. This is an interactive course and helps the participants (usually a mixed group) to get 
familiar with the fundamentals of configuration processing in Formian. This course is a prerequisite 
for other advanced configuration processing courses. 
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3.2. Advanced Courses 
The 3 day advanced interactive courses are focused on more specific subjects using a project based 
approach. These include courses on formex configuration processing of ‘Polyhera’, ‘Geodesic Domes’ 
and ‘Free Structural Forms’. Also, courses on design and construction of ‘Tensegrity Structures’, 
‘Cable Domes’ and ‘Suspen-domes’ have been organised. These courses are mainly designed for 
university researchers, as well as experts from the industry to give them more in-depth knowledge 
about the subject. 
3.3. DAD (Design, Assemble and Dismantle) Project 
The hands-on project was discussed in detail in Section 2.4. A more general version of the project also 
has been organised for secondary school students attending introductory programmes at the University 
of Surrey, Figure 7.  The figure shows two groups of students participating in the DAD Project in 
2015 as a part of the Young Persons University and the Headstart Programmes. 
 
Figure 7: Year 12 students 
participating in the DAD 
Project in 2015. Left 
figure: group meeting of 
the participants in the 
Young Persons University. 
Right figure: Participants 
in the Headstart with their 
structure. 
3.4. Assessment of Short Courses 
The participants are being assessed based on their performance during the courses. The main objective 
of such courses is to educate and promote innovative thinking of the students in the context of spatial 
structures. The ‘process’ in the short course is much more important comparing the ‘product’ in the 
course, namely, the solutions that the participants develop during the course. Therefore, the course 
would just be a highlight in the learning journey of the participants and aims to encourage them to 
undertake further studies. 
4. Conclusion 
It is beneficial for architects and structural engineers to understand the fundamentals of spatial 
structures. The subject can be taught to these experts in either mixed or separate groups and this needs 
to be considered when designing a course. Teaching spatial structures, mostly, concerns the 
conceptual design and structural morphology. However, some aspects of structural analysis also need 
to be covered in a specific course for structural engineers. 
To study the success is a nice approach in teaching spatial structures, so that, having a databank of 
outstanding spatial structures would facilitate the introduction to the subject. An example of such 
databank is the ALOSS; Album Of Spatial Structures,  [11]. Also, it would be beneficial for the 
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instructors to share their teaching experiences which can lead to an overall improvement in the quality 
of teaching. 
Of course, individuals differ in regard to what mode of instruction or study is most effective for them, 
which is referred to as the ‘Learning Style’  [12]. However, Ji and Bell (2008) claimed that students 
show a greater interest in topics which are demonstrated physically, than in topics that are explained 
using the so called ‘chalk and talk’ method, that is, by words and blackboard/OHP/PowerPoint 
presentations. Also, students are motivated by hands-on experience and by linking concepts and 
models to real engineering problems  [7] and  [13]. Moreover, working with physical models has been 
used as a powerful tool for exploration of spatial structures  [14]. Also, it would help the students to 
understand the subject better when experts from the industry are involved in teaching. An example of 
this involvement is a guest lecture at the closing session of the DAD Project by the Engineering 
Manager of Novum Structures UK. 
The discussed teaching methods in this paper are aimed to create an interactive learning environment 
to sustain the knowledge for the students. Although the methods are highly effective, there are some 
challenges including the time of organisation for each course and safety considerations in practical 
activities. 
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ABSTRACT: The objective of this paper is to present information about the
life, personality and the contributions of Professor Zygmunt Stanislaw
Makowski (1922–2005) as a pioneer in the field of Spatial Structures. He was
the Head of the Department of Civil Engineering of the University of Surrey,
in the United Kingdom, for 22 years (from 1962 to 1984). Professor Makowski
also created the Space Structures Research Centre of the University of Surrey
in May 1963, and the work of this Centre, over the years, has won a great deal
of international recognition.
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1. BACKGROUND AND EDUCATION
Professor Zygmunt Stanislaw Makowski was born in
Warsaw, Poland in 15 April 1922. He was the son of
Juliusz August Makowski and Helena Makowska, neé
Miloszewska, married on 20th October 1951 to Cecylia
Grzesik. Z. S. Makowski was educated at the Tadeusz
Czacki Grammar School, Warsaw and started his
higher education at Warsaw Technological University
(P.W.S.T), 1942. He then continued his higher
education in 1943 in the Civil Engineering Department
of the Technological University of Warsaw. At the time,
Poland was an occupied country and Makowski took
part in the resistance movement and in the Warsaw
uprising of the Polish underground army. As a result, he
spent five months as a prisoner of war in a German
Camp at Frankfurt-am-Main until six weeks before the
end of the war. He was freed by the United States
troops, but still eager for action, he immediately went to
Italy and joined the second Polish Corps under General
Anders. Figure 1 shows Z. S. Makowski in uniform of
the Polish Forces in Italy, 1945.
After the war, he joined the Reale Universitá degli
Studi di Roma in 1946. Figure 2 shows young
*Corresponding author e-mail: a.behnejad@surrey.ac.uk
Figure 1. Z. S. Makowski in Polish Forces’ uniform, 1945 [1].
Makowski in the company of his Polish colleagues in
uniform at the University of Rome. However, he did
not complete his study there and resumed his
university studies in the fall of 1946 in the Polish
University College, London. He received his Dipl. Ing
(PUC) with distinction on 30 January 1950. He was
then offered a lecturer position at Imperial College in
London, where he was able to work also on his
doctorate. Figure 3 shows his early days at Imperial
College, London, 1951. 
The subject of his thesis was the analysis of the
existing Dome of Discovery, erected for the 1951
festival of Britain Exhibition. The thesis was entitled
‘Theoretical and Experimental Stress Analysis of
Braced Domes’ supervised by Professor A. J. S.
Pippard. In the pre-computer days, such analysis was a
significant accomplishment. This research was the
beginning of his long-life interest in spatial structures.
A copy of the thesis is available in the library of the
Space Structures Research Centre of the University of
Surrey. Makowski received his PhD from University
of London on 20 July 1953. Also, he received his DIC
on 14 October 1953 from Imperial College.
2. ACADEMIC LIFE
Z. S. Makowski was employed by Polish University
College, London as an assistant lecturer (1949–1951).
In 1951 Professor Pippard invited young Makowski to
join his staff at the Imperial College of Science and
Technology, London. There he started as an assistant
lecturer and one year later he was promoted to the
position of lecturer (1952–1958). He then became a
senior lecturer (1958–1962). Figure 4 shows him in a
laboratory at Imperial College, 1961.
Professor Makowski was the first Head of
Department of Civil Engineering of the Battersea
College of Advanced Technology (1962–1966).
Before 1962 the college had a combined Department
of Civil and Mechanical Engineering. Then he became
the Head of Department at the University of Surrey
(1966–1984, see the Note below). Under professor
Makowski’s direction, the Department achieved many
distinctions in various areas of research and in
particular in the fields of structures, geotechnics,
materials and fluids. He also served the University of
Surrey as the Dean of Faculty of Engineering
(1966–1968, 1976–1979 and 1984–1987). Figure 5
shows him conducting a test in 1963.
Note: Polish University College was a predecessor
of Battersea College of Advanced Technology which,
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Figure 2. Happy days spent at the University of Rome, 1946 [1].
Figure 3. The early days at Imperial College, London, 1951 [1]. Figure 4. In a laboratory at Imperial College, London, 1961 [1].
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in turn, was the predecessor of the University of
Surrey [2].
During his academic life, professor Makowski
supervised numerous research students registered for
higher degrees at the University of London, Battersea
College of Advanced Technology and the University
of Surrey. Table 1 gives the list of PhD/MPhil theses
supervised by him. He has also acted as the external
moderator to undergraduate and postgraduate courses
at several universities.
Professor Makowski was also the external
examiner of the PhD, MPhil and DSc candidates from
a number of universities including Imperial College,
Queen Mary College, King’s College, Bradford
University, City University, Bristol University,
Oxford University, University of Southampton,
University of Strathclyde, University of Wales,
Figure 5. Conducting a test on a prototype MET-RAM 
three-way grid at Feltham, 1963 [1].
Table 1. List of the completed PhD/MPhil theses under the supervision of Professor Z. S. Makowski
Degree Year First Name Family Name Title of Thesis
1 PhD 1964 G C Wong Kong Investigation of a Square-based Pyramidal-sheet 
Ming Roof System
2 PhD 1965 Bezaleel Solomon Benjamin Folded Plate Structures in Plastics
3 PhD 1967 Hoshyar Nooshin Diagonal Grid with Members Having Torsional and 
Shear Rigidity
4 MPhil 1967 H Hosseinzadeh Analysis of Lamella Structural Systems with 
Particular Reference to Lamella Barrel Vaults
5 PhD 1967 Ronald Cleversey Gilkie Pyramids in Lightweight Roof Systems
6 MPhil 1967 Frank E S West A Study of the Efficiency of Double Layer Grid 
Structures
7 MPhil 1967 S V Velankar Barrel Vaults Having Tree-way Grid Tupe Bracing
8 PhD 1970 Daniel Robak Stressed-skin Plastic Pyramids as Elements of 
Double Layer Grids
9 MPhil 1970 John Zerning Form and Construction with Hyperbolic 
Paraboloidal Shells in Plastics
10 PhD 1971 Nicolas G Kazma Structural Behaviour and Approximate Analysis of a 
Double Layer Grid
11 PhD 1972 B C Neogi The Distribution of Bending Moments in a Flat Slab 
with Openings
12 MPhil 1975 D J Clark Analysis of a Novel Type of Prefabricated 
Double Layer Grid Roof Structure
13 PhD 1981 Chi-Wai Wong The Structural Behaviour of Braced Barrel Vaults 
with Particular Reference to Wind Effects
14 PhD 1982 Jan Bobrowski Origins of Safety in Concrete Structures
15 MPhil 1988 Parvin D Pakandam Comparison of Behaviour of Three Types of Braced 
Domes
16 PhD 1988 Mohammad Ashraf Structural Behaviour of Composite Triple Layer 
Bridge Grids
17 PhD 1988 Gerard Andrew Parke The Behaviour of Space Trusses Incorporating 
Roger Novel Compression Members
Montpellier, Université des Sciences et Techniques du
Languedoc (Montpellier II), University of Nairobi,
University of Sambalpur, University of Melbourne
and University of Sydney [1].
Professor Makowski was extremely well-known
through his lectures and seminars on space structures,
conducted at numerous universities. He was invited to
give lectures not only at departments of civil or
structural engineering, but also at schools of
architecture. Among all those lectures, one should
mention the contribution of him in 1986 to the
extremely successful symposium on Membrane
Structures and Space Frames in Osaka, Japan, Figure 9.
Also, the First International Conference on Light-weight
Structures in Sydney, Australia, and a series of lectures
given at the Nanjing Institute of Technology and at the
Building Research Institute of Suzhou, Jiangsu, China,
Figure 10. Additionally, his key lecture at the Milan
Symposium in 1987 on Light-weight Space Structures,
organised by the Istituto Europeo di Design [4].
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Figure 6. At his desk, Guildford, 1975 [1].
Figure 7. The Chancellor of the University of Surrey, HRH
The Duke of Kent, Mr Hubert Beresford Walker (receiving an
Honorary Degree of the University of Surrey) and Professor
Z. S. Makowski, Guildford, 1981 © Archives of the
University of Surrey [3].
University College Cardiff, Trinity College,
University of Dublin, École polytechnique fédérale de
Lausanne, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Université de
Figure 8. Giving an invited lecture at the Instituto Eduardo
Torroja, Madrid, 1964 [1].
Figure 9. At the International Symposium on Membrane
Structures and Space Frames, Osaka, 1986 [1].
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3. INDUSTRIAL COLLABORATION
Professor Makowski has acted as consulting engineer
in numerous cases, carrying out structural analysis and
design of domes, barrel vaults and double layer grids
in steel, aluminium and glass fiber reinforced plastics.
An example of this type of consulting work is the
checking of the analysis of the Astrodome in Houston,
USA, Figure 11. He did also develop a novel form of
light-weight stressed-skin pyramidal space grid
system used on several occasions in the UK and
abroad. The most notable example of this stressed-skin
system is the aluminium roof covering of the
headquarters building for the Congress of the
International Union of Architects erected in London,
1961, Figure 12. Figure 13 shows Z. S. Makowski,
together with the DIC students H. Nooshin and 
D. Sarna, testing one of the stressed-skin units under
gravity load at Imperial College, London, 1962 
(H. Nooshin, later became a close colleague and friend
of Z. S. Makowski).
Figure 10. Professor Makowski and Mrs Makowska with
Professor Nooshin and Mrs Nooshin in the middle of a group
of Chinese academic colleagues in Nanjing, China, 1986 [5].
Figure 11. Astrodome with 205 m diameter in Texas, USA,
during construction, 1964 [5].
Figure 12. The headquarters building for the Congress 
of the International Union of Architects, London, 1961.
(a) The building under construction [5] 
(b) The building in operation © Architectural 
Press Archive / RIBA Library Photographs 
Collection [6] 
In May 1963 he founded the Space Structures
Research Centre at the Battersea College of Advanced
Technology. Subsequently, the Centre became a part of
the Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering of the University of Surrey. The Centre has
been active in research, publication, teaching,
organising conferences and consulting work [7]. In
1972 the Centre acquired a building for its headquarters.
The building was a donation by the British Steel
Corporation which was officially opened by the Rt.
Hon. Lord Robens of Woldingham, then Chancellor of
the University of Surrey on 12th April 1972. Figure 14
shows the building (Nodus Centre) during construction.
At the Space Structures Research Centre, together
with his colleagues, Professor Makowski was involved
in the design of large span structures. The more
important examples include the suspended prestressed
cable network roof structure over the Farahabad Sports
Stadium (Takhti Stadium) in Tehran, Iran (together
with H. Nooshin and J. W. Butterworth), Figure 15,
complex of five exhibition pavilion in Nancy, France,
covered with prefabricated double layer grids, the
three-way grid over the King Hussein Sports Stadium
in Amman, Jordan (together with H. Nooshin), the
space frame over the Spanish Government Hydraulic
Research Laboratory in Madrid, Spain (together with
H. Nooshin) and the Unibat double layer grid over the
freight terminal for the RAF at Mildenhall, UK [1].
Regarding the Farahabad Sports Stadium, an
experimental investigation into the behaviour of the
prestressed cable roof was carried out at the Centre
under the direction of Professor Makowski, Figure 16.
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Figure 13. DIC students H. Nooshin and D. Sarna together
with Z. S. Makowski, testing one of the stressed-skin units
under gravity load at Imperial College, London, 1962 [5].
Figure 14. Nodus Centre during construction at the University
of Surrey, UK, 1972 [5].
Figure 15. Takhti (Farahabad) Sports Stadium in Tehran, Iran,
opened in 1974 © Omidali Samavati [8].
(a) Dr H. Nooshin and Mr Charlie Tidy (Lab 
Technician) adjusting the model 
(b) The model during a gravity load test 
Figure 16. Model of the prestressed cable roof of Takhti
(Farahabad) Sports Stadium to investigate the structural
behaviour at the Space Structures Research Centre of the
University of Surrey, 1973 [10].
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A model to a high standard of precision was
constructed to check the preliminary design and to
provide information for the final design of the cable
roof. The architect of the stadium is Dr Jahangir
Darvish and the engineering design of the roof is due
to R. Sarger and J. P. Batellier. The whole process of
the investigation was discussed in a paper entitled
‘Experimental Study of a Prestressed Cable Roof’
presented in the International Conference on Tension
Roof Structures in London, April 1974 [9].
As a consultant to the Engineers India Ltd.,
Professor Makowski (together with P. Mullord) was
involved in the analysis, design and construction of the
huge dome covering of the indoor Indraprastha
Stadium (Indira Gandhi Stadium) in New Delhi,
erected for the IX Asian Games 1982. This steel
structure has a clear span of 150 metres and, at the
time, was the largest of its kind in the whole of India,
Figure 17.
In 1968, Professor Makowski was appointed as the
structural consultant to BOAC and having formed his
firm of Z. S. Makowski and Associates, he was
responsible for the construction of two aircraft hangars
at London Airport, Heathrow, covered with
prefabricated diagonal steel grids having a clear span
of 153 metres, Figure 18. Different aspects of
structural design and analysis of these hangars were
discussed in some papers in English and German
languages between 1969 and 1973 [1].
Professor Makowski has always placed special
emphasis on the relationship between engineers,
architects and industrial designers. Figure 19 shows
him, together with Dr Max Mengeringhausen in front
of the famous MERO Company headquarters in
Würzburg, Germany.
Figure 17. Indira Gandhi (Indraprastha) Stadium 
in New Delhi, India, constructed in 1981.
(a) An exterior veiw of the Stadium © Sambath 
Kumaar [11] 
(b) An interior veiw of the Stadium © Sambath 
Kumaar [11] 
Figure 18. Jumbo Jet Maintenance Hangar 01 at Heathrow
Airport, London, UK.
(a) A schematic plan view of the Hangar [5] 
(b) Spine girder and fascia girder during the 
construction [5] 
(c) Entrance of the Hangar [5] 
Makowski had a strong professional relationship
with Stephane du Château (1908–1999), the
distinguished architect in the field of space structures,
as well as being his close friend for decades. He
discussed du Château’s projects in around 20 of his
publications (books and papers) [1] and [12].
Moreover, in 1971, he suggested to the Vice-
Chancellor of the University of Surrey to award an
Honorary Degree to Monsieur du Château, Figure 20.
Makowski also published a particular paper entitled
‘Space Structures of Stephan du Château’, in Building
Specification in 1975.
Renzo Piano, the Italian Pritzker Prize-winning
Architect also was in touch with Makowski in the
1960’s and 1970’s. Piano attended the International
Conference on Space Structures at the University of
Surrey in September 1966 to present his paper entitled
‘Experiments and Projects with Industrialised
Structures in Plastics Materials’. The paper discussed
methods of manufacture and assembly for several
types of roof structures and simple forms of buildings
[13]. Piano also visited the Space Structures Research
Centre several times in 1970’s. Incidentally, Professor
Makowski published a paper about Piano’s projects
entitled ‘Strukturen aus Kunststoff von Renzo Piano’
in April 1970 [1].
4. PRIZES, MEDALS AND HONOURS
Professor Makowski received many prizes and
honours, some of the more important one of these are:
In 1971, for the design of the Heathrow Jumbo Jet
Hangars, he received the Special Prize awarded by the
Institution of Structural Engineers and in 1972 a prize
from the British Steel Corporation and the British
Constructional Steelwork Association – the judges
described the hangars as ‘superb pieces of engineering
design, integrating structure and services’.
In 1974, he received the Golden Wing Prize from
the International Club of Plastics Experts in
recognition of his contribution to research on the
structural applications of plastics material.
In 1977 he received the Queen’s Jubilee Medal for
his work on Space Structures.
In 1980 he was admitted into the Freedom of the
City of London.
In 1982, in recognition of his contribution to the
advancement of Science and Technology, he was
awarded the Fellowship of the City and Guilds of
London Institute.
In 1983, he was elected a fellow of the Fellowship
of Engineering.
In 1986, Professor Makowski received the
Honorary Membership of the International
Association for Shell and Spatial Structures (IASS)
during the Association’s symposium in Osaka, Japan.
During the ceremony, the President of the IASS,
Professor Yoshikatsu Tsuboi, said that the conferment
of the IASS Honorary Membership to Professor
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Figure 19. Dr M. Mengeringhausen with Professor Makowski
and Dr H. Eberlin in font of the MERO headquarters in
Würzburg, Germany, 1982 [1].
Figure 20. Stephane du Château (receiving an Honorary
Degree of the University of Surrey), Professor 
Z. S. Makowski and Dr D. M. A. Leggett (Vice-Chancellor 
of the University of Surrey), Guildford, 1971 © Archives 
of the University of Surrey [3]. Figure 21. With Yoshikatsu Tsuboi, Kyoto, 1986 [1].
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Makowski is a formal recognition of the leading role
which he played over the years in the field of Space
Structures.
In 1989, the Honorary Doctorate of the Warsaw
University of Technology (WUT) was awarded to
Professor Makowski.
Incidentally, Z S Makowski Prize has been awarded
for the best overall performance in subjects related to
structures in the final year of the first degree in the
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
of the University of Surrey since 1989, Figure 22. 
5. PUBLICATIONS
Professor Z. S. Makowski is the author of over 140
papers, published in English, French, German, Italian,
Spanish, Dutch, Polish, Japanese and Chinese.
He wrote a book on ‘Steel Space Structures’,
published in 5 languages, reprinted several times since
its original publication in 1963.
He is the Editor of three important books –
‘Analysis, Design and Construction of Double Layer
Grids’, published in 1981, (English and American
editions), ‘Analysis, Design and Construction of
Braced Domes’, (1984, also in English and
American editions), as well as the ‘Analysis, Design
and Construction of Braced Barrel Vaults’, published
in 1985.
During the period 1985–2005 he was, together with
Professor H. Nooshin, the Editor of the International
Journal of Space Structures.
On the occasion of Professor Makowski’s
retirement in September 1987, a particular document
entitled ‘Z S Makowski at Sixty Five’ was published
by the University of Surrey. The document contains a
brief account of his professional activities together
with a list of his publications, as well as a collection of
letters which have been sent to him in relation to his
retirement. The letters provide a multifaceted mirror
reflecting the qualities of the man. Having gone
through the letters, a reader who does not personally
know Makowski is bound to being visualising him as
a man of integrity, a kind considerate friend, a leader
with a mission, a creative technologist and above all, a
dedicated preacher [1].
Also, a number of close colleagues and friends of
him have contributed articles in a book entitled
‘Studies in Space Structures’ to mark his retirement.
The volume contains a collection of articles on various
aspects of space structures, providing a valuable
source of information to engineers and architects in the
field [4].
6. CONFERENCES
Professor Makowski had always placed special
emphasis on the relationship between engineers,
architects and industrial designers. He was very well-
known through his lectures and seminars on space
structures conducted at numerous universities. He was
invited to give lectures not only at departments of civil
or structural engineering, but also by schools of
architecture. Figure 23 shows him in a ‘practical’ test
of a wire model during a conference in 1965. The wire
Figure 22. Professor G. A. R. Parke awarding the 
Z S Makowski Prize 2014 to Miss Michelle Hicks [5].
Figure 23. ‘Practical’ test of a wire model of a Double Layer
dome by Dr J. S. Blair, of Stewarts and Lloyds Ltd, 
with Professor Makowski and Monsieur S. du Château during
the conference on Tubular Structural Engineering, Corby, 
UK, 1965 [1].
model is still in the Structures Teaching Laboratory of
the University of Surrey.
He had also extensive experience in organising
conferences and residential short courses. He was a
member of various organising committees and
advisory boards of liaison committees responsible for
major international symposia on space structures.
Figures 24 to 30 show him, together with his friends
and colleagues, at some conferences, technical visits
and gatherings over the years.
He had a major role in organising five important
international conferences on space structures which
were held at the University of Surrey.
The proceeding of the first conference, held in
1966, edited by R. M. Davies, the second one in 1975,
edited by W. J. Supple, the third one in 1984, edited by
H. Nooshin, the fourth one in 1993, edited by G. A. R.
Parke together with C. M. Howard and the fifth one in
2002, edited by G. A. R. Parke and P. Disney. These
proceedings are recognised as major contributions to
the development of space structures technology and
architecture. The first conference brought over 700
participants from 44 countries, the second, some 400
engineers from 51 countries, the third one over 500
engineers and architects from 63 countries, the fourth,
some of 400 participants and the fifth one over 400
engineers and architects [7].
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Figure 24. Lord Robens of Woldingham, Dr D. M. A. Leggett
(First Vice-Chancellor of the University of Surrey) and
Professor Makowski at the official opening of a seminar on
the New Channel Bridge, Guildford, 1973 [1].
Figure 25. Welcoming guests at the official reception arranged
in connection with the Third International Conference on
Space Structures, Guildford, 1984 [1].
Figure 26. Professor Z. S. Makowski, Monsieur S. du
Château, Miss L. Gould and Professor H. Nooshin 
in the closing ceremony of the Third International Conference
on Space Structures, Guildford, 1984, the person standing 
on the left is Dr Bahman Tahouri [5].
Figure 27. Professor Makowski and Mrs Makowska with 
Dr Fugio Matsushita, Tokyo, 1986 [1].
Figure 28. With H. Nooshin in Suzhou, China, 1986 [1].
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For a number of years Professor Makowski was a
member of the Engineering and Technology Advisory
Committee of the British Council, as well as a member
of Council of the SEFI (European Society for
Engineering Education).
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ABSTRACT: The Space Structures Research Centre was founded by
Professor Zygmunt Stanislaw Makowski in 1963. The Centre is a part of the
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering of the University of
Surrey, Guildford, UK. Many different activities have been organised by the
Centre since its establishment in areas such as research, publication, teaching,
organisation of conferences, as well as, consulting work. This paper outlines
the activities of the Centre in the past 50 years and gives an overview of the
role of the Centre in the development of spatial structures in the world.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Space Structures Research Centre was founded in
May 1963 by Professor Z.S. Makowski and has been
highly active ever since in helping to further the ideas
and promote the utilisation of spatial structures. The
main areas of activity encompass research to enhance
the methods of analysis, design and the understanding
of the behaviour of different forms of spatial
structures such as domes, barrel vaults and grids, as
well as structural systems such as foldable systems,
towers and tension structures. Publication, teaching,
organisation of conferences, besides consulting work
are example of activities which the Centre has been
organising. In 1971, Professor Hoshyar Nooshin was
appointed as the Director of the Centre and remained
in this position for 28 years. The current Director of
the Centre, Professor Gerard Andrew Roger Parke,
has taken the responsibility since 1998.
In early 1970s, a building was donated to the Centre
by the British Steel Corporation to use for laboratory
experiments on Spatial Structures [1], Figure 1.
2. RESEARCH
The core aim for founding the Centre was conducting
research in the design and analysis of spatial structures. A
number of research students have been working on
different subjects related to spatial structures in the Centre.
The subjects may be categorised into Structural
Morphology, Structural Analysis and Construction of
different types of spatial structures including shell
structures, lattice structures and foldable structures. Table 1
gives the list of completed theses in the Centre since 1967.
An electronic copy of some of the theses are available via
the Surrey Research Insight Open Access [8].
A new algebra, namely, formex algebra, and its
accompanying programming language Formian were
*Corresponding author e-mail: a.behnejad@surrey.ac.uk
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Degree Year First Name Family Name Title of Thesis
1 M Phil 1967 H Hosseinzadeh Analysis of Lamella Structural Systems with
Particular Reference to Lamella Barrel Vaults
2 M Phil 1967 Frank E S West A Study of the Efficiency of Double Layer Grid
Structures
3 M Phil 1970 John Zerning Form and Construction with Hyperbolic
Paraboloidal Shells in Plastics
4 PhD 1971 Nicolas G Kazma Structural Behaviour and Approximate Analysis of
a Double Layer Grid
5 PhD 1972 B C Neogi The Distribution of Bending Moments in a Flat
Slab with Openings
6 PhD 1973 Usam Khairi Bunni Instability of Thin-walled Sections
7 M Phil 1974 A G Collings An Approximate Analysis of a Family of Double
Layer Grids
8 PhD 1975 John Butterworth Nonlinear Analysis and Stability of Elastic Skeletal 
Warwick Systems
9 PhD 1977 M A E Bakry Optimal Design of Transmission Line Towers
10 PhD 1978 Alaeddin Behravesh A Technique for Structural Optimisation
11 PhD 1979 Nasrollah Dianat Elastoplastic Behaviour of Flat Grids
12 PhD 1980 Mahmood Haristchian Formex and Plenix Structural Analysis
13 PhD 1980 Jaime S Sanchez Formex Formulation of Structural Configurations
Alvarez
14 PhD 1981 Eysa Salajegheh Optimum Design of Double-layer Grids
15 PhD 1981 Chi-Wai Wong The Structural Behaviour of Braced Barrel Vaults
with Particular Reference to Wind Effects
16 PhD 1981 Ian Martin Collins Collapse Analysis of Double-layer Grids
17 PhD 1982 Jan Bobrowski Origins of Safety in Concrete Structures
18 PhD 1984 Chukwuka Anekwe Reduction Method of Analysis for Dense Space 
Michael Structures
19 PhD 1985 Ik Nang Anna Hee Plenix Structural Analysis
20 PhD 1985 Hugh Alan Howells Collapse Behaviour of Space Trusses with 
Thin-walled Members
Figure 1. Nodus building which was donated to the Space Structures Research Centre in early 1970s, Guildford, UK. The left
pictures shows the construction phase of the building [7].
Table 1. List of the completed PhD/M Phil theses in the Centre
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Degree Year First Name Family Name Title of Thesis
21 PhD 1986 Philip John Wicks Elastic Post-buckling and Imperfection Sensitivity
of Symmetric Structural Systems
22 PhD 1986 O F A El-Labbar Formex Graphics in Structural Analysis
23 PhD 1986 M H Yassaee A Formex Approach to Finite Element Mesh 
Generation
24 M Phil 1988 Parvin D Pakandam Comparison of Behaviour of Three Types of Braced
Domes
25 PhD 1988 Lambros Babilis Micro-Formian for the Analysis and Design of
Space Frames
26 PhD 1988 Mohammad Ashraf Structural Behaviour of Composite Triple Layer
Bridge Grids
27 PhD 1988 Gerard Parke The Behaviour of Space Trusses Incorporating 
Andrew Novel Compression Members
Roger
28 PhD 1989 Mehdi Mohammadi The Renection Method for the Analysis of Space 
Khabbazan Frames
29 PhD 1989 Peter Disney The Programming Language Formian
Lawrence
30 PhD 1990 Wenxiao Shan Foldable Space Structures
31 PhD 1990 Jackson Mwakali The Collapse Behaviour of Double-layer Space 
Araali Trusses Incorporating Eccentrically Loaded 
Tee-section Members
32 PhD 1990 Barbara Johnson Near-coincident Boubly-symmetric Behaviour
Helen Systems: Elastic Post-buckling Behaviour and
Imperfaction Sensitivity
33 PhD 1992 Walid S Shatila Computer Analysis, Design and Draughting of 
Semi-rigid Bolted Connections
34 PhD 1993 Chiaki Yamamoto New Formian and Epilanguages for Preprocessing 
of Space Structures
35 PhD 1993 Deepali Hadker Formex Configuration Processing for Space 
Structures
36 PhD 1993 Dimitra Tzourmakliotou Computer Aided Design of Braced Domes
Christos
37 PhD 1994 Eltayeb Khalafalla Computer Aided Processing of Geodesic Structural 
Elrayah Forms
38 M Phil 1994 Hiroyuki Tomatsuri Space Structure Forms and Systems
39 PhD 1997 Oliver Champion Polyhedric Configurations
Charles
40 PhD 1997 Karim Abedi Propagation of Local Instabilities in Braced Domes
41 PhD 1997 Mohammad Chenaghlou Semi-rigidity of Connections in Space Structures
Reza
42 PhD 1999 Isabell S Hofmann The Concept of Pellevation for Shaping of 
Structural Forms
43 PhD 1999 Fevzi Dansik Force Density Method and Configuration 
Processing
44 PhD 2000 Yoshihiko Kuroiwa Regularisation of Structural Forms Using Genetic 
Algorithms
45 PhD 2000 Mohammad Saeedi An Approximate Method for the Prediction of the 
Ali Behaviour of Some Space Structures
(Continued)
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Degree Year First Name Family Name Title of Thesis
46 PhD 2000 Olivier L S Baverel Nexorades: a Family of Interwoven Space Structures
47 PhD 2001 Graham Barnard Engineering with Small Roundwood - its 
Mechanical and Physical Characteristics
48 PhD 2002 Hossein Ebrahimi Topological Optimisation of Double Layer Grids 
Farsangi Using Genetic Algorithm
49 PhD 2002 Arjang Sadeghi Equivalent Earthquake Loads for Some Families of 
Barrel Vaults
50 PhD 2002 Mauro Overend The Appraisal of Structural Glass Assemblies
51 PhD 2004 Sana Said El-Lishani Cable Domes and Their Stability
52 PhD 2004 Mohammad Pashaei Damping Characteristics of Mero-type Double 
Hadi Layer Grids
53 PhD 2004 Mohammad Davoodi Effects of Bolt Tightness on the Behaviour of 
Reza Mero-type Double Layer Grids
54 PhD 2004 Xenofon A Lignos A Contribution to the Nonlinear Stability Analysis 
of Multiple Parameter Systems
55 PhD 2006 Mahdi Moghimi Formex Configuration Processing of Compound 
and Freeform Structures
56 PhD 2006 Douglas Brown Verifying the Correctness of Structural Engineering 
William Calculations
57 PhD 2007 Karl-Heinz Stech Efficiency of Bridge Structures 
Friedrich
58 PhD 2008 Pierre Farrugia Kinematic Analysis of Foldable Structures
59 PhD 2009 Masoud Bolourian Theory of Plenices
60 PhD 2012 Akbar Rahimi Noshnagh Suspen-domes: Study of the Behaviour and the Design
developed for configuration processing of spatial
structures. The early work in formex configuration
processing in the seventies was greatly helped by
substantial donations from a group of Iranian Engineers,
Figure 2. These are A. Sarshar, A. Jahanshahi, 
C. G. Abkarian, G. A. Mirzareza, M. S. Yazdani and 
J. Hassanein. Also, during the nineties, the Taiyo Kogyo
Corporation of Japan, NASA (Award No NAGW-4132)
and the Tomoe Corporation of Japan were instrumental in
supporting research in formex configuration processing.
Figure 2. Some of the donators are seen in the picture. From left: A. Sarshar, M. S. Yazdani (H. Nooshin and M. Ghalibafian), 
C. G. Abkarian, G. A. Mirzareza and A. Jahanshahi [7].
Also, a number of experts have been honored visitors
at the Centre during the past 50 years. Examples of this
include Donald Dean (USA), Feng Fan (China), Masumi
Fujimoto (Japan), Victor Gioncu (Romania), Ariel
Hanaor (Israel), Koichiro Ishikawa (Japan), Yoshito
Isono (Japan), Wanda J. Lewis (UK), Cedric Marsh
(Canada), Koji Miyazaki (Japan), Hassan Mogaddam
(Iran), Rene Motro (France), Olga Popovic Larsen
(Denmark), G. S. Ramaswamy (India), Renzo Piano
(Italy), Janusz Rebielak (Poland), Mircea V. Soare
(Romania) and Jianheng Sun (China).
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Vol No Year Subject of the Special Issue Guest Editor(s)
5 3 & 4 1990 Geodesic Forms Tibor Tarnai
6 2 1991 Nonlinear Analysis J L Meek
6 4 1991 The Architecture of Space Frames J Francois Gabriel
7 2 1992 Tensegrity Systems Rene Motro
7 4 1992 Stability of Space Structures Victor Gioncu
8 1 & 2 1993 Deployable Space Structures Sergio Pellegrino
10 3 1995 Prefabricated Spatial Frame Systems Ariel Hanaor
11 1 & 2 1996 Morphology and Architecture Haresh Lalvani
12 3 & 4 1997 Dynamics of Space Structures Yasuhiko Hangai
14 2 1999 Form Finding of Tension Structures Rene Motro
14 3 1999 Aircraft Hangers G S Ramaswamy
15 3 & 4 2000 Topics in Design of Lattice Structures Ariel Hanaor
16 3 2001 Space Structures in China Tien T Lan & S Z Shen
17 2 & 3 2002 Teaching of Space Structures John Chilton
21 1 2006 The Pioneers of Space Structures —
22 1 2007 Footbridges Enzo Siviero
22 3 2007 Adaptable Structures Arno Pronk
23 4 2008 Tensioned Membrane Construction Marijke Mollaert & John Chilton
24 2 2009 Structural Engineers World Congress R Sundaram
24 4 2009 Structural Membranes: Analysis and Design Eugenio Oñate
25 2 2010 Computation of Spatial Structures John F Abel
26 3 2011 Celebrating 25 Years Devoted to Space Structures —
26 4 2011 Reciprocal Systems Olivier Baverel
27 2 & 3 2012 Tensegrity Gian Carlo Giuliani
28 3 & 4 2013 Active Bending Christoph Gengnagel
3. PUBLICATIONS
Over the years the Centre has been responsible for the
publication of a number of books, papers and
conference proceedings. In particular, the Centre was
involved in the publication of the International Journal
of Space Structures since 1985.
3.1. Books
The following nine books, which are valuable
references in the field of spatial structures, have been
published by the Centre:
Makowski Z.S., Räumliche Tragwerke aus Stahl. (1st ed. in
German), Verlag Stahleisen m.b.H., 1963.
Makowski Z.S., Constructions Spatiales en acier. (1st ed. in
French), Verlag Stahleisen m.b.H., 1963.
Makowski Z.S., Steel Space Structures. (1st ed. in English),
Verlag Stahleisen m.b.H., 1964.
Bunni U.K., Disney P. and Makowski Z.S., Multi-layer
Space Frames., Constrado, 1980.
Makowski Z.S., Analysis, Design and Construction of Double
Layer Grids., Applied Science Publishers LTD, 1981.
Nooshin H., Formex Configuration Processing in
Structural Engineering., Elsevier Applied Science
Publishers LTD, 1984.
Makowski Z.S., Analysis, Design and Construction of
Braced Domes., Granada Publishing, 1984.
Makowski Z.S., Analysis, Design and Construction of Braced
Barrel Vaults., Elsevier Applied Science Publishers LTD,
1985.
Nooshin H., Studies in Space Structures., Multi-Science
Publishing Company Limited, 1987.
3.2. International Journal of Space
Structures
The first issue of the International Journal of Space
Structures was published in 1985. According to the
Editorial Note by the founders and initial editors of the
Journal, Z. S. Makowski and H. Nooshin, ‘the need for a
journal dealing specifically with space structures was felt
long before the recent International Conference on Space
Structures, which was held at the University of Surrey in
September 1984. The success of the conference reinforced
Table 2. List of the special issues of the International Journal of Space Structures including the subjects
and the guest editor(s).
the belief that the time was now ripe for the launching of
a journal on space structures’ [2]. Twenty one years later,
in 2006, Rene Motro and John Chilton were appointed as
the new editors of the Journal. Later on in 2008, Motro
carried on with the editorship alone. In 2012, he decided
to focus on his position as the president of the
International Association for Shell and Spatial Structures,
so he passed the responsibility of the editorship to Olivier
Baverel and Bernard Maurin. The Journal has published
28 special issues on specific subjects, Table 2. The table
gives information about these special issues including the
subject and the name of the Guest Editor(s).
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Figure 3. A celebration on the occasion of 50th year of
teaching Spatial Structures, 25 March 2013 [7].
Figure 4. A caricature of Prof H Nooshin by one of his
placement year students during a regular visit [7].
Figure 5. A group of primary school students at the Centre,
during a one day workshop on ‘basics of form generation in
Formian’ [7].
Figure 6. Some attendees of the two week course on spatial
structures in the University of Kerman, Iran, 2001 [7].
4. TEACHING
The Centre has been active in offering courses on
spatial structures at various levels during the past 50
years. Specifically, a course entitled ‘Space Structures’
for postgraduate students of the University of Surrey
has been designed and delivered since 1964. The Centre
has organised a celebration on the occasion of the 50th
year of teaching the course by Prof H. Nooshin on 25
March 2013, Figure 3. Also, various workshops and
short courses at different levels have been organised by
the Centre in the UK and other countries including
Australia, China, India, Iran, Japan and Romania.
Figure 5, for instance, shows a group of primary school
students, during a one day workshop on ‘basics of form
generation in Formian’ in the University of Surrey, UK.
Another example of the many teaching activities is a
two week course on spatial structures. The course was
organised for its 19th time in April 2014 at the
University of Kerman, Iran. Figure 6 shows a group of
attendees of the course in 2001.
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5. CONFERENCES
A series of International Conferences on Space
Structures has been organised by the Centre, the first
of which was in 1966. The last conference in this
series was combined with an IABSE-IASS event in
London, 2011. The proceeding of the first
conference, held in 1966, edited by R.M. Davies, the
second one in 1975, edited by W.J. Supple, the third
one in 1984, edited by H. Nooshin, the fourth one in
1993, edited by G.A.R. Parke together with 
C.M. Howard and the fifth one in 2002, edited 
by G.A.R. Parke and P. Disney. These proceedings
are recognised as major contributions to the
development of space structures technology and
architecture. The first conference brought over 700
participants from 44 countries, the second, some 400
engineers from 51 countries, the third one over 500
engineers and architects from 63 countries, the
fourth, some of 400 participants and the fifth one over
400 engineers and architects. Figures 7 and 8 show two
memorial gifts to the Centre given by the Mero
Company and the British Aluminium Company on
the occasions of the Second and the Third
International Conferences, respectively.
Also, the Centre was involved in organising a
number of seminars in association with other
organisations. Figure 9 shows one of such seminars on
formex algebra and Formian, Osaka, Japan, 1990.
5.1. Pioneers’ Award
It has been a tradition of the Space Structures
Research Centre to recognise and honour those who
Figure 7. A 10m height steel memorial gift by the German
Mero Company on the occasion of the Second International
Conference on Space Structures, University of Surrey,
September 1975 [7].
Figure 8. A 6m diameter aluminium dome, a gift from the
British Aluminium Company on the occasion of the Third
International Conference on Space Structures, University of
Surrey, September 1984 [7].
Figure 9. A seminar on formex algebra and Formian, Osaka,
Japan, 1990. The top picture shows Dr Peter Disney
demonstrating the initial version of Formian in the 
seminar [7].
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The Third Conference in 1984
Francisco Castano (Mexico)
Stephane du Chateau (France)
H G Fentiman and A E Fentiman (Canada)
Fujio Matsushita (Japan)
Max Mengeringhausen (Germany)
Donald L Richter (USA)
Yoshikatsu Tsuboi (Japan)
The Fourth Conference in 1993
Jan Bobrowski (UK)
David G Emmerich (France)
Yasuhiko Hangai (Japan)
Yoshito Isono (Japan)
Mamoru Kawaguchi (Japan)
Tien T Lan (China)
Lewis C Schmidt (Australia)
Mircea V Soare (Romania)
Ronald G Taylor (UK)
The Fifth Conference in 2002
Michael Burt (Israel)
Mick Eekhout (Netherlands)
Felix Escrig (Spain)
J Francois Gabriel (USA)
Victor Gioncu (Romania)
Kajal K Gupta (USA)
Ariel Hanaor (Israel)
Kazuo Ishii (Japan)
Shiro Kato (Japan)
Haresh Lalvani (USA)
Massimo Majowiecki (Italy)
Stefan J Medwadowski (USA)
Rene Motro (France)
Sergio Pellegrino (UK)
Ekkehard Ramm (Germany)
Masao Saitoh (Japan)
Jorg Schlaich (Germany)
Tibor Tarnai (Hungary)
Table 3. List of the Pioneers’ Award recipients given during the International Conferences on Space
Structures.
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have made significant contributions in the field of
spatial structures. This has been done through a
special award called the "Pioneers' Award", given
during the International Conferences on Space
Structures held at the University of Surrey. List of the
recipients of the Pioneers' Award is given in Table 3
[5]. Also, two examples of the Award are presented in
Figure 10.
6. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
INDUSTRY
A number of firms, specialised in spatial structures,
have been in close relation with the Centre. The
technical staff of the firms, as well as the managers,
have been sent to the Centre to expand their
knowledge. These include the famous Japanese firms
of Taiyo Kogyo Group and Tomoe Corporation.
Figure 11 shows an annual gathering of the “Surrey
Club” at the Taiyo Kogyo Company, Tokyo, March
1993. Also, consulting work has been carried out in the
Figure 13. Takhti (Farahabad) Sports Stadium in Tehran, Iran,
opened in 1974, photo by Omidali Samavati [6].
Figure 10. Examples of the Pioneers’ Award given during the International Conferences on Space Structures [7].
Figure 11. Annual gathering of the “Surrey Club” at the Taiyo
Kogyo Company, Tokyo, March 1993 [5].
Figure 12. Spine girder and fascia girder of the Jumbo Jet
Maintenance Hangar 01 at Heathrow Airport during the
construction, London, UK, 1969 [7].
Centre including the design of the Jumbo Jet Hangars
at London Heathrow Airport, Figures 12, and the
prestressed cable roof of the Farahabad (Takhti) Sports
Stadium in Tehran, Figure 13. 
In 2014, the Research Centre is still continuing with
its strong commitment into understanding further
structural morphology, as well as the behaviour of
spatial structures with over 10 PhD students engaged
in this work.
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